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I AM very thankful to hear that another edition of "
/;/

thelFar East" is called for. It is a book that I

value highly ; and I feel sure that no one can read it

without being deeply interested, and really profited.

It is a photograph of the spiritual experience of

a devoted worker among a most needy and interest-

ing people." Its graphic descriptions bring the

reader into the very presence of the Chinese, to

their homes, and even to their hearts. I can

scarcely imagine anyone reading the book without

receiving a Missionary inspiration, and being brought
nearer to God, and nearer to the heathen.

To those especially who wish to acquaint themselves

with the work of the China Inland Mission the book

has a special value. To Miss Guinness, the deep

spiritual truths which underlie the methods of the

Mission are not mere theories, but have become a part of her own inner life. The
reader sees these truths illustrated in the daily life of the worker, in the homes of the

Chinese themselves.

And what is the secret of the deep sympathy which makes our dear friend so truly

one with those she has gone to raise and bless ? Is it not the very
"

love of God shed

abroad
"

in her heart by the Holy Spirit ; love for the unloving and unlovely ? God's

love needs no attractiveness to draw it out. He loves because He is love; just as

the light shines, because it is light. And love is as constant and untiring in its

operations as light, and as mighty in its results. Such love transforms by the power
of the Holy Spirit the unlovely into loveliness

;
and really transfigures many a dark

life.

May God so bless the circulation of this book that many of its readers may be led

thus to follow in the footsteps of their Master.

Will not each reader join us in prayer that God will guide and bless our dear

friend, and give the health and strength that are necessary for her work ?

December $th, 1889. (7
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" Ye shall be -witnesses to Me . . . unto the uttermost

part of the Earth."

HESE were the last words of our LORD JESUS CHRIST

"When He had spoken these things . . . He was taken

up, and a cloud received Him out of their sight." A

prophecy, a promise, and a command were contained in

this fatewell sentence, and the nineteen Christian cen-

turies that have elapsed since it was spoken have seen the

prophecy come to pass, the promise fulfilled, the command

obeyed .

The parting words of Jesus lifted the eyes of His disciples

from the narrow Jewish world that filled their horizon, to the

greater world which lay beyond ; a world shut out by their

national prejudices, but which their Lord had died to redeem.

His purposes towards humanity were not bounded by the

limits of the land of Palestine. He had come to the Jew

first, but not to the Jew only. He had brought mankind a new

Thought, a new conception of the Father. He had told them that

" God so loved the world." That world He committed to His disciples,

in His parting charge to His Church. " The uttermost part of the

Earth ;" these were the last words of JESUS.
* *

The letters contained in this little book are from " the uttermost

part of the Earth," and come straight from a heart that is earnestly seeking to witness for

JESUS CHRIST. The reception that they met with on their first appearance in the pages



Preface.

of Regions Beyond has led to their being thus reprinted. They make no pretensions

to literary merit, being written in the simple, familiar style that one would naturally

use to one's home-people, and have been thrown into chapters somewhat irregularly

with regard to subject-matter rather than- to any special number of pages. As will be

seen, the first chapter is introductory, and Miss Guinness's letters begin with Chapter II.

The "Mary" often alluded to in the letters is Miss MARY REED, youngest

daughter of MRS. HENRY REED, and sister of MRS. HARRY GUINNESS. Miss REED

had been for more than a year preparing for China, by living and working in one of

the worst and lowest parts of East London, where she very bravely and successfully

threw herself into home-mission effort, amid surroundings which for spiritual darkness

and moral depravity could scarcely be exceeded in China. She sailed with the

missionary party on board the Kaisar-i-Hind, and she and Miss Guinness were

companions in the varying experiences described in the letters until they parted at

Tsing-kiang-pu (see p. 77). Miss LOTTIE MCFARLANE is the " L- "
of the later

Journals, and Miss MAGGIE MACKEE the " M- ." A few editorial explanations will

be found in large type here and there, where parts of the Journal have been omitted

and connecting links are necessary.

The Editor's best thanks are due to Miss CONSTANCE F. GORDON-GUMMING for

kindly allowing one of her tasteful Chinese sketches to be reproduced on the cover

of this book; also to the CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY for the use of the blocks of

their capital map of China, which is quite the best thing of its kind to be had at

present ;
and to Mr. B. BROOMHALL, of the CHINA INLAND MISSION, for the extracts

and information facing the map, and for the statistical table on page xiv.

Miss GUINNESS herself is associated with the CHINA INLAND MISSION. Current

letters from her appear every month in Regions Beyond, an illustrated missionary

magazine, connected with the East London Institute for Home and Foreign Missions,

some notice of which will be found at the end of this book. Our last tidings from

her, received at the time of going to press, were written en route for HONANV the great,

central, flood-devastated and famine-stricken province of Chind.

Millions are perishing to-day in that vast land, simply for want of common bread to

eat. But oh ! what countless millions have perished, throughout the length and

breadth of the great Empire of the East, day by day ever since JESUS CHRIST bade

His people go and carry the bread of life to the uttermost part of the Earth !



Preface.

The bread of life, the common bread of life, that belongs by right to "
every

creature
"

since JESUS died for all, they are perishing for lack of, while we have

enough and to spare, and CHRIST is saying to us

" Giveye them to eat."

Shall we not, at any rate, tiy to obey HIM ?

Shall we not lift our eyes from the often-narrow world in which we live, to GOD'S

wider world, that lies beyond us, to the fields white unto harvest that have waited so

long for reapers, and that HE is calling us to reap ?

Shall we not pray HIM to enlarge our limited sphere of existence, and open our

hearts to sympathize with and care for other lives less rich than our?, and other hearts

less happy ; that into lives that know nothing of the Life Eternal, and into human

hearts that are hungering after God and feeling for HIM through the darkness that

still covers the uttermost part of the Earth, we may bring the knowledge of JESUS

CHRIST THE SAVIOUR OF THE WORLD.

LONDON, 1889.

Preface to the Second Edition.
THAT five thousand copies cf the First Edition of this book-

should have been circulated within five months of its

I publication, is surely evidence that the burden of the

Evangelization of the World is being increasingly laid on the

Church. We earnestly commend this second and enlarged

Edition to the prayerful consideration of all who belong to

CHRIST. Within three weeks of its first publication,
"
/// the Far

East" so stirred the heart and conscience of one reader that she was

led to give her life to missionary work in China. Would GOD that the

Second Edition might be used to send forth many labourers into the

great harvest field !

How is it that we are so little in earnest about the swiftly passing

opportunities that our brief life offers for the service of Jesus our Lord ?

They are such short and precious opportunities ! Before the first copy of this book
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came from the press, heavy tidings had reached us from China. Miss Guinness wrote

on their last New Year's Eve :

These have been solemn hours, in which this great nation has stepped across the dim dividing line

and entered another unknown year. Another, another to add to the scores and hundreds and

thousands of her dark and Christless, irrevocable past !

Yes ! these have been solemn hours, and the Master has drawn very nigh, for only to-night we have

had the tidings of the sudden death of another of our dear workers. Sweet Maggie Mackee has died

from small-pox at Yangchau. It seems only the other day that we were going up the canal together

on our way to Tsing-King-Pu, and now she is gone dead buried with the Lord to-night ! I can

hardly believe it ! She was one of the strongest, bonniest creatures you could imagine, so full of life,

and had only been in China about eighteen months. I must not write more, though my heart is full.

The bright young life, full of busy service and happy witnessing, of which we get so

pleasant a glimpse in Chapter VII., was suddenly cut off and its story finished. Maggie
Mackee had passed beyond the toil and travailing of earth far beyond its struggling

and sin into the "happier place" of the child-hymn: not less busy there, only less

burdened, and more full of joy because seeing the King in His beauty.

Jesus Christ is always near those who follow Him,
But we cannot see Him here, for our eyes are dim

;

Yonder there's a happier place where His people see His face.

But her life had been well used, and when its story ended she left a worthy record

behind. The Chinese verse printed on every page of this book

f* ii ft PJ tit & -a m m ft m *t
"As Thou hast sent me into the world, even so have I sent them into the world" had

for her a depth of meaning. She felt that it demanded her life, herself, her all
;
and

she willingly and gladly yielded to that demand everything.

Was she not right in that conviction ? Was she not right in that obedience ? Was

she not right in that entire devotion ? Does she regret it now?

When we see Him face to face, Who loved us and gave Himself for us, what shall

we think of the lives we lived down here? Oh let us listen to His "Follow Me!"
Let us OBEY IT !

LUCY E. GUINNESS.

CLIFF, Christmas, 1889.
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AN ancient and populous Empire exists in the far East,

the most ancient, the most populous the world knows. Its

people number over four hundred millions, an inconceivable

multitude. Its eighteen provinces have been penetrated to

some extent by the messengers of Jesus Christ, but in the

seven provinces where missionaries have longest laboured, over

i eighty millions are beyond the reach of the Gospel ; in the other

eleven provinces a few missionaries are labouring, but over one

hundred millions are beyond tJieir reach ; while in the vast regions of Manchuria,

Mongolia, Thibet, and the North-Western Dependencies, which exceed in extent the

whole of Europe, are other twenty millions, making an aggregate of over two hundred

millions beyond the reach of all existing agencies.

" The claims oj an empire like this should stirely be not only admittea but realized ! Shall

not the eternal interests ofone-fifth of our race stir up the deepest sympathies ofour nature, the

most strenuous efforts of our blood-bought powers? Shall not the low wail of helpless ,

Jiopeless miseryi arising from one-half of the heathen world, pierce our sluggish ear, and

rouse us, spirit, soul, and body, to one mighty, continued, unconquerable effort for China's

salvation ?
"

/. Hudson Taylor.

"
'lake your Bible, and carefully count, not the chapters or the verses, but the lettersfrom

the beginning of Genesis to the
' Amen '

of the Revelation; and when you have accomplished
the task, go over it again and again and again ten times, tw;nty, forty times nay,you must

read the very letters ofyour Bible eighty times over beforeyou have reached the requisite sum.

'It would take something like the letters of eighty Bibles to represent the men, women, and
children of that ola ana wonarous empire. Fourteen hundied ofthem have sunk into Christ-

less graves during the last hour; thirty-three thousand willpass to-dayfor ever beyondyour
reach. Dispatch your missionary to-morrow, and one million and a quarter of immortal

souls,for whom Christ died, will have passed to theirfinal account before he can reach their

shores. Whether such facts touch us or not, I think they ought to move our hearts, it is

enough to make an angel weep." Rev. Silvester Whitehead.



PROPORTION OF MISSIONARIES TO THE POPULATION IN THE

EIGHTEEN PROVINCES OF CHINA PROPER.

(The estimate of population is that given in the last edition of " China's Spiritual Need and Claims.'

The number of Missionaries is according to an account corrected to May, 1888).

"
If tlwu forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those that are ready

to be slain ; if tJiou saycst
' behold we knew it not] doth not He that pondereth the heart

consider it ? and He that keepeth thy soul doth He not know it 1 and shall He not render

to every man according to his works ?
"
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they

Jiad been

mindful of
that country

from whence

theycame out,

they might
have had

opportunity
to have

returned ;

but now they

desire a

better

country, that

is an

heavenly ;

Wherefore GOD is not

ashamed to be cctllea

'Their God';

for he hath prepared for
them a city"
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A Missionary Farewell.
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CHAPTER I.

How many scenes are recalled by that one word
'

Good-bye
'

!

On the 25th of January, 1888, it was spoken

by not a few voices to a Missionary party

on the eve of setting sail for China. Per-

haps we cannot better preface Miss

Guinness' account of all that has followed

that Farewell, than by recalling a few of

the scenes that accompanied it.

After all it is real life that touches

us. We live in an earnest world, in

our every-day surroundings there is a

Great Deep that we cannot understand.

We live in a common world, and there

is a heart-sympathy that binds us all

together, whatever our name or nation.

Our

mission

aries abroad will be

glad to look at these

pictures. It will remind them of a good-bye long since said ! Our friends at home

may also like to see them. God grant that to many of them, just such a good-bye may
come !

Exeter Hall is crowded. There is no standing room. People are being turned

away from the doors. Honoured servants of God, representatives of all phases of

Christian life and effort are gathered on the platform. It is a Missionary meeting;
a Missionary Farewell.

Standing amongst the multitude, we realize, with an aching heart, all that this im-

plies ;
the great Farewell Meeting has come at last ;

we are going to say good-bye- /



A Missionary Hymn.

Suddenly the great organ peals forth, and from thousands of thrilling hearts and

voices in the vast congregation, the grand old hymn swells up :

" Thou whose Almighty Word Chaos and .darkness heard

And took their flight,

Hear us, we humbly pray, And where the Gospel ray

Sheds not its glorious day
Let there be Light !

"

It is wonderful. We are conscious that we are speaking to GOD. All the pain of

parting, the strain of the last few days, the anguish scarcely kept back, the forced

turning of thought from the actual cause of our coming together, lest self-control

should fail, vanishes in a great blinding light, the Infinite Presence of God. And with

a strange calm the thought comes ovjer us " Yes. It is not we, not our work, nor any
human effort that we seek, but THOU, whose Almighty Word . . . !"

Each word of the hymn as it passes is instinct with life and meaning ;
but when on

the closing lines the great organ's full power comes out in the triumphant infinite

appeal
" Blessed and Holy Three, Glorious Trinity, Wisdom, Love, Might,

'

it is overwhelming. The billows of sound roll out like some vast surging sea, lifting

up mighty waves on high, bearing us right beyond self and time, and flooding the

soul with a sense of Infinitude. And a strong tide of feeling sweeps up from thousands

of hearts with the inspiring prayer,

"
Blessed and Holy Three ! Glorious Trinity !

Wisdom, Love, Might !

Boundless as Ocean's tide rolling in fullest Pride,

O'er the world far and wide

Let there be Light .'"

The hymn is ended
;
and as the earnest words of the speakers that follow ring out,

reaching the hearts of thousands with their powerful appeal, we look across the wide,

brilliantly-lighted hall, at the great assembly gathered to bid farewell to our missionary,

and our thoughts fly back to a wonderfully different farewell meeting, at which we
had been present only the night before.

# *
*

It was late on Sunday evening. Miss Guinness had just said good-bye to the

people of our largest Mission Chapel. We stepped together out of Berger Hall,



A nother Fareivell Meeting. 3
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leaving the dear folk ihere behind us stepped together out of the old home (as she

felt it long since
!)

into the black, wintry streets. Andrews and another of the night-

school men were waiting outside in the darkness and rain, to bid her a long good-bye.

We shall never forget the little scene that followed. The tall, grey-headed hawker

was always a familiar friend at Berger Hall, and we had long liked his simple earnest-

ness, knowing how noble a heart lay hidden under his uncouth exterior. We can see

him now standing there, bareheaded, in the rain can see his tall, rough figure, and

almost hear the half-broken voice, husky with emotion, with which he bid her good-

bye ! The trembling words of his mate, who could hardly speak, were more eloquent

than many an oration, when he broke down at last with,
"
I can't say no more, Miss

;
nor I can't say what I means but God bless you !

"

And tall, grey-headed Andrews bent down, and taking in his toil-hardened hands

hers that had so often brought him blessing, he stooped and kissed them, uncouth

East- end hawker as he was, with as much dignity as a prince could have commanded,
kissed them reverently, tenderly, silently, sobbing aloud the while !

* *
*

We are suddenly recalled from our mind-picture by the ringing applause that closes

an eloquent speech from Dr. Barnardo. Mr. Farwell, of Chicago, Mr. Reginald

Radcliffe, Mr. T. A. Denny, Mr. Grattan Guinness, the Rev. Archibald G. Brown

and others follow, Miss Guinness herself speaking before the close of the meeting.

And now the great gathering disperses. Thousands have bidden her good-bye to-

night but a more real farewell is yet to come for some of us.

* *
*

"Farewell" ? How much it means! What memories it awakens! In xancy

we can almost see the old chapel-keeper of Berger Hall, standing with his good
wife in the familiar doorway, their eyes brimfull of tears to see Miss Guinness go. We
stand once more in the crowded gathering at the Bromley Tabernacle, where the dear

East-end men and women, friends of past years and labourers together in the Gospel,
have met to say good-bye to their

" dear friend." The^strange last scenes come back

to one again ;
the packing and making of final arrangements, busy outfit prepara-

tions, journeys to town and journeys to Pyrland Road, the well-known English home
of the CHINA INLAND MISSION ; the pathetic little interviews with one and another

of the simple people who had been brought to Christ by the one they were parting

from, and to whose heart theirs were knit above all others
;

then the home-scenes,

where, gathered the last morning round the Book of God, that had thus drawn the

B 2



4 The Traveller's Psalm.
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family about Itself every day since first the parents met, the Father's voice reads aloud

with a sound of deepest benison the traveller's psalm for the one who is going away,

. . . .
" Shall I lift iip mine eyes unto the hills ? +From whence cometh my help ? My

help comethfrom the Lord which made heaven and earth. . . ."

The wintry sunshine playing through the coloured glasses of the window, paints

patches of beautiful light on the floor, as those last, solemn moments pass away, and

one notices the sunlight and colour as details are noticed in the presence of a great,

overwhelming pain. But when the deep voice of the reader comes to the closing

verse of the psalm :

" The Lord preserve thy going out and thy coming in, from this

time forth and even for evermore" the sunshine seems to fade away in the radiance of

a brighter Light. There is a PRESENCE that passing across the heart at times, leaves
" no need of the sun," for the Glory of God lightens that heart and the Lamb is the

Light thereof.

* *
*

In thought one can almost hear again the bewildering roar of the great city station

that has seen so many bitter partings and glad encounters. Now we are in the train,

hurrying swiftly past familiar East London districts, seen thus for the last time to-

day ! we stand inside the big docks and find our way with crowds of other passengers

and friends and relations to the ocean-bound " Kaisar-i-Hind ;
" we are pressed

with the rest of the throng up the narrow gangway, and stand a few moments together

still on the hurricane deck above. A bell rings . . . again . . . again There

are moments that cannot be thought of, only felt.

# *
*

Our feet are on the shore now and the ship is moving away, slowly, slowly, so

slowly, that we can almost reach, across the gap between us, the missionary party

standing there on the upper deck. Keen January weather is crisping the sluggish

dock water through which, impelled by two sturdy steam-tugs, the great vessel moves

statelily along. Keen January wind is tossing about the hair and shawls and skirts of

a group of our factory-girls who have left their work to come and say good-bye to

their long-loved
" Teacher." As they stand there in the teeth of the bitter wind, they

represent right well with all their affection and rough simplicity the class she loved

so much ! A knot of the night-school men are here beside us, some of the lowest and

roughest of all have gathered at the dock to see the end.



" Crown Him Lord of all."
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And now the end has come. The group on the hurricane deck, with sweet, bright

faces turned towards England and towards Home, is growing less. As the few feet

between us, across the cold, grey water, widen and widen out into a bridgeless, heaving

waste, the strong, deep voice that read the traveller's psalm, is raised above the noise

and pain of parting in prayer to GOD for our missionaries and for*China.
" God bless China !

"
the words ring out and are echoed fervently by hearts and

voices on board, again and again. Then from the crowd on shore the sweet refrain

goes up : %
" I Love to think of the Heavenly Land. . . .

There II be no parting there !
"

And the message of Hope made resonant by the hearty voices of our fifty students

and deaconesses, joined by the factory lasses and night-school men, rung out by the

little crowd of Berger Hall workers and even by some of the very dockyard men is

borne across the water to the fast-receding ship from which a faint sweet echo comes

to us ... " noparting there . . . no parting there /"

Hymn after hymn is sung while the vessel moves slowly out of the dock, till, finally

the magnificent words sound out slow, majestic and adoring" ALL HAIL THE POWER

OF JESU'S NAME."
* *
*

For His name's sake they had left us. In His name they went forth. They went

to carry that Name of Infinite Love to the uttermost part of the earth. It was fitting

that the last message that they heard floating across the water, from the Homeland

should be " Cro7tm Him . . . Crown Him . . . Crown Him . . . Crown Him Lord

of AIL"



HE VOICE OF THY BROTHER'S BLOOD."

OVER
the deep blue sea,

Over the trackless flood,

The little band is gone
In the service ot their God.

The lonely waste of waters

They traverse to proclaim,
In the distant land of Sinim

Imvnanuel's saving name !

They have heard from the far-off East

The voice of the heathen's blood ;

Amillion a month in China
Are dying without God !

For many an anxious day
On England's shore they stood ;

As the eagle's longing eye
Looks to the distant cloud,

They gazed across the sea,

Their hearts with sorrow heaving;
O China ! all for thee

Their homes and loved ones leaving ;

For they heard the ceaseless cry,
The voice of their brother's blood !

Of thy million a month, O China !

Who are c'ying without God !

And now o'er the mighty deep
The heralds of mercy speed ;

Can we wonder that they weep
As they bear the precious seed ?

But no labour in the Lord
Shall ever be in vain ;

Laden with sheaves of precious souls

They shall doubtless come again.

They must weep, for they hear the cry-
The voice of their brother's blood ;

A million a month in China
Are dying without God !

Oh ! Church of the living God !

Awake from thy sinful sleep !

Dost thou not hear yon awful cry
Still sounding o'er the deep?

Is it nought that one out of every three,
Of all the human race,

Should in China die, having never heard

The Gospel of God's grace ?

Canst thou shut thine ear to the awful sound,
The voice of thy brother's blood ?

A million a month in China
Are dying without God !

Oh, speak not of the noble few
Who the Gospel sickle wield,

And reap some sheaves with weary hand
On the edge of its harvest field

;

For beyond their utmost efforts

Four hundred millions lie,

And a thousand preachers were all too few
To reach them ere they die !

But hear, oh ! hear ye, for yourselves
The voice of your brother's blood !

A million a month in China
Are dying without God !

Go, for the Saviour sends thee,

To call from the distant East
The Idolaters for whom He died,

To His heavenly marriage feast.

The Gospel that thcu bearest

The power of God shall prove,
To triumph o'er the bouls of men
By the omnipotence of love.

And remember, while thou lingerest,
The voice of thy brother's blood ;

A million a month in China
Are dying without God !

And ye who cannot go, oh ! help
With the wondrous weapon, prayer ;

While ye uplift your hands at home,
The cross shall triumph there.

And give ye freely from your store

To the warriors in the field ;

The more you give, to you the more
Barrel and cruise shall yield.

So only can you cleanse your hands
From the guiltiness of blood !

For a million a month in China
Are dying without God !

H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.



Off Gibraltar.
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CHAPTER II.

Second Class. H ^Traveller's

Jan. 31.

IF I could get a

quiet moment any-

where, I might,

perhaps, write

what would be

better worth your

receiving. But it

is all so noisy, so

disturbed ! This

is the great draw-

back of travelling thus

second class. But on the

whole I am sure that being a second

class passenger is as advantageous as it

is right. This want of quietness is the only

drawback to our pleasant passage, so we are

well off, are we not ?

We have about five-and-twenty fellow-passengers, of whom sixteen are men, and

only five ladies. I, personally, have made friends with every one and know already a

good deal about most of them. All the men, except two or three, are of the class we

are so at home with in our dear work in Bromley, most friendly, nice and hearty

creatures ! Then we have two Hindu gentlemen returning to Bombay, and a nice

Chinese nurse from Canton, whose little charges are amongst the first class passengers

Her we regard with deepest interest, not unmingled at limes with dismay, for she wears

the native dress, and we remember that unto the Chinese we are now to become

Chinese ! She is a Christian, dear woman, and most kindly and nice.

Last night we passed Gibraltar at about 10.30. It was a clear, bright night, and the

moonlight on that bold rocky coast and over the heaving waters was most beautiful.

Every one was watching for Gibraltar's lights on the northern side of the ship. I

need not tell you that I was on the other side most of the time, following with eye
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and heart the grey outline of another

shore. There it was, soft and clear in

the moonlight, and seeming quite near.

For the first time my eyes beheld it ! My
heart went out to it, but not for the first

time, not for the first time !

Africa ! Africa ! The Great Lone

Land, the Dark Continent there it was,

just across the silver streak of moonlit

water that stretched between me and it

within reach almost within sight for

the first time !

As I stood alone on the upper deck

alone with God back to my heart came

the remembrance of the heroic devotion,

the self-sacrificing Christ-like spirit of all

who have lived, laboured, suffered and

died for Africa or who are still living

for it the story of whose lives we cherish.

One by one they came to me until I

seemed to be compassed about with a

glorious company of these mighty men
and women of valour. The Moffats,

Livingstones, Gordons, Coilliards, and

Hanningtons of Africa were there, and

with them many another : Adam McAll,

Henry Craven, Frederick Stanley Arnot,

. . . each brave, patient, hopeful spirit

with the remembrance of all that they had done to
"
help to heal this open sore of the world." Think ! Was

my spirit lifted up and strengthened then? Did I rather did

I not afresh dedicate my little life to God for His lost World,
and seek for strength to follow these as they followed Christ.

No sacrifice I could make, no hardships or loneliness I could

endure, seemed as anything any longer in view of what these had given and done

are giving and doing for God and Africa.

I have been deeply moved this last day or two in considering another vast Conti-

nent, almost as large, certainly as populous, and equally needy ASIA, dark Asia-
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Nay, now that I look into it, wz/dz larger, far, far more populous, and quite equally

needy. Wichmann gives the population of Africa as seventeen to the square mile,

while that of Asia he computes at forty-seven to the same area.

Would that God would raise up some Livingstone for Asia ! So much of it is un-

explored, unknown so much still closed to the gloripus Gospel. In the vast Chinese

Empire alone, think of the Corea, of Manchuria, outer and inner Mongolia, Songaria,

Kobolo, Hi great populous land, Kokonor, Khan, and Thibet all unreached.

3

*** Feb 6.

| DID not know when we left Naples that we

were to pass through the Straits of Messina,

but thought as I stood alone on the dark

and quiet deck, that I was looking my last

on the Home Land, the old Europe I had

never left before ! As the shining lights of

Naples gleamed over the water of the bay, it was with the dear home-letters in my
hand, with their precious words in my heart, that I stood there, and a new strength

and a new spirit of whole-hearted self- consecration to God came with the reading of

those letters, and filled my soul as I thought and prayed alone.

It was time to lift the anchor, and the word being given the sailors drew it up with

a will. Then there came a pause, a waiting before the captain's final orders. Clear

upon the night air rang out the words, and through and through my heart,
" the

chain's short now, sir !

"
. . . And the captain's answer came promptly back "Heave

right up."

They did so
; and in the pause that followed, the stately ship began to move, a

sailor's voice calling out,
" All's clear now, sir, all's clear !

"

We glided swiftly and silently out of Naples' beautiful Bay, and I watched and

watched till her lights were but as stars in the distance.

If any link of any chain that used to bind my heart keeping it from full and com-

plete surrender to my Lord, if any such link remained, I think, in God's goodness,

it was snapped then as I watched and wept and prayed. And, when still clasping the

precious home-letters I turned to go down, the last light having vanished across the

heaving water, it was with a thankful, humble consciousness, that
" Alfs clear -now,

airs clear!" * * .



I shall never forget the day we spent at Aden. We went ashore, and landed

amidst the usual confused babel of contentious, angry, excited and pleading voices,

and after prolonged and repeated discussions got the boatmen finally paid off and

our English gold changed into Indian rupees. Then we were ready to take carriages

and start for Aden itself and the renowned tanks of Solomon. This we did, amidst

renewed excitement altogether inexplicable to our western minds, which conceived of

the matter as after all a very simple one.

How interesting that drive was when we had once started, I cannot tell you.

Everything was so strange, so new, that it seemed an "Arabian Night's" tale for very
wonder. First of all the place itself, the strange, parched, scorched up, desert

place ;
the hardened track over the sands that they called a road ; the rugged, weird,

volcanic-looking mountains, jutting up everywhere, their rugged peaks bare of the

least sign of verdure or moistness
;
the brilliant, blinding sunshine

;
the clear, almost

hard-looking blue sky overhead ;
and the clouds of sand, or sandy pillars like clouds,

drifting with wondrous rapidity hither and thither in the grateful breeze, always, as it
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seemed, right in our faces at every turn ! All these combined to make an appropriate

background for the even more interesting, curious and varied groups of men and

things that claimed our first attention, first, a train of camels, strung together,

heads and tails, laden with every variety of strange-looking bales, and accompanied

by wild, active, clamorous drivers, in picturesque costumes. And then further on a

striking group of tall, handsome, soldierly-looking Zanzibaries, whose slight, straight,

lissom figures clad in long draperies, many coloured or of dazzling whiteness, stood

out in bold relief against the black high rocks, or clear blue sky.

Next, perhaps, we come upon two or three curious open carriages, containing queer

figures, in all sorts of easy and uneasy attitudes, men in turbans and gorgeous robes,

smoking long, richly-bedecked pipes, and reclining on cushions of scarlet or amber,

men in brown skins and little else besides
; some with shaven heads, and some with

quantities of stringy-looking longish hair, dyed all sorts of queer shades of whitish-

grey or brown
;
and many other equally strange, indescribable beings, whom their

eager, quick, clamorous charioteers were swiftly conveying from place to place ! And
then would come a long row of dilapidated, low, wretched-looking houses, whose wide-

open doors reveal still more unattractive interiors; and in front of these, groups of

little children at their games or women talking together. Pretty children many of

them were, with dear little brown faces and such eyes ;
the women were nice-looking,

too, but dirty, so dirty !

Thus, passing fresh wonders at every turn, the road winds steeply up the hills until

we reach the wonderful almost-tunnel cut by England's energy through the very heart

of the ridge that divides the town of Aden itself from the port and foreign settlement.

After visiting the tanks we went to the markets, and walked slowly through some of

the principal crowded streets, amazed at the beings and doings we saw on every hand !

Here we bought fruit, and here I thought much of lox KEITH FALCONER, whose life

was devoted to this needy sphere and whose death has sealed his labours.

Though only February, and what they call their winter, the place was almost un-

bearably hot. What it must be in the height of summer I cannot conceive. Dear

WILLIAM BURNS, who subsequently laboured so devotedly in China, was asked at one

time by the Jewish missionary committee of his church to become their agent at

Aden. He was willing to have gone even there, but the Lord had other work for him

to do. "What man is he that feareth the Lord; him shall He teach in the path that

He shall choose." " HE shall choose our inheritance for us."

But now all this lies far behind us, and with our faces still east, we plough the waves
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steadily, swiftly, towards Ceylon. We could not have had a more perfect voyage than

this as regards weather. Everything has combined to make it delightful. This is cer-

tainly the right time of year to go to China.

On Monday, God willing, we land at Ceylon and say good-bye to the dear old
" Kaisar" The Lord has blessed us here, and my little cabin, at any rate, must ever

remain a sacred spot.
" How great is His goodness. How great is His beauty !

"

Our hearts long more than ever to know Him, yea to know nothing among men but

Jesus Christ and Him crucified. He daily becomes more satisfying, mor.e all-

sufficient, O let us follow on, all of us, "follow on to know the Lord."

Shipboard is not the easiest place in which to make evangelistic

effort, but our travellers held frequent gospel meetings on their

outward voyage. Their spiritual work was blessed of God, especially

in one case, of which Miss Guinness wrote :

We often wish you were here with us to enjoy this or that, and most of all to rejoice

with us in the spiritual blessing God is graciously giving.

At another table here quite close to me -- is sitting, studying intently Mr. Meyer's

interesting book on Elijah. It is not quite two days now since this fellow-passenger of

ours was led into peace and joy in trusting in Jesus Christ. He has grown so wonder-

fully in grace that he is quite like a Christian of long standing and deep experience,

and is most watchful and earnest in seeking the souls of others. This is a truly blessed

answer to our prayers.
- is a middle-aged man, and has spent all his life in the

navy. The work of grace has gone deep with him. We prayed that this might be so, for

he is going to a most responsible position of influence in Borneo, and will have many
opportunities of preaching Christ by lip and life where at present He is not named.

He is on his way to train a large body of Rajah Brooke's troops in Sarawak, and now

goes in the service of a Greater than he, that of the King of Kings !

There are several others on board about whom we have a good hope. Your

prayers are a great encouragement to us. We know they fail not.



CHAPTER III.

n tbe Was to Cbina.

7 AT Colombo the

missionary party

changed from the
^ontj. g^ Kaisar-i-

Hind'mto the S.S.

Deccan, for Shang-
hai. In connection with the

altered circumstances a current

letter said :

The Deccan is not nearly so fine a ship as

this, but we shall be happy on board her

any way ! What a blessed thing to be

always, everywhere, under all circumstances,

fully satisfied. Thank God this portion may
be ours.

In spite of all that is, that must be in the

days and years to come, that we face gladly,

quietly, in Him
;

in spite of all, we would

not retrace one step to-night, or be one day
nearer to you and home, than, in God's good-

ness we are. ... So well is it with us all, that

we ought to be the very gratefullest people there

ever were ! . . . Count it not only joy but all

joy, and let us daily unite to praise Him who es-

teems us worthy !

Not till they reached far-away, beautiful

PENANG in the great Malay Peninsula, did

our missionaries meet any of the people of

their adoption, but there, one sunny afternoon, they were suddenly
overwhelmed with an influx of Chinese, of whom we get the follow-

ing glimpse.
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It is wonderful ! We are inundated with Chinese. Our second-class forecastle-

deck is simply covered with them, and I am escaped away here to tell you !

They have all come on as deck passengers, and we hear that at Singapore we shall

have a large addition to their numbers. Our small deck space will be crowded with

them. I cannot think where they will lie at night, much less move about by day !

Real Chinese, they are ! With shaven heads, long pigtails, and yellow skins

so strange ! They talk and chatter awny to one another and look so kind and friendly,

smiling at us, and we do want to love them from the first.

At present one feels rather taken aback, their advent was so wholly unexpected.

I went quietly up, after dinner, to see if it was too hot to take my writing on deck,

and lo, forty Chinamen, all established household goods, women, babies, long

pigtails, bedding, pipes, boxes/bundles and all Everywhere ! My first introduction

to the people of our adoption !

After watching them for some time with mingled feelings, I went over and leaned

upon the railings at the ship's side to pray that " the love of God "
might be " shed

abroad "
in my heart, now. When I turned again, one of these poor fellows near me

was watching me intently and with such a bright face !

I felt then, as I looked at him, that indeed it is a privilege to be allowed to become

unto the Chinese a Chinese, cost what it may, if by any means we may win some !

Pray for us that we may fully enter into the Spirit of the Master, Whose heart was

touched, moved w\\h. compassion for all the ignorant and sinful, the weary and heavily

laden, no matter how unattractive. * *
*

Leaving PENAN G, with its strange memories, in the distance

behind them, our travellers soon reached the beautiful group of

islands at the south of the Malay Peninsula and the tropical fairy-

land of Singapore. We must imagine them sitting, pen in hand,

on deck, and realizing themselves to be very much in the far East !

The bay of Singapore itself, a little beyond us to the east, is crowded with shipping ;

a large portion of our fleet being here at present, in consequence of the riots that

threatened to prove serious.

The quieter waters of this narrow channel are gay with constantly passing native

craft of quaint construction and picturesque rigging, and with the small, flat boats

of the merry, multitudinous "
Chuck-i-dive

"
boys, who here, as at Aden, seem to



flourish on the

proceeds of

their courage-

ous agility.

The larger is-

land,on which

Singapore it-

self is situated,

lies to the

north of us,

and is about

equal in size

to our Isle of

Wight ;
but

here in front,

stretching all

along between

us and the

open ocean,

aremanylove-

ly islands,
'

xf '^bathed in

light, grace- >V ^-"~
'

fully undulat-

ing, and cloth- y/ed with fresh verdure, set,

like richly co-
'*

loured emeralds, in this pale

green, silvery, shining sea. Here and there along

their shores or sometimes on their very summits, are

perched the pretty, low, red-roofed houses, that peep
out so charmingly from amongst the tall and graceful

palms ; but mostly these fairy-like islands are green

and wooded, suggestive of birds and quiet jungle thickets,

nothing more.

The beautiful tropical woods that surround Singapore and

seem in some places to extend even into the city itself, are

enchanting, so green, so luxuriant, with rich red soil under-

neath and feathery tops of the various palms above, under

the blue, blue sky ! Here and there the sea seems to have

made its way inland, forming broad lagoons by the roadside

amongst the trees, and these are populous with many a

village and smaller group of dwellings, built on piles in the cool water ; -just like the
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pictures you see in the missionary books, but so different from anything I had ever

beheld for myself before !

Ah ! the whistle is sounding so we are really off I must write more after

tea

But the whistle sounded in vain, and vainly worked the obedient engines, and

circulated the screw. No getting off was by any means possible, the tide had gone
down too far, we were heroically stuck in the mud ! It was quite funny to see the

captain and officers come disconsolately down from the bridge, and to realize that

this was indeed our distinguished position, from which we could do nothing to free

ourselves until early next morning, when the tide should turn.

MALAY LAND BY MOONLIGHT.

It was about seven o'clock when Mary, Mr. Pigott and I, made our way in the

darkness, over the side of our good vessel, and down the long plank connecting us

with the coal-wharf on shore.

All was silent and mysterious in the deep blackness of the near jungle

and the moonless night. Holding on to one another, and following

Mr. Pigott, Mary and I stumbled on, past coal-sheds and cabins, on to

the main road leading through the woods to the city. We had scarcely

got well into the jungle when the moon began to rise, shedding a faint

glimmering of light on our pathway. How weird and wonderful it

was to stand there, as I did for a few moments, letting the others go on,

alone in the quietness of that great forest, and realize where one really

was ! To stand there, listening to the low hum of the multitudinous,

marvellous tropical life surrounding one, and to look up through the

luxuriant vegetation overhead, beyond the tops of the spreading palm-

trees, to where in the deep blue evening sky, the drifting clouds

revealed the clear, familiar shining of God's dear stars !

The heart is the same everywhere ! There is but " One God
; pne

Law
;
one Element." Always, under all circumstances, in every strange

vicissitude of life, we meet in Him !

You, it may be, on some quiet terrace or by the rapid, flowing river

at dear Cliff; our London party in some busy scene amidst the pressure

of nineteenth-century life in the great world's metropolis ;
G in class

or cloister, under the shadow of the grey, time-honoured buildings of



his ancient University ; and I, the wanderer, in some silent, moonlit tropical jungle,
or mingling with the busy crowds that throng some eastern city's narrow streets ! So

widely separated, so diversely occupied and surrounded, we meet, all of us, in HIM,
in

"
God, Who is our Home"

But I could not linger. Singapore was still four or five miles distant, and we had

to press on. The road was dark and solitary, not a creature to be seen, much less a

Jinriksha, or carriage for hire. We walked on, expecting to meet at last with some
sort of conveyance, much interested, meanwhile, in the strange, solitary native

c
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dwellings or hamlets we passed through. Dark and silent now, standing on their low

piles in the black water, these queer, unfamiliar abodes looked more like some large,

odd, strangely misplaced hencoops than like the homes of human beings, and were

most tempting to my curiosity to explore ! But the low doorways were all fastened

up with mats for the night, and no lights shone through any clinks. So we passed,

interested and observant, on our solitary road, until at last the two bright lights of a

Jinriksha became visible at no great distance. As we came up it was discovered to

be empty, and was eagerly offered to us, with the services of the active-looking

Chinese gentleman to whom it appertained.
A Jinriksha ? Ride in a Jinriksha ! Could we ? Dared we ? Would we ? -What

an outlandish, inconceivable vehicle it did appear ! We had seen many of them,

occupied by one or two individuals as the case might be. darting about during the day
with their human Chinese ponies, but actually to trust ourselves to the mercy of their

strange motive power, with no control of bit or bridle, and no possible use of language,

seemed, somehow, very doubtful when it came to the point ! But the way is long, the

novelty inviting, and time precious, so %
"
Mary, if you will, I will !

"

And in a moment, the long, slight-looking shafts rest upon the ground, and we

prepare to step in. This process, however, is not so easy, as you will realize if I can

bring before you the construction of a Jinriksha. The nearest approach to it that I

can think of is a baby's single perambulator, or the seat and hood of a very light bath-

chair, perched on two high, slight wheels, and having long, narrow shafts joined in

front in a half-circle. This is drawn by a coolie in very far from cumbersome

costume, and at night is lighted by two lamps, one on each side. These are the

hansom cabs of China, and prevail also in other cities, where, as in Singapore, the

Chinese are in force.

Well, the shafts of our Jinriksha were lowered, until the rounded end rested on the

ground, and we proceeded to step in. To our surprise the thing seemed fairly steady,

and did not tip over backwards, as we had fully expected it to do when we attempted
to seat ourselves in the appropriate place ! So, somewhat reassured, though still with

a measure of fear and trembling, we arranged everything comfortably, and prepared

to start.

Then came the indescribable part. The motion and the mode of motion ! Our
Chinaman stepped within the shafts, raised them suddenly from the ground of course,

tipping us back at a sharp angle in the most unceremonious way and started off at
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A JAPANESE JINRIKSHA.

a good round pace, which, until he was with some difficulty persuaded to moderate,

gave Mr. Pigott enougTi to do to keep alongside. Oh, how we laughed as we clung

together on the narrow seat ! The novelty and the strangeness of it all, that funny,

contented, cheerful figure, bobbing up and down in front of us, with flapping blue

garment, and large round, flat straw hat ! And, oh, the pigtail ! Not flowing behind

in agitated or graceful undulations, but twisted up into a small hard bob under the

broad hat-brim ! How we laughed and couldn't believe that it was really we

progressing thus strangely over the level road, between forests of bananas and palm-

trees, in the dim moonlight, under the shining stars !

c 2
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Before we had gone very far we met another Jinriksha, which Mr. Pigott

appropriated, and then our process being unhindered, we rapidly drew near the

brightly-lighted streets of Singapore. Here we went more slowly, through the eager,

excited, thronging crowds, up and down amidst all the wonders of this wonderful city.

It had seemed strange enough by day, but now, in the dim, mysterious light of

countless weird lanterns, illuminated shop-fronts and stalls, it seemed more than ever

curious, foreign, bewildering ! This, our first introduction to a Chinese city, was

deeply interesting and significant. As it was already late, we did not get beyond the

Chinese quarter, but that is large, having a population of a hundred thousand. How

interesting it was to watch the throngs of men (no women seemed abroad) hurrying

by on foot or in 'Jiririkshas, or drawn in their large, square, open carriages, by the

tiny, strong ponies usual here.

The majority of the men of the coolie class wear very little clothing, nothing in

fact in many cases, but an insignificant loin-cloth. Their skins are light brown, just

like the Arabs at Aden, though in figure they differ widely from those finely-

proportioned, graceful, lissom sons of the desert
; being, as a rule, short, strongly

built, and of a square, rather awkward make. In fact, all the Chinese I have seen so

far give me the impression (especially in contrast with the Hindoos, and fine Malasian

races) of being roughly finished off, there is something so blunt and clumsy about them !

Yet, their faces are often interesting and intelligent, with bright eyes and some

degree of varying expression. See, for instance, these superior-looking men-
gentlemen, I suppose who for the most part occupy the Jinrikshas with which the

roadways are crowded. Strikingly dressed in cool, pale coloured silks of Chinese

device and make, their long pendent tails plaited with red or blue silk strings and

finished off with handsome tassels of the same, riding by twos together in animated

conversation, or reclining alone against the red cushions of their conveyance, quietly

observing this busy scene, these are men whose faces and general appearance cannot

fail to interest and favourably impress the passer-by. Our hearts are drawn already
to these people of our adoption, and we look forward to the time when, knowing them

better, we shall love them as we cannot yet.

Yesterday, on board here, I came across such an interesting little scene !

On my way down from the forecastle-deck to our salo'on, I noticed a small group of

the Chinamen who are travelling with us, standing together, evidently interested in

something they were reading. Drawing near, without being observed, I saw that

Mr. Pigott had given them a copy of Mark's Gospel. One of the group, an aged
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white-headed man, was reading aloud, pointing to each character down the page with

his brown, old finger, and the others, closely gathered round, were listening with

profound attention.

How I wished I could have sketched their faces ! The mingled expression of

interest, wonder, and fear was so remarkable. . At first they always dread the unlucky

influences of the new doctrine. I watched

and listened for some time, praying that on

them too the Light oT Life might shine !'

BUYING ON THE CHINESE SYSTEM.

I must tell you about our first experience

of buying on the Chinese system !" We
wanted some cool matting for sleeping on,

such as they only make in Singapore, and

directed our coolie to convey us to a suitable

place for its purchase. After taking us up
and down many a queer street and by-way,

past long rows of strange shops, with their

open fronts and large, striking Chinese lan-

terns, printed with great red characters for

good luck, he at last stopped at a small,

rather dark little store. Several Chinamen

were sitting within, and we, carefully de-

scending from our Jinrikshas, discovered the

vendor perched up on his narrow counter,

cross-legged and cheerful. Fortunately he

was able to understand the Mandarin dialect,

by means of which we made our desires

known. Producing his wares, with affable

smiles, he was soon earnestly engaged in

the bartering process. How amusing and

strange it was, as assistants and friends

gathered from inner rooms and outside places

to witness the wordy war, to watch the

A CHINESE PORTRAIT PAINTER.
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absorbed and eager faces, intent on the momentous issues of this transaction with the

white foreigners! Mr. Pigott is certainly skilled in his treatment of such matters, for

with the utmost good-nature he rallied them on their desire to get rich too fast, and

made them all laugh again and again. The shopkeeper, perched on his counter in

the most wonderful position (called amongst us, I believe, sitting on one's thumb
!)

insisted, with the most innocent face, on the extravagant price first named. Patience,

however, won the day, and with many shrugs, smiles, and expressive gestures of remon-

strance, not to say despair, he came down to Mr. Pigott's figure in the end !

On leaving this place we wanted to buy some photographs to send home, and directed

our man to convey us to the appropriate place for so doing. At no great distance

accordingly he stopped again ;
this time before a dark, suspicious-looking staircase,

which he directed us to ascend. With some inward doubts on the matter, we

proceeded to follow his instructions, I leading the way. Who shall describe the funny

scene we found at the top ? It was a native Chinese portrait-painter's, and all round

the room hung specimens of his art. Speak no more with irreverence of the " Ancient

Masters !

"
a more weird than they was here ! We had hardly time, however, to

glance round at the glowing, marvellous trophies of the painter's skill, ere we became

aware of the commotion our appearance began to cause in the select circle gathered
in this remarkable studio. Some six or eight Chinamen were there, little expecting the

sudden advent into their midst of two young English ladies, followed by a gentleman
in puggeree and helmet complete ! I need scarcely tell you that here we found

not the objects of our search, and that a speedy retreat seemed under the circum-

stances the most advisable proceeding. As we passed again down the narrow stair,

the amazed ejaculations of the highly artful ones above, still followed us and no

wonder \

. . . We made 'our way back, through the moonlight, pondering over all we had

seen and heard, and finally arrived in safety on board our good S.S. Deccan, finding

her still gallantly stuck in the mud.

Thursday, March ist.

Just off now, really off this time ! It is only about six o'clock, and deliciously cool

in the morning breeze. How perfectly lovely in the early sunlight everything appears !

The high red cliffs of some of the neighbouring islands run steeply down into the

grey-green water, crowned with feathery palms ;
the little, rapid native boats flit to and

fro, with their long, pointed sails and funny grass coverings, under which the brown
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men sit in bright, though elementary, costumes
;
and over all lies the soft hazy mist of

this sweet morning ! Looming through cloudland, the noble vessels that dot the bay

gain rather than lose in interest from the mysterious veil that shrouds them. Far

away to the east, one ship lies seemingly in the very sunrise, all her sails looking as

black as night against the glowing morning sky. We are cutting through these fresh,

green wavelets so rapidly, that while I write we have passed and already left her behind

us on her westward way ;
and now the full glory of the morning sun falls straight upon

her. What a transformation ! No longer black, but of pure shining whiteness, she

looks like the beautiful
" Bird of Truth," borne on the morning breeze with wide-

spread silver wings ! As we passed she seemed to sail right into the radiance, the dark

shadows, creeping slowly across each graceful sail, vanished away, and left her white

and glistening in the full reflection of the sun's bright beams !

Is it not always thus that the glorious light of God works transformation, just in

the measure in which it is caught and reflected ?
" In Thy light shall we see light."

Do not our hearts know are they not daily learning more of what this means ? But

it is a life lesson, and cannot, I suppose, be grasped thoroughly in one or two

experiences. Oh ! pray for us that by any means we may
"
attain

"
and know what it

is to walk ever rejoicing in the light of GOD
" Nor be afraid while that shines on. though all the restgrow dark."



CHAPTER IV.
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|N the glory of the evening sunlight we are just entering the lovely channel

between the mainland of the province of Canton and these multitudinous,

marvellous, fairy-like islands, scattered in such profusion to right and left,

of which Hong-Kong itself, lying here on our east, is the principal.

An amphitheatre of rocky, mountainous islands rises round us, purple

in the evening mist, and running precipitously down into this quiet, grey-

green sea
; behind them the dim coast of the mainland stretches, mountainous also,

and boldly outlined against the northern sky. The waters all about us are alive with

Chinese craft queer, broad, cumbersome-looking junks, with sails reefed just now, for

the most part, though some are still flitting to and fro with wonderful speed, piloted

by their native boatmen. How pretty the terraced hillsides are
;
and these low, flat

roofed, European buildings !

Nearly all our first-class passengers are changing here at Hong-Kong for other

steamers. One has just come up to say good-bye to us. We spoke a few words to

him about going on to know the Lord, and His being to us the Light of Life, and

parted, our friend saying most earnestly as he grasped my hand, "Thank you very

much for showing that shining light !

" "
Showing that shining light." A blessed

life-work, indeed ! Many of our fellow-passengers have seemed deeply interested

in the word the Lord has enabled us to speak. Again and again I have been surprised

and touched at the earnest gratitude manifested, and the conversations sought by one

and another. It is His message. Pray that His blessing may rest upon it, making it

fruitful in days and years to come.

We are in full sight of Victoria now, and a lovely town it is, climbing up the steep

rock sides of its bold, lofty peak, and embowered in luxuriant greenery. Many
Chinamen are already boarding us from the active little steam launches that come
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alongside as we steadily make for the wharf. What cheerful, encouraging specimens
some of them are ! So different to the crowd of poor coolie men we have had on

board from Penang and Singapore. Why, how delightful ! Do look at this one !

So tall and straight and tidy, beautifully dressed too, and in good taste, with his grey

silk garments, white stockings, and finely-embroidered black satin shoes. Actually,

he seems an active, merry, capable-looking, intelligent, delightful Chinaman ! He
cannot be an opium-smoker, I am sure, like so many of those travelling with us.

But here we are already showing up at the jetty .... and now anchored close

alongside the wooden wharf. The great gates that shut this special P. and O. wharf

off from the busy town are still closed, and a crowd of excited Chinamen throng the

broad road outside, waiting, apparently, for admittance. Oh, what a scene ! Now

they throw open the gates, and, like a flood, the crowds pour in, covering the pier

and jetty, swarming up the sides of the ship, and already rushing all over it. Could

you but see them, shouting, yelling, seizing upon baggage, carrying off the mails,

beginning already to unlade the cargo, as far as I can tell, and selling, the vendors

among them, their various wares, throngs and swarms and crowds of Chinamen, real

ones, of every description ! Behold this resplendent one here, large and

^ Portly, and clad in a brilliant garment of intensest blue, with, oh, imagine it !

pale sea-green shoes ! He must be an official personage ; he appears so

sedate and important. Mostly our invaders are of the coolie class, and

are very lightly burdened with garments of any sort. Such as they do

possess seem to be of old grey-blue calico, much washed out and patched ;

and the tails, under present circumstances, are all either twisted up in hard

bobs, or, funnier still, pocketed!

Beyond this busy, excited, absorbing scene, the city lies, in the gathering

dusk of evening, clustered on the steep sides of those precipitous hills.

Above the front row of open shops and business-houses comes, apparently,

the Chinese quarter, terraced up, street after street, one long row of red-

tiled roofs rising above another. Higher still are the pretty scattered

European houses, so varied, strange, charming, and many, that they entirely

baffle description. These climb up and up, perched in all sorts of nooks

amongst their trees and gardens, until it seems they can get no higher;

and then, behind -them all and above, towers the great, bare, red-brown rock

called VICTORIA PEAK, the highest point in the island, crowned with the

tall flagstaff from which floats the dear old Union Jack, as far as I can tell

in the gathering gloom.
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Early the next morning our travellers went on shore, standing for

the first time on actual Chinese soil, and spent a long, interesting

day at Hong- Kong.
A DAY AT HONG-KONG.

Up through the steep and crowded streets we went, passing innumerable marvels

at every step. Oh, the shops all open to the passers-by without intervention of doors

or windows and the wonderful stalls, and crowds of buyers and sellers of all sorts

and ages ; the swarms of funny, merry little black-eyed children in their queer,

uncouth garments, with long tails like the men, only in proportion to the size of

their small shaven heads !

'Bewildered, marvelling and amazed, we passed together slowly up the steep hillside,

until at last we emerged above the crowded town into the quieter roads that form the

European residential quarter. These run in terraced beauty one above another, winding

up and down for many lovely miles along the rocky, precipitous coast, abundantly

planted with trees and open to exquisite views, every here and there, of the bay with its

numberless islands and the opposite mountainous mainland of Canton. Here were the

English houses, each standing in its own garden, large, cool, ornamental. Hospital

and foundling home, church and distant cathedral were discovered, making our longish

walk most interesting, and by the time we arrived at Dr. Chalmers' Mission House, I

felt to have quite a moderate acquaintance with Hong-Kong in general.

There, at the open hall-door under the wide verandah, we were most kindly

received by Mrs. Chalmers and her two daughters, and ushered into the beautiful

drawing-room whose windows overlook the pleasant bay. We remained with these

kind friends to lunch, and had a long, interesting talk with Dr. Chalmers about

missionary operations in China, with which he has been connected ever since 1852.

From him we learned about all the missionary work going on in Hong-Kong itself,

and especially that of the London Missionary Society, of which he is one of the oldest

agents. Their premises in this beautiful city are large, comprising three good European

houses, standing together on an open piece of ground high up on the hillside. One of

his helpers, Miss Roe, a sweet English lady, lives, in one of these, and also Mr. and

Mrs. Bonfield, colleagues in the work. Beyond these Dr. Chalmers has no fellow-

workers. Mr. Bonfield, to my delight, knew all about Harley House and the East

End. Dr. Chalmers and Miss Roe superintend nineteen Chinese schools in the town

and country parts of the island. These are largely supported by Government grants
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" Swarms of funny, merry little black-eyed children, in their queer uncouth

garments, with long tails like the men, only in proportion to the size of their

small shaven heads." (Seepage 27.)
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given to the children who attain a certain standard. The teachers are all Christians,

and the Bible is regularly taught. At five of these schools there are preaching-

stations, and the teachers combine evangelistic work with their other duties, having

service in the evenings. The converts from all these and other agencies are gathered

in one central church, and now number 270 Christian members. They meet at present

in the Union Church building, where the English work of the London Missionary

Society is carried on, under Mr. Bonfield as pastor ; but the Chinese are getting up
a place of their own, which will soon be completed, God willing.

Besides the London Missionary Society, there are three other* societies at work in

Hong-Kong the Church Missionary Society (in connection with which there is also a

capital school under the French Education Society, worked by two English ladies),

and two German Missions, i.e. the Berlin Foundling and the Basle Mission.

After luncheon at Dr. Chalmers', we went to call upon Mr. Austin of the Church

Missionary Society, but unfortunately found him absent. We heard, however, some-

thing of his- work among the Chinese from Dr. Chalmers. Bishop Burdon is the head

of the Church Missionary Society's work in Southern China, and he also lives at Hong-

Kong, at the College near the cathedral. We were sorry not to have time to see him.

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Bender, of the Basle Mission, we found at home, and were very

much interested in all we heard from them. They are most kindly German people,

and have been at work in this part of China for twenty-five years. Kwang-tung, the

province of Canton, seems to be quite a centre of operations to this good society.

They have fifteen missionaries settled there (mostly married men), and no less than

thirty-eight churches. Amongst these they gather 1960' converts, and have also many
schools. Hong-Kong is the headquarters of all this work, and Mr. Roise, Mr. Bender's

colleague, is the present secretary. Mr. and Mrs. Bender have left their family of six

dear children at home in Germany. I was so glad to hear that they are going home

next month for a year's rest. How delightful to think of their being all together

again !

In the evening, after taking a hurried meal on board, we started again for the town,

this time bound for the SAILOR'S HOME, where the chaplain, Mr. Goldsmith, had

convened a Gospel Temperance meeting. It was a happy little gathering of some sixty

or eighty men rough sailor fellows and others, sitting in the bright, homelike room,

just like our own men in dear old Bromley. It was good to hear Sankey's hymns so

heartily sung, and to see the eager, attentive faces, and quiet intelligent interest in all

one said. I could not help telling them that I had not felt so much at home since
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leaving the dear Old Country as I did there, in their midst, and when I asked if any
one present had come from East London, quite a number held up horny, brown

hands ! We had an after meeting, when every one remained for prayer, and five

especially seemed in deep concern about spiritual things.

Now we are out at sea again, pitching pretty badly, as we pursue our steady way

up up up, the long coast-line of this great country. All yesterday and all to-day

we have been following it, and yet are many hundred miles from the wide mouth of

the Yang-tsi, which itself, I suppose, is only halfway between Canton and Pekin. It

is a vast empire, this China. And now in a day or two our feet shall stand upon its

shore to us all unknown. It is to me a very solemn moment this
;
one that I feel

I want to spend alone with God in prayer. What does it bring this Great Unknown ?

What does it mean for us, for many, our introduction now ? What fruit will it bear

in days and years to come ?

HE knows, HE knows. To HIM there is no mystery, no dim uncertainty ; only a

clear path of shining light
"
shining more and more unto the perfect day."

Oh, may HE who has prepared before the way for us to walk in, every step as we

so gladly realize to-night, may HE, especially at this time, prepare our hearts too
;

that we may be as ready for the way, by His grace, as it is, in His goodness, ready

for us.

The next change in the journey came at the mouth of the Yang-tsi

River, where our travellers exchanged the S.S. Deccan for a smaller

steam tender, in order to get to Shanghai. Here is their first

glimpse ol the Yang-tsi.

ON THE BROWN-WATERED YANG-TSI.

E have just left the Deccan ; she lies already some distance behind us,

out on the broad waters of the Yang-tsi, as we steadily steam up the

Wang-Poo, rapidly diminishing the number of miles few now that lie

between us and Shanghai. Gathered in the cosy little saloon of the

tender, talking and waiting, we are watching the low banks of the river

on either side of us, glide swiftly by. There is nothing very distinctive

somehow about the new scenes we are just now passing through. The brown water,

rippling away on both sides of us, is banked in by the brown soil of the low-lying
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shores. These nourish a little sparse, brown grass and a good many brown trees,

that look much like English willows in the winter, and amongst which stand the little

brown thatched native cottages, scattered in small groups : over all this4here is the

blue, blue sky with its fleecy, white clouds, and the brilliant sunshine of a lovely day.

It doesn't look like China. Really, it might almost be the Thames !

One glance, however, at the shipping with which the river itself is all alive soon

undeceives us ! The gaily painted junks, and sampans, and the handsome novel

river-boats, are foreign enough.

Shanghai was reached at last. But Shanghai was not their final

destination. Staying only long enough to exchange their European
clothes for the national Chinese costume, our missionaries started

on again, leaving this first station of the China Inland Mission

behind them, and travelling north two and a half

days' journey up the Yang-tsi River to Yangchau,
a city of 300,000 inhabitants.

OW strange we felt, being borne along in our open chairs, through the

silent starlight night ;
down the winding streets, and over the crossings

and bridges of the great city ; robed for the first time in the curious garb

that seems so well to suit this wonderful people. Mr. Stevenson walked

by me, finding it by no means easy to keep .pace with the coolies,

pressing on at their rapid rate, A walk of some fifteen minutes brought

us to the quay, alongside which several large vessels were lying, waiting

the turn of the tide to carry them on their way. Our own was there, bound

for Hankow, and next to her another, almost ready to sail for Japan.

Oh board our own steamer, the Fuh-Jto, or Happy Harmony, we bade

farewell to kind Mr. Stevenson who had accompanied us so far, and turned

into our cabins for the night. We are travelling of course by native accom-

modation being in native dress at the stern of the ship, amongst all the

other Chinese passengers, and find it advisable to keep as quiet as possible,

attracting no attention, that we may not unnecessarily offend. As it is,

we greatly offend by travelling so at all, and sometimes, on certain lines,

are not permitted to do so. This is a great drawback, and entails con-
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siderable extra expense. The first-class passage European from Shanghai
to Chinkiang is over eight dollars

;
but we, as Chinese, only pay one and a

half, which is, to-poor Missionaries, a serious difference ! It is to us a question not

only of money but of the principle involved. The Chinese accommodation, though

decidedly simple, supplies all that is necessary for a considerable amount of comfort.

It consists of a cabin fitted with a varying number of ledges for beds
;
a lamp that,

though partaking distinctly of the nature of a somewhat smoky lantern, does sufficiently

illuminate
;
a large supply of rice, ready cooked thrice daily, and hot water ad libitum.

To all this are added, I believe, certain native delicacies, questionable-looking

concoctions to mix with the ungarnished portions of rice supplied from the kitchen
;

but of these we partake not !

Our cabin on board the Fuh-ho is large or at least long, and capable of accom-

modating quite a number. It is possessed of twelve ledges, and the space or passage

in the middle being just wide enough to admit of two people (of average dimensions)

passing one another amicably ; possibly eight of the twelve intended passengers might
stand in it side by side, providing they did not attempt to do anything but stand. In

this large cabin we, being only four, are very comfortable and well off, but cannot

help wondering how it would be possible to exist here under less favourable circum-

stances: if, for instance, one were travelling in the heat of summer, and every ledge

were occupied, the majority of one's fellow-passengers being Chinese ladies, and prone
to smoking opium throughout the long, hot day ! Some of our missionaries have had

to learn how to manage under such circumstances. One can only be thankful to

remember that ' He giveth more grace.' As it is, we quite enjoyed our novel

experiences, being made as comfortable as it is possible to be, by the kind aid of our

experienced escort, Mr. McCarthy. He has improvised a table for us out of boxes

large and small, and made everything so easy and pleasant that our journey is like one

long picnic. We have brought bedding and food-baskets, and so are quite in-

dependent of outside supplies. At meal-time we leave the door open as a rule, unless

our wondering and admiring fellow-passengers collect in too large a crowd outside.

After meals we sit: and sing, or read and pray together, while without, across the

brown waters of the wide Yang-tsi, the dim and distant banks of the river pass slowly

by. We are busy too, writing and talking.

Time was so well occupied that the journey seemed longer than it really was, and

we felt far indeed from Shanghai when at night we drew up at the landing-stage of

Chinkiang, having been twenty-four hours on the way. Here we were to change from
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the Fuh-ho into the canal-boat that would carry us up to Yang-chau, and our places

were to be taken by a party of ladies from the Mission-house. It was strange meeting
with these dear friends in the midst of the confused hurry of changing from one boat

to another at twelve' o'clock on a cold dark night. We had just time to greet one

another and say God speed you, which indeed we did right earnestly! Leaving our

spacious cabin to them, we then went off on to the old hulk that forms the landing-stage

at Chingkiang, expecting to settle ourselves on board the canal-boat and spend the rest

of the night there, lying off the landing-stage, as these boats never travel in the dark.

For an hour or two we waited on the hulk, sitting on our piles of luggage wrapped
in shawls and rugs, and sleepy, oh sj sleepy, in the middle of the night ! At last we

heard that the boatmen refused to make the return journey in a satisfactory manner,

and that we must spend the rest o'f the night where we were.

There is, I believe, a large sort of empty cabin somewhere on this floating landing-

stage, for the accommodation of belated travellers, such as we were, and we supposed
that the best we could hope for would be a shelter there until the morning, but there

were better things in store for us, of which we little dreamed"!

On the old hulk there dwells somewhat after the pleasant fashion of good
'

Peggotty
'

in ' David Copperfield
'

a kind-hearted, elderly Swedish gentleman, who

is in charge of the business of the landing-stage. He lives as a prince on his own

little island, the disused shell of one of the old P. and O. steamers that has long since

ceased to plough the ocean waves. We had during our long waiting-time observed

this magnate passing to and fro in kindly conversation at times with Mr. McCarthy,
but we had no idea of the friendly intentions in his heart, and were not a little

surprised when he asked us to walk into his humble dwelling and rest awhile. Very

gladly we complied, and followed him through what appeared to be a small counting-

house or office, at the further end of which he opened a door and ushered us into

was it possible ! a beautiful!/ furnished, large, quiet, brightly-lighted dining-room !

Here were birds and books and flowers, and an ample table with a green cloth,

besides a most respectful Chinese servant-man, who with more bright lamps in his

hands signed to us to follow him into an inner apartment opening out of this.

Our host had vanished, so, ready for more surprises, we crossed the first room to

the doors of the second, and lo, a real, proper, luxurious drawing-room, with looking-

glasses in gilded frames reflecting our funny Chinese figures! sofas, lounges, small

tables,' footstools, more books, Tit-Bits lying in a prominent position, and all the

et-cseteras of an English, or, I suppose, a Swedish sitting-room Amazed, we could

D
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scarcely believe our senses, but as no one appeared we proceeded to make ourselves.

quite at home, feeling all the while as though we were actors in some strange fairy

tale, and should soon wake up to the hard realities of a cold, dark night, and an ungar-

nished resting-place upon a pile of luggage until the morning. A change did come in our

pleasant circumstances when our host again appeared upon the scene, but only a

change from good to better, for he, with ceremonious courtesy, ushered us again into

the outer apartment, where, in the meanwhile, supper had been prepared, and caused

us to partake of hot tea and excellent English cake !

Mr. McCarthy joined us, and after supper we had prayer together^ and then

thought of retiring to our own appropriate place for the remainder of the night. But

wonders were not exhausted, our friend would not hear- of our leaving him, insisting

upon our making use of his bedroom,
' such as it was,' to which he then directed our

way. Across the drawing-room we passed, and, through a door at the further side,

gained access to the third and last of this suite of rooms, a chamber whose charms

almost surpassed- those of the first and second. It was a large, grandly-furnished

bedroom, occupying the stern of the old ship, and here we found a big, comfortable

four-post bed, and everything else we could need or desire. Left in peace in such

surroundings, as may well be imagined, we were not long in availing ourselves of the

unexpected and much appreciated comforts. How soundly and well we slept !

Early next morning breakfast was kindly provided for us by our generous host, who
seemed really to enjoy all the trouble he took on our behalf, and with very sincere

gratitude we bade him farewell and proceeded on our journey.

How little the dear ones who remain at home can ever know of the real feeling

of being a missionary ! Unless one had been through such experiences no one could

understand what it is to travel by native boat up a Chinese canal, to arrive in a distant

Chinese city, and to be carried, a stranger, for the first time, through its crowded,

narrow, winding streets. It is not so much the facts but \htfeelings.

Picture to yourself your missionary, dressed in the full costume of this extraordinary

land, surrounded by an eager interested group of Chinese, sitting in the stern of a

fine river-steamer, out on the broad waters of the Yang-tsi, making rapidly towards the

interior of this great empire. Yes, we are really in China now ! If there had been

in our own minds any doubt or uncertainty about it before, that is all gone. Really
in China ! though not yet quite Chinese, as we long and hope to be. Witness, for

instance, the discomfort we experience from the novel costumes to which as yet we find

it impossible fully to reconcile ourselves.
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As we sit here on deck busily engaged in writing, we are constantly invaded by a

succession of visits from our Chinese fellow-passengers, who are overcome with

astonishment and wonder at the marvellous spectacle we seem to present. Quite a

number of them are standing round me, gazing most intensely at the rapidly growing,

mysterious characters on the page, and ejaculating loud expressions of amazement

I stop to show them my spring ink-bottle, and my -wonderful gold pen and pencil

case, that folds up and disappears. The bewildered wonderment increases. A
woman a real Chinese lady, with small feet appears, and seems so alarmed by the

spectacle I present, that she promptly retires again, not venturing to draw near. Our

friends seem to be making funny remarks to themselves. How they laugh and shrug

their shoulders ! More and more come crowding round-; we shall really have to go

away if we want any peace. They seem quite kind and friendly these men, with

their queer awkward garments and long tails. I wonder, do they guess that sitting so

quietly here we are writing about them.

How one longs to be able to speak to them freely, and tell the good news we have

come so far to bring !



March 23, 1888.

j;ANG-CHAU is only fifteen miles distant from Chingkiang, up the grand
canal that connects the Yang-tsi with Pekin itself; but though really so

near it is usually almost a day's journey from one city to the other. We
started about nine oclock in the morning, and, being unusually fortunate,

arrived about 3 p.m., having been only some six hours on the way. We
had sail up, however, the breeze being in our favour, and so reached

Yangchau in good time, drawing up amidst a crowd of other boats, at the dirty mud-

bank on which we were to land. A plank was put across from the edge of the boat to

a place of safety halfway up this steep and slippery spot, and we made our way

carefully across into the midst of a crowd of wondering, ragged, dirty on-lookers,

collected to watch us land. Oh, how miserable and hopeless, how forlorn and wretched,

the faces and figures that were gathered there ! It had been raining, and the mud
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and dirt everywhere were indescribable, while the poverty and rags of the people were

beyond anything I had ever conceived of at home. All this struck me in that first

moment, but, still more, the hopeless, vacant expression on the faces. They were not

all like that, however, and remembering the nice boat-woman we had just left, and

others, we were comforted.

Covered chairs were waiting for us at the top of the bank, and into them we stepped

and were borne away on the shoulders of the strong coolies who seemed to feel

our weight no burden.

Oh, the wonders of the narrow, tortuous, busy streets through which we passed!
Endless and indescribable, they wind and twist about, revealing marvels at every

turn to the unaccustomed eye. Their narrowness surprised one as much as

anything. You expect all the time to come to something wider, but no
; all, all the

same four, five, or six feet wide, but no more. I have not seen as yet anywhere in

Yangchow a street more than twelve feet in width I am sure, even the busiest ; and

from what I hear, I do not think there is one. Sometimes, as we passed along on

that first journey, the way was so narrow that the chair almost touched the walls

on both sides. At last we stopped at a smallish door in a blank wall, adjoining quite

a nice, friendly-looking, little chapel front, which we easily guessed to be the Jesus Hall

or the Pi-shi-kai. The kind welcome we received here soon made us quite at home
with our friends, and in a little while we were seated with them at table, feeling no

longer as strangers in a strange land.

* * *
.

* *

The dear household in Yang-chau was a good deal disturbed from its usual happy-

routine at the time of our arrival, and it was riot long before we heard with pain of

the serious illness of dear Miss Dawson, of whom even then but little hope was

entertained. She had only been five weeks in China, being one of the last party of
' the hundred,' and for the latter half of her short stay had been ill with typhoid

fever. The night of our arrival I was privileged to see her, and never, never shall

I forget her radiant face, nor the blessing, straight from God, with which she blessed

me. Her joy and peace were perfect, and the messages she had for every one so

touching, helpful, and appropriate were most wonderful. She lingered on amongsc
us all through that night and the next

;
and on Sunday morning very early, passed

into the Master's presence with scarce a sigh. Her brief life in this distant land, and

her glorious, peaceful death, were blessed to every one who had come in contact with

her. Not least, indeed, to me. who can never be thankful enough for having met her
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passing spirit on its homeward way, though only for a brief moment. And so ' the

hundred
'

is sealed, so to speak, at both ends, in its first and last party. Dear

Miss Thompson of the former, and our friend Miss Dawson of the latter, both being

already called to the rest that remaineth for the people of God.

Words fail me to describe the earnest, solemn, yet blessed spirit that filled the house

in those days. Not only had dear Miss Dawson gone from our midst, having risen

up at the Master's call to go forth unto Him, but a large number of the others that

remained were on the eve of departure from our happy home also at His bidding,

though to a very different service. No less than fifteen of the sisters then gathered

with us were to be, within the next few days, far away on their long journeys to

north, south, and distant west of this vast empire. Five had just left ;
fifteen were

going ; and one had been called up higher. Our hearts were wonderfully drawn

together in those last days, and drawn nearer to the Master also, as, in the midst of

this great heathen city with its 300,000 inhabitants, we realized the shortness of the

time, the magnitude of the work, and His gracious presence and power that so

abundantly outweighs our weakness. Monday and Tuesday passed in busy pre-

parations for the coming separation and long, long journeys of our friends
;
and then

on Wednesday, all the packing being done, we gathered, .one large party, at the

dear home in the '

Pi-shi-kai,' to commend one another to the Lord in prayer, and

to spend the last evening together in His presence. We sat down to the evening

meal provided in the dining-hall, a goodly company of thirty-five missionary sisters,

all attired in the simple and not unbecoming dress of the country, with bright faces,

testifying of happy hearts, and plenty of pleasant talk among the friends so soon to

separate. We lingered long at the tables in the evening twilight, singing, when

tea was done, one after another the favourite hymns so often heard in this happy

abode, until the lamps had to be lighted, and the time came for our little meeting.
Then we_ adjourned to the next room, and while waiting for all to assemble I got
down the map of China from its place upon the wall to trace out quite clearly the

long journey of each one. Oh, what a scattering of the lights amidst this heathen

darkness ! Three are bound for Yun-nan-fu in the great southern province of

Yun-nan dear Miss Hainge, Miss Cutt, and Miss Eland. Their journey will take

them four months ; three by boat and one overland. Fancy starting this August
and not reaching your destination until the end of December ! Two others, dear

Miss Ramsay from Doric Lodge and Miss Hooke, will be two months travelling

steadily up the great Yang-tsi before they reach Chung-King in Sz-chuen, the place
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of their future, labours. Beyond them, but also in Sz-chuen, to the great city of

Pau-ning, dear Miss Williams goes with Miss Hanbury to join Mr. and Mrs. Cassles

and others who are labouring there
; they will be two and a half months, on the way.

Miss Bastone also accompanies them, D.V., a delightful party !

And then to Hanchung, distant three months by boat, Miss Holme and Miss

Fryer go together, making the journey up the Han River in company with dear Mr.

and Mrs. Hunt, who came out with us from England in the Kaisar-i-Hind the

other day. Miss Waldie goes, with them on her way to Fanchung, in Hupeh, also a

three months' journey. At this city the party that goes still further is to be joined,
all being well, by Miss McQuillan (once at Doric Lodge for a while) who accom-

panies Miss Sutherland and the dear Ellises to Sining in Kan-suh. These all journey
on -still up the Han River, and then overland, until at Lanchau they leave Mr. and
Mrs. Hunt and Miss Graham Brown, having been for four months pilgrims on the

way.
'

Beyond Lanchau, still many a long day's journey, lies Sining, which they may
hope to reach in about five months from the time of their departure to-morrow. What
a vast country, what immense, almost inconceivable needs !

And now we are gathered in this quiet upper room to commend to the Lord in

loving prayer and sympathy this little company of sisters going forth so brightly and

bravely, simply trusting in Him, to carry the light of the glorious Gospel into the

distant darkness. Only weak women, young most of them, helpless in face of the

many dangers they must be called to meet
;

not very learned ; not much experienced
in the ways of. this strange land ; with no power, or riches, or wisdom or might

except in God ; except in God.

All is quiet, and most heads are bowed in prayer as we wait for dear Mr. McCarthy
to come in to commemorate our simple service. Outside in the narrow street may
be heard the sound of passing bells and feet upon the uneven way, while every

now and then the gong peals forth its sonorous note from the courts of the great

temple with its ten thousand idols that stands just across the narrow strip of ground

lying between us and it. Ten thousand idols? Yes, and this is only one of the many

temples in this great heathen city !

Within, the simple table of the Lord is being spread by the gentle hand of our

dear and honoured friend Miss Murray. There it stands in our midst, bearing the

bread and wine, and over all a pure white cloth, on which falls the mellow lamp-

light. As I look up and see one calm, bright, radiant face after another, and hear

the note of trustful praise that rises now in a sweet song to Him whose Presence
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"Now and then the gong peals forth its sonorous note from the courts of the great temple with its.

10,000 idols that stands just across the narrow strip of ground lying between us and it. Ten thousand

idols? Yes, and this is only one of the many temples in this great heathen city." (See page 36.)
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though unseen, is so deeply felt by all, I feel that it is good to be here, and long,

oh, so much, that instead of tens we were hundreds to represent the blood-bought
Church commissioned by her parting Lord to carry the glad tidings to every
creature. How is it, oh, how is it, that we are so few, sofew among so many ? How
is it that Christians will not see the blessed privilege to which they are called, of

coming thus to the help of the Lord against the mighty ? It is not that the work of

GOD will suffer, that will be accomplished whether we help or not
;

but oh, the

blessing, the privilege, the honour, the joy, those miss in their own lives and

hearts, who might come but don't, or who might give and send their dearest, but

hold back. A very few hours in this holy, happy circle are enough to teach one

that the path of blessing is the.path of obedience, painful though it may be, and that

if we would learn of Christ, we must follow Christ, taking up the cross that He has

carried before us.

Come out to China if the Master calls you,'and you will find so lich spiritual

blessing for your own soul that you will need to pull down all the ' barns
'

of your

anticipations and hopes of even the ' hundredfold more '

that is promised, and build

greater. But it is joy born of pain ;
fruit found, from buried seed

; the corn of wheat

falling into the ground that, in dying, yields so rich a harvest.

Solemn, tender, and earnest words carry this truth home to all our hearts, as Mr.

McCarthy charges all to remember this great principle of the kingdom. Some of the

thoughts that remain with me are these.
" There is no easy way of getting souls

saved. There must be a laying down, a giving up of our lives. It is the law of the

kingdom, true of Christ Himself, true of us, one principle. If we would come again

bringing our sheaves with us, we must be prepared, literally in every-day experience,

to lay down our lives. We need not. We may keep them for ourselves, but, if so,

we can't expect the harvest. Let us encourage one another in the path of self-

crucifixion. He will order the way in which it is to be, but be it must. After the

pattern of His life very far short, but still, on the same lines. His footsteps on

this earth were from the manger to the Cross. We do well to look at this and

consider."

As we sat and listened, and then partook together of the sacred memorial feast

remembering His love even unto death, His very soul poured forth for us, the familiar

music of the long-loved hymn, "How sweet the name of Jesus sounds in a believer's

ear," came to us from below. Ah, sweet indeed ! But perhaps never more so than

now, borne to us in a song of praise, ringing from the hearts of the dear native
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Chinese Christians in their meeting in the chapel below. . . . Our first communion
of the Lord's Supper in this distant land is solemn and glad. . . . And so we part,
"
until He come." . . . Who can tell how soon He may come for some of us ? Oh,

to be found ready, as she was, whose quiet, sleeping form rests now from the labours

she loved but was called so soon to leave !

Tenderly we commended one another in prayer to Him, remembering that our next

meeting will be in His presence at the great home-gathering that cannot be far

distant, and in the silence that follows the last prayer, Mr. McCarthy's voice is heard

"The Lord Jesus Christ Himself says, The Lord says especially to those who are

leaving us All power is given nnto Me Go ye therefore and lo, I am with you ahuays

even unto the end of the age"
And so we parted ;

and early the next morning our dear sisters were on their way
to join their escorts at Hankow. Mr. McCarthy went with them, taking the remains

of our loved friend, Theresa Dawson, to be laid in the English cemetery at Chinkiang,
"
in sure and certain hope

"
of the glorious resurrection. All together they attended

the quiet funeral ; and then went on their distant ways in peaceful faith, and with

glad courage. The Lord bless, cheer, and sustain them, and the Lord send forth

more labourers into this great harvest ! Scores we pray for, hundreds if it be His

will :-rWomen called and enabled of Him, consecrated, believing, loving hearts,

ready to spend and be spent in His service. For these there is ample room, and

oh, such a welcome, not from us only, but from Him who seeks such as "fellow-

labourers together with Himself."

1

The harziest

truly is great,

but the labourers arefew.

Prayye there/art
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April 10.

AM writing alone in my quiet bedroom, where through the open
window comes up to me the ceaseless mingled hum of the

busy life of this great city, Within the broad, high city

walls and gates, shut now for the night, there are around

us here three hundred thousand precious souls .whom the

Saviour loves, and for whom He died. And beyond this

one household, there is none to tell them of His love.

Only five can speak Chinese, including Mr. McCarthy
and the native pastor. But this is not all. Beyond the walls

ot this great city, in the neighbouring country villages and towns,

both large and small, and within easy reach, there are many
more.. Within one week's journey from this city as a centre, there are towns and

villages containing a population of oh, think of it ! ten millions of precious souls.

Ten millions ! all within easy reach, and amongst this whole vast number not one

solitary missionary, no light ; absolutely none ! Yet this Kiang-su is a seaboard

province, and one in which there are comparatively many workers and much light.

The climate is good on the whole, delightful just now, and there is no need to forego

European comforts, for the whole province is within reach of weekly parcels post

from Shanghai.

How many who could not stand the rougher experiences of inland travel, might

live here, almost as easily as at home, and find a vast- and most needy sphere for

their labours. Oh ! if English Christians only knew the need and the longing willing-

ness of these dear souls to hear the glad tidings, and the joy, the unspeakable joy

of a missionary's life, they would surely cry from the depths of yearning hearts,
"
Lord,

here am I, send me, send me."

Ten millions, within reach of one week's journey in any direction from the city in

which I am writing at this moment, and all in heathen darkness, without hope,

without 'God in the world : Is it possible
1

} I can hardly believe it; yet so it was

stated at table the other day by dear Miss Murray, who longs intensely for some to

settle amongst these towns and villages as well as to go on to more needy spheres. As

it is, all who come out have to start again so quickly for distant inland stations, that

only one or two can be spared to remain in Yang-chau itself. One dear sister who

has only been out about two months, left us this morning for a far-off sphere in

Kiangsi. Her journey will occupy a month. Of course she has but very little

knowledge of the language, and would gladly have remained here longer for quiet
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study, but the call came to supply a pressing need, and she, being all ready, left at

a single day's notice. The telegram arrived last night, and she left us this morning.
I like that, it seems appropriate.

" The King's business requireth haste," and when

His call is heard, we must rise up and go unto Him quickly. But oh ! how many at

home haye heard and heard again the cry from the great travailing heart of heathen-

dom, God's voice to them saying,
" Whom shall I send, and who will go for us ?

"

and as yet heed it not, or heed but passingly, soon to turn again to other things. It

is a ceaseless cry, one which God hears always. Oh, that it might ring in loving

Christian hearts at home, with ever-increasing urgency and power, for the time is

short, and the fields indeed white unto the harvest.

***

Evening prayers are just ended, and I am sitting again in my own little room writing

by lamplight.

Downstairs in the meeting-hall some of the dear native Christians are gathered at

one of their simple week-evening services, and I can hear them singing the familiar

home tunes to the strange words that express the same sweet truths to their hearts

that our own convey to us.

The work of the busy day is done, and all the house is still. I find it hard, how-

ever, to collect my thoughts for writing, my heart is distracted by the pitiful sounds of

sobbing and wails of grief that come from the narrow street just below my window.

For an hour or more it has been going on, and we can do nothing ! A poor beggar-

woman and a little child it is, who are sitting on our doorstep, crying and moaning
aloud without ceasing, to attract the pity of passers-by.

We dare not help them
; it seems that they belong to the large population of pro-

fessional beggars that inhabit Yang-chau, and experience has proved the hopelessness

as well as danger of giving money or even rice tickets to these poor strangers.

Such charity has been tried before with dire results. As it is, I scarcely know how
to write, these sounds of grief so rend my heart. None of the passers-by seem to

take any notice, or care at all !

We have tried to comfort the poor woman and get her to go home, but she will

not. She is still there, and though the child seems to have wailed itself to sleep

she sobs and moans on as she has been doing for the last two hours and a half.

Heart-rending sound ! It is getting late now, but I cannot sleep with these piteous

cries in my ears. Sometimes here in China professional beggars or wailers for
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the dead will cry thus until they become quite blind ! One man came to Miss

McFarlane lately in this condition seeking medical relief. God help them, poor souls !

How unspeakably sad the hopless, Godless lives in this vast heathen land ! Would
that their ceaseless wail might reach the heart of Christian England, as this poor
woman's moans pierce mine, until no peace or rest should be found at home for any
who might come to help these that sit so long in darkness and the shadow of death !

These sad cries and hopeless sobs represent to my heart to-night the greater wail

that ceaselessly rises from the hearts of the women of this land, as from one heart,

distressed, and reaches the heart of God surely, the heart of God at any rate. Oh,
Christian sisters of our own blest lands, happy in the glorious knowledge of Him who

satisfies the heart's deep longings, always, under all circumstances, would that you
could know, would that some voice might reach your hearts and tell you of the

desolate, hopeless, joyless lives that day by day are ending thousands of them in

still more hopeless, desolate deaths here all around us in this vast heathen China.

None to tell them of what makes us glad, none to whisper to them our Saviour's

blessed message,
" Come unto Me, and I will give you rest.''

I never have prized, never rejoiced in the rest of that Blessed One myself, half as

much at home, in all the years I have known Him, as I have here, in these few weeks,

proving Him exceedingly wore precious in the midst of exceeding greater need. Let

there mingle in your hearts with the bitter cry that rises ever,
" Come over, come

over, and help us !

"
the Master's own loving, tender voice, pleading,

" For My sake,

and the Gospel's." Remember that He promises an "hundred-fold more," of

blessing to be assuredly yours, even in this present life, for anything you may give up
for Him.

It is late now, and no sounds reach me from the city but the continuous sobs of

this poor creature without and the occasional tramp of passing feet in the narrow

way, with now and, then the sombre resonance of some great temple's gong, or distant

drum, mournfully calling the priest or other suppliant to prayer. Dead, dumb, hope-

less prayer, that finds no answer, no response ! At home, in happy England, how

little idea we have of the great misery of heathendom ! Life here is a burden, to

many too great to be borne. Alas ! how constantly we are reminded of this ! Only
last week no less than^fw cases of opium poisoning intentional suicide came to

our knowledge in this one city alone ! Women and men, oh, think of it, who,

rather than live any longer, drank that deadly drug, to whom in most cases our poor

aid arrived too late to be of any avail, and who, to-night, are beyond the reach of
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longing hand
.
or yearning voice. They send for us at the last, but too often, alas !

all hope is over before we can reach the sad and awful scene. Five in one week, and

that "nothing extraordinary ! They are women mostly, sometimes men, often young
women and mere girls. One last week, a young wife, too wretched in her home life

to endure it longer, refused to take the medicines brought, though they were in time

to have saved her. And so they die around us every day. Within reach of a week's

journey in any direction from this one city alone, there are TEN MILLIONS^ as yet

utterly without the Light of Life.

Ten millions. Think of it ! Twice the population of Ireland, at least : and amongst
them all only one station where Christ is preached, only this one centre of Light and

Blessing.
" Sun of my soul Thou Saviour dear" ? Yes, glad truth ! Sing it, rejoice in it,

Dear Heart ! But oh, remember these who, not knowing Him, are still in outer

darkness, and if you have found the light, help to spread it amongst them, for His

sake. How gladly .they welcome it, how willingly they listen ! The interest and

attention with which they greet the tidings we come to bring are touching.

All is still now. The poor wailer has just gone mournfully down the street, to the

hovel, probably, that she calls home. No words of mine could convey any adequate

idea of the poverty and wretchedness of these places. The poorest of the people seem

to pitch them on the wide waste places within the city walls, or in any little corner

that is otherwise unoccupied, the situation of which suits them. Never shall I forget

the first time I saw one of these wretched hovels, and learned that it was actually the

home of human beings. Built of dry brown grass with bits of bamboo to make a

kind of frame, the things looks as if the least storm of wind must carry it all away.

The rain, of course, soaks through both roof and walls, and the sun's merciless rays

easily penetrate them in the long hot days. They stand right upon the muddy ground,
which forms their only floor and foundation, and have neither chimney nor door, a

grass mat being hung up at night to supply the lack of the latter. These poor
miserable abodes vary much in size, some being large enough to admit of division

into two or even three parts, while others are very small, perhaps six feet by nine and

about five in height. Here a whole family would live, and I have seen one only just

large enough for a single individual to creep into, and certainly not to lie down in !

Hundreds of families in this city must live in such huts as these, for wherever one

goes they are to be found, sometimes singly, but more frequently in groups of half a

dozen or twenty, and here and there in much larger numbers.
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A MOTHERS' MEETING IN CHINA.

April 15.

UNDAY afternoon, and I have just come up from the women's

meeting which is held week by week in the large and pleasant

room set apart for the entertainment of our lady visitors.

Many dear women were gathered this afternoon listening with

eager interest to the glad tidings. The rain had kept a good

many away, still we had quite thirty present, of all classes and

ages.

When I went in, the room, to my surprise, was full of smoke.

Nobody seemed concerned, however, so though I could not see

the source from whence the smoke proceeded, I suppose it must

be all right, and take my place at the back of the room, from whence
I can see all that is going on. We are singing

"
Jesus, who lived above

the sky." Sweet words, sweet truth ! Oh, to be able to speak it freely in

this difficult tongue ! One dear woman just in front of me listens as

indeed to a new story; she has never come before and never heard

the Gospel message until to-day ! She is elderly and very poor, but evidently
drinks in the meaning of the words lovingly addressed to her by our sisters.

Her face is very kindly and intelligent, though all wrinkled and seamed with

age and care. It is quite a conversational meeting this. The friends put in

remarks with perfect freedom and in loud tones that must be almost confusing, I should

think, to the chief speakers !

The two grand T'at T'ai (ladies) in the front row seem very interested and intelligent,

one of them appears to interpret to the rest, and both respond at every few words

with loud and consenting exclamations.

Such gay, wonderful figures these ladies make in their black ruar-tsi (or outer

garment) trimmed with broad bands of colour, and bright lan-kan (or many-hued

ribbon-border), their shining black hair garnished with wonderful, countless orna-

ments, of trembling filagree, or polished brilliant stones, their long and heavy ear-

rings reaching to their shoulders, and their massive golden chains and bracelets !

One of them holds in her hand a thin cane (fully four feet in length) the upper

end of which is richly mounted in silver. I think it must be yes, it w actually

a pipe ! The servant is even now ttooping to light it, and the mysterious smoke

is explained. The maid produces tobacco (I suppose) and matches, and, bending
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down to the floor on which the bowl of the long pipe rests, kindles the flame while

her young mistress puffs away the smoke from the further end quite complacently,
and almost without interrupting her running commentary on what is being said.

Wonderful spectacle ! The little hand, with its heavy gold rings, and long carefully

preserved nails, holding the richly engraved silver head of the long thin pipe ; the

olive-tinted Chinese face, shining black hair, carefully dressed and gay with green

amber and golden pins and many-coloured artificial flowers
;
and all wreathed in

clouds of softly tinted smoke puffed from the placid lips of the lady ! The strange

sight, however, produces no disturbing effect upon the meeting, which goes quietly on

as if nothing unusual were happening. One poor woman in front follows her grander
sister's example and lights her more humble pipe, at which she is now contentedly

puffing away, her eyes all the time fixed on the bright face of the dear Speaker.

The various short addresses over, the meeting breaks up into small groups for con-

versation, our friends seem unwilling to go just yet, though they have been here over an

hour. The poor woman, who had never heard the glad tidings before, listens with deep
interest as the Gospel story is fully and patiently explained to her by one of our sisters.

^rw^m^cvsav^
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CHAPTER VI.

OPIUM SUICIDES AMONG WOMEN.
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS' EXPERIENCE IN YANG-CHAU.

April 17.

MILLION a month in China are dying without God!"
For years these solemn words, penned by dear Father's hand, long years

ago, have been familiar, and influential in my life
;

but only now am I

beginning to understand a little of their real meaning a little of the depth
and vastness, of the unspeakable woe, anguish, and, despair, they cover

and express. I will try and tell briefly, as the Lord shall enable me, the

story of the last twenty-four hours of our ordinary life here in Yang.chau. Only one

day Lord ! let its history speak, as with THY voice, to many a heart.******
Yesterday evening, tea being over, we gathered in our pleasant sitting-room at about

seven o'clock for prayers.

After the opening hymn, instead of proceeding as usual, dear Mr. McCarthy turned

to me and said that they would be glad if I would tell a little about what I knew of

the condition of the thousands of factory-girls in London, and also of work being done

amongst them.

I was of course much surprised at so unexpected a request, but it is never difficult,

I suppose, to speak of a matter so near one's heart, and I gladly consented.

We had a long talk about it all, the dear friends seeming much interested, and it

led to earnest prayer, which will, I trust, be continued. I can almost see the pleasant

scene now as I write, though it seems so long ago. The spacious room, with its

freshly whitewashed walls and clean ceiling, the simple, brightly coloured texts and

Chinese scrolls and map, showing up so well on their white background ;
dear Mary,

sitting near the harmonium, and all the others (we are thirteen here just now, in Miss
.

Murray's temporary absence) gathered in the lamplight and the quiet that comes at

the close of the busy day.

In the middle of our talk, however, the pleasant, peaceful hour was suddenly
broken in upon. Ah, that loud knocking on the outside door is a sadly too-familiar

sound ! A hurried footstep on the stair, and, yes it is indeed as we feared ! An

opium case, some one must go at once. In a few minutes Miss A and Miss

E 2
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Rentfield are on their way with the messenger who came for help. They have not

far to go, but we know not how long they may be, or what they may find awaiting

them. The Lord go with and help them! An hour or two brought them back with

their sad story. A respectable house, crowded with people. Such a young girl !

She had taken a large quantity of opium, and was lying on a bed in an inner room.

At first she would not take the medicines, and an awful scene ensued. Four or

five people held her down, in spite of her most violent and fearful resistance, and

forced the liquid between her clenched teeth. Suddenly, in answer to prayer, she

gave up her struggles, and said she would take it quietly herself. This she did,

sitting up, and drinking enough to cause the desired effect.

A good deal of opium was thrown up, and before they left our sisters were

encouraged to hope that she would recover. A great crowd of people were present,

, staring in at all the doors and windows, and some of them promised to come to the

"Je-su tang" the next day, and hear more of the strange doctrine, told under such

sad circumstances for the first time to some ! Poor girl, it was only a quarrel with her

mother that led to the desperate deed. Often, alas ! it is perpetrated thus out of

revenge, for the Chinese believe that after such a death the departed soul will haunt

the living offenders, and be able to bring upon them all kinds of evil and suffering.

Alas, alas ! for the dark places of the earth, where the devil reigns, and drives men
to such awful deeds.

Tired, our sisters go to their rooms, and we scatter for the night. Only Mr.

McCarthy and I remain awhile in the sitting-room, talking about the best means of

getting really to know the hearts and lives of these people, to whom we have given our

hearts and lives for Jesus' sake. It is late when at last we kneel down to pray for

light and guidance about this all-important matter. All is still in the narrow street

without and in the quiet house within, until suddenly, as we pray, hurried footsteps

come to the door, and that loud and urgent knocking is repeated. A moment's

silence follows, in which a man's voice is heard explaining to some companion or

passer-by, that (as we had already guessed) he had come to get medicine from the

"foreign devils" for a case of opium-poisoning.
The knocking recommences. A light is brought, and the door opened.

It is his own mother who has taken, they believe, the fatal drug ; it is a long way
off, but he begs us to come at once. Eleven o'clock at night, almost every one has

gone to bed. Who will go ?

Dear A is already prepared with everything needful, and very soon she and I
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hasten out together into the dark night. The man goes in front of us with his lantern

held low to show the uneven pathway, and our boy San-sa follows, to attend and

help us.

How strange the dark and narrow streets appear seen thus at midnight ! Nearly

all the shops are closed, and the passengers still abroad are few. Some here

and there we meet, all provided, as we are, with lanterns, without which it is unsafe

to walk abroad after nightfall. Our guide walks rapidly ; fully in sympathy with him

we too hasten our steps, and with a speed impossible to real Chinese women, pass

along the narrow winding way. All is dark and silent about us, and we are soon in an

unfamiliar part of the city, which adds to the strangeness of our surroundings.

Above us, in the dark, cloudless sky, the stars are shining with wonderful brilliance

and beauty, dear, peaceful friends. A glance up at their familiar, unchanged faces

lifts the heart and brings a sense of rest in the constant, unfailing presence of Him
of whose power and care they tell in voices of light.

Across open wastes, uneven with great heaps of stone and rubbish, we hurry, finding

it no easy matter in some places to keep to the narrow foot-path and yet escape the

pools and great holes and ruts, full of mud, that are of frequent occurrence. Across

open wastes, and past groups of wretched basket-huts, huddled together, all dark and

silent now
; then plunging again into the crowded network of tortuous little streets,

passing many a great/ mysterious temple and mandarin's spacious dwelling, we hastily

make our way.

We are far from home now, and must be nearing the poorest part of Yang-chau
the old city. Yes, surely, we are in it already. How ramshackled, dilapidated and

mysterious these crowded buildings look. Wonderful ! But we can hardly venture

to glance up or around us, our rapid pace and the increased difficulties of the way
demand all our care and attention. Here, the streets are not only narrower, more

winding and more uneven
;
but in addition, the great pools of mud and heaps of

rubbish are more frequent, and there are also fresh obstacles to rapid progress, in the

dark, huddled-up, pitiful figures we pass every now and then at the shop-corners, or in

other sheltered places. Poor souls, nowhere to lay their heads ! No basket-hut even to

call their own. Outcasts, beggars, friendless, and yet on them, too, God's dear stars

shine down in tender light, for them, too, His great heart of Love yearns in longing

pity.
"
Compel them to come in, that My house may be filled."

Has He really a place in the "
many mansions "

for each one of these ? Do we believe

it 1 believe that He longs for some voice to tell them so, some hand to point them the
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way home ? Z>0 /* / If we really DID, could it be a fact, to-night, that around us here,

within a radius of a few miles (one week's journey at slow Chinese rate) there should be

as there are ponder it, weep over it tears of shame and sorrow, pray over it to the

God of Love ! no less than TEN MILLIONS of our fellow-creatures, men and women,

for whom He suffered, for whom HE died, who have never heard that message, who

have no means rf hearing it, and amongst whom we only our one household,

numbering some five who can speak their language are to be found witnessing,

labouring for and with Him. Could it be true 1 And yet it is ! Alas, alas ! for the

sleeping Church of Christ, the unready Bride. " My head is filled with dew. My
locks with the drops of the night." Ah, Master and Lord, how our hearts thank Thee,

as we hasten on our midnight errand, realizing all this, thank Thee that Thou hast

permitted us in some small measure to share Thy sacrifice and labour, and to be found

with Thee here to-night, seeking to save ! How we rejoice in Thy nearness and

blessed communion, never thus known before only beginning to be revealed even

now.

The harsh sounds of distant gongs rousing the howling of the multitudinous,

vagrant dogs that lie about the streets recall us from our wanderings in thought,

and tell of the approach of the night watchman. Ah, here is one quite close at

hand ; and a horrible din he makes as he bangs and bangs his cracked old gong,

with more vigour than sympathy for our feelings, at any rate. Perhaps the busily

engaged burglar, however, is more grateful to him for the plain hint to keep quiet

awhile, until the emissary of justice be passed. It seems a strange plan of procedure

though, looked at in any light, for a night watchman.

The city gates are reached at last high, heavy structures, picturesque in the gloom
of night, with pointed, gabled turrets surmounting their massive arches, and standing
out against the starlit sky.

Under one of them we pass through the thick wall, but are yet not outside the city.

One, and another, and another, and now we must be near our journey's end, for

a second man meets us and joins our escort in eager conversation.

In a few minutes we arrive. Our guides stop at an open door in the blank wall of

a narrow street, and we pass in, gaining entrance to a courtyard, from which rooms

open on either side a small, dirty, lumbered-up place. I should think the owners

must be merchants, from the look of the bales of goods that stand about. An open
door in front of us, and a crowded room, together with the eager gestures of our

companions, indicate our destination. On a bench near the door a woman is sitting
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a respectable-looking, elderly woman, whose sullen expression, and stolid aspect in

the midst of all the excited company, point her out as the object of our errand. Yes,

poor soul, it is she. But she insists in loud tones that she has not taken opium. She

has not eaten any, and will have no medicine. It is distressing, and awkward as

well; but the sons and neighbours declare that she is deceiving us, that she took

enough to kill her at sundown to-night. So A mixes the medicine.

As she does so, one glance around the apartment reveals to me a strange scene.

It is a large, irregular room, looking somewhat like a store, and filled with objects so

many and varied as to baffle description. By the dim light of the Chinese candles

standing on a table near the door, I can just see the faces of the gathered company,
and the dark background of smoke-begrimed walls and rafters. Some twenty or five-

and-twenty men and women are here, crowding around, shouting at and arguing with

the poor woman, who at last comes over to a seat near the table, and consents to

drink some of the strong emetic prepared. For half an hour, at least, we stand there,

at first anxiously watching for the effect of the drink, and then getting her to take

more as she is able. It still remains doubtful whether she has really taken the opium
or not ;

if she has, we can but hope that the effect already produced by the emetic

may be sufficient to save her from poisoning. But it is only slight, and, should she

have taken much of the drug, we are hoping almost against hope.

The men smoke, the women chatter, and smoke too, some of them as we still wait,

praying in our hearts for some clear sign as to what we ought to do.

How careless they all seem about the possibility of the awful death that may be

even now drawing near the poor creature in our midst. Can it be that this soul

may really be so soon called to pass out into the unseen ? Ignorant, dark, hopeless !

San-sa, our boy, a dear Christian fellow, and A talk to them about the Gospel

message, and I pray in my heart, listening to their earnest words.

At last we prepare to go. No change has come, and the poor woman eagerly

insists on the lanterns being lighted, and our being invited to depart. It is late, and

\ve can do no more. So, leaving another dose of medicine to be given in case she

should become drowsy, we go forth once more into the night ;
and the young man,

our former escort, accompanies us to find a wheelbarrow or chair, to take us home to

our distant part of the city.

Out into the beautiful, solemn night, leaving in God's hands the results of what has

been done, and the eternal issues of the truth spoken to the souls brought in contact

thus with our own, we pass.
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Silently we retrace our steps, and entering the city gates once more, come to a

central place where four streets meet. Here our guide leaves us to wait with San-sa,

going himself in search of chairs and bearers.

We stand and wait. It is about one o'clock, and all is still. We look up and

down the narrow roads that cross each other here at right angles, and marvel at the

strangeness of the scene.

The shops and buildings on either side of the streets almost meet overhead, except

just in the open central place in which we stand
;
and the numerous sign-boards and

hanging lanterns dark now, and flapping in the night breeze look very foreign and

wonderful to our unaccustomed eyes. We look up and down, and above. How

strange to be thus here alone at midnight, in the heart of this great Chinese city

nearly half a million of souls about us asleep, most of them, in the darkness.

Many thoughts come crowding through heart and mind as we stand silently and wait.

We are not left long, however, in solitude. Some late travellers, like ourselves, arc

still abroad ; very soon we are descried, and they stop and gather round.

One seems to bring another, for soon a dozen or more are clustered at the corner

near us, and others still arrive. The chairs are long in coming, we can only wait in

patience, glad that San-sa is with us, and that the men seem friendly on the whole.

We are almost strangers, though, in this part of the city, and our circumstances add

to the other elements of interest, so that we cannot wonder at the curiosity we

excite.

Twenty or thirty are about us now all sorts and conditions of men. Some with

lanterns, which they come and hold up almost in our faces, to see, I suppose, what the
"
foreign devils

"
really are like

;
and some, with no light of any kind, poor wretched-

looking objects, in rags indescribable, who creep miserably to and fro, and cast furtive

glances now and then from a distance.

One chair arrives, and still we wait. Oh, how I long to be able to speak to these

poor souls, right out of my heart ; but, even if one knew the language, I suppose it

would not be wise for us women to speak, we have to be exceedingly careful. Dear

San-sa can, however. Standing beside us in the midst of the group, with the lantern

in his hand, he speaks very earnestly, and they listen with grave attention.

His clear, strong voice is heard at a distance, and awakens a sleeper some little

way off, who sits up on the ledge outside the shop where he is lying, and seems to

listen like the rest. One man in front, near to us, whom San-sa principally addresses,

answers and asks questions now and then. He has never heard the Jesus-doctrine
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before, and is interested. Several hear it thus for the first time, at dead of night, under

the quiet shining stars.

At last another chair arrives, and we have to say good-night, and take our home-
ward way.

Tired, but blessed in heart, we reach the quiet house in the Pie-chi-ki again, some-

thing before 2 a.m., and are not long in finding our way to bed. Dear Mr. McCarthy
had waited up for us. He was reading

"
Light for the Last Days," when \ve came

in. He would have accompanied us or would have gone alone, had it not been

a woman who needed help. In this case, however, he could do nothing, for here in

China women must go to the women, or they must be left to die unhelped, alone !*******
After a few hours' sleep we awake to a lovely bright spring morning, and arise in

the brilliant sunshine, wondering almost whether the events of the night can have

been a dream. Such a peaceful, perfect day ! With glad hearts we gather at 7.30 for

prayers, and directly after go in to breakfast in the adjoining room. The pleasant

breakfast-hour, with its bright talk and cheerful anticipations of the work and enjoy-

ments of the day, is always a helpful time, and especially so to-day. At the close of

the meal we repeat verses all round, and sing a hymn before separating. We are

in the midst of the texts dear Mary has just said hers when a hurried step on the

stair, and a sudden call to a pressing opium case, interrupt, and strike silence to all

our hearts. Another !

"
Yes, and oh ! do come quickly, it is a long way, and the young woman has taken

a large quantity." In a few moments A and M are gone, and we are left,

sitting together as before, but with all the gladness overshadowed. We cannot sing

now. We pray instead, and then go quietly to our own rooms. I stand by my open

window, and looking out upon the city, lying in the lovely morning sunshine, think,

with a straitened heart, of the passing souls that in the evening, at midnight, and in

the morning one long, vast, continuous procession go forth into the darkness of the;

to them, unknown and dreaded future. A million a month !

" A million a month in

China are dying, without God"
We go to morning study, but A and M do not return. We gather at

dinner-time, and now, four hours after their start, they come in again, weary and

saddened. Words cannot tell the scenes they have witnessed. Space and time forbid

one to try.

It was a young, sweet-looking woman, of respectable family; yet this, alas! is the
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Mm/ time she has taken opium to put an end to her weary, weary life. It seems to

have been grief that drove her to it to-day. Her husband is dead, and her father and

brothers died recently it appears, so that she and her mother are left alone.

She had taken no food all yesterday, in order that the poison might more quickly

work its dread effect. But fear, I suppose, drove her to tell of the deed, and help was

immediately sought.

The strong emetics produced some result. A good deal of opium was thrown up,

and A hopes she may live, but this is still doubtful, she is so weak, and the dose

was large. While they were watching her, they observed evidences of the house

being used as an opium den. Men were there smoking their long pipes all the time,

while, so near at hand, a life-and-death struggle was going on with the same awful

poison !

# * * * * * *

A quiet afternoon of study follows the mid-day meal
;
and at four o'clock we are

just about to meet in Miss McFarlane's room for our. usual Chinese class, when the

dear woman who serves us appears in the doorway, saying, in sad tones, that a fresh

call has come for immediate help in another woman's opium case !

" Another ? is it possible !

" Who will go ? A must be tired and is with her

teacher besides. "
Sai-nai-nai, get ready and come with us

;
we will start at once."

A well-dressed, middle-aged man is here to show us the way, and with him we set

forth. L 's sprained foot is still weak, so we call a wheelbarrow for her, which

enables us to go more rapidly, and we soon reach the house.

It is a respectable place, in a quiet street. The front door is standing open, and

we pass into the small courtyard. There are rooms on both sides, opposite to one

another. We are immediately led into the principal living-room, and find it full of

women talking, or rather shouting, to one another in excited tones. But the sufferer

is not there, and our attention is soon drawn by the cries, moans, and confused

struggles we hear going on within, to an inner apartment on the right.

We hasten up the step or two that raise this smaller chamber, and pass the narrow

doorway. Here it is darker, but we soon discern the sad spectacle within. A little

girl poor little thing ! only some fourteen years of age, is struggling violently, like one

possessed, with three or four women. They are all fearfully excited, shouting at

her and dragging her down
; while the poor child seems beside herself with rage

and terror !

Before we can interfere they drag her into the outer room
; where we reach and try
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to soothe her. Alas, it is all in vain. Awful scene ! We seem powerless to moderate

for a time the excitement and noise, and can do nothing but prepare the medicine,

which however, in her present state the child is unable, as well as strongly unwilling,

to drink. Some of it is forced down, but comes up again immediately, doing no

manner of good ;
and all the time the poison (of which she has taken a large quantity)

is doing its deadly work.

The men and women crowd around some eighteen or twenty of them many

appearing amused and indifferent to the awful scene ; and the children play about the

doorway unconcerned !

We despair of doing anything in this shouting, unsympathetic crowd, yet almost

fear to carry the child into the other room and shut them all out, in case of the

consequences. Even here in Yang-chau, where missionaries have lived and worked

so long, suspicion is very strong and unreasoning. So we try to hush the people, and

tell them that the only chance of the child's life lies in her being soothed and got

to drink the medicine quietly ;
but it is all of no avail.

Meanwhile the sad facts of the case come out. Oh, pitiful! Appalling!

From her half-choked cries, and reiterated passionate exclamations, we gather that

she longs to die longs to die, and will not live, if they make her take the medicine

and get better, she will jump into the well, she is no use to any one, and no good !

Nothing she does is ever right, though she tries her best. Her mother-in-law cruelly

beats and ill-uses her ; and, during these last days, reproaches her with being a bad

girl and doing wrong things. She cannot help it ; they make her do what they like !

Shefofigs to die ! And then, to us. when we come near and try to soothe her, she says

she is so sorry to give trouble we must not touch her like that
;
she is so dirty

(pushing us away) she is so dirty they all say she is dirty ! Poor child, poor child !

The mother-in-law is not there. She cares not., as long as we do what we can

to prevent the girl dying, for in that case another wife would have to be bought for

her son. And besides, the spirit, gone no one knows where, might haunt her and

bring trouble
; so she sent for the foreigner's medicine, but cares no more than that !

At last, seeing no hope otherwise, we insist on taking the child into the inner room

again, and shutting out all but two of the women, prayerfully try to soothe and help

her. Seeing herself alone with us, she soon becomes quieter, and in a little while is

able to drink the medicine, which remains down and works satisfactory results.

A quantity of opium is thrown up, but not all, we are convinced. Still keeping

the people out for whenever the door is opened trembling and hysteria come on
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again fearfully we talk to her, and comfort, and quiet, till by degrees she is willing

to take more and more, thank God. And still, at intervals, the pitiful tale is told.

All is not right, evidently. She was sold to this family when only six years old, to be

the wife of one of the sons. She is not married yet poor child, poor child ! With

what fear and horror she hides her face, trembling whenever she catches sight of one

of the men looking through the window or doorway !

Alas no help no hope no protector ! The despairing droop of the young head

as she lies quiet now reveals much that words cannot tell !

They are azofu/-looking men these. I shut the door and try to close the window,

but it is not much use, for the paper (there is no glass, of course) is broken, and

they tear it away piece by piece when they want to look in. Their faces make me
shudder.

After an hour or more the child is better, but very exhausted. We leave her resting

her head on a kind woman's lap an elderly neighbour-woman, who is very gentle and

tender with her and go out to the others in the living-room again. A large number

are still gathered there, the mother-in-law, whose expressions of gratitude are profuse

and revolting, amongst them. L- talks to them all about the great good God in

heaven, and they listen very attentively, until the men begin to come in and out,

evidently wanting us to go. We pray with them, and, saying we shall return later on

in the day, come sadly away.
Tired out we go home together on the wheelbarrow, and from what L-- tells me,

I begin to realize that all we have seen and learned in that house is by no means

unusual or extraordinary. In thousands of homes in Yang-chau to-day the same thing

may be found. Alas, it is so in all heathen lands. Thousands, thousands of women
and little children, hopeless, helpless to whom death were grateful.

I gain my quiet room at home, and on my knees at the bedside lift up my cry

to GOD from a heart rent and crushed by this load of sin and sorrow. "
Oh, God

China, China ! The whole vast Empire, million-peopled. All its suffering, sinning,

anguished hearts
; its women, its little children ! The long years of its darkness, the

few to bring them light. . . ." Heart, heart be still ! HE speaks.
" There is no place

where earth's sorrows are more felt than up in heaven." Remember. Behold the

Man of Sorrows. Go back to Calvary, Calvary ! God Himself suffers MOST.
<( Rabboni !

"
. . . Oh, wondrous hour of solemn rapture ! I behold Thee, there.

"The King in His beauty." . . . Calvary. The Cross. Its awful yet tender light

falls upon the darkest pages of earth's history, and only therein can they be read aright.
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" If ever, oh if ever I loved Thee, my Jesus, 'tis now." Thank God ; thank God
the great Redemption draweth nigh.

" Yet a little while behold HOW little and
He that shall come, will come, and will not tarry." His Kingdom

"
Righteousness,

Joy, and Peace "
yes, it is near. Ah Lord, dear Lord, HOW glorious it will have to

be to counterbalance THIS !

And meanwhile the heart can rest. All, all is well. Yes
;
even now. Well, Yea,

more : BEST. For we have reached just the right place in the unfolding of Thy
plans of grace, that are so soon to result in

"
ages to come "

of Eternal Light,

Love, Peace !

Our little span of life so short, so weak what good is it ? What can it accom-

plish to alleviate the sufferings of a groaning world, to hasten the dawning of that

blest day ? Our little span of life weak woman's life even ? Oh, thank God, thank

God ! Glorious, triumphant joy ! It may be lived all of it in sympathy with Him,
deepest sympathy, heart to heart. His ends, His work, His purposes, OURS ! We,
just where He would have us, just where He wants and needs us, working

"
together

with Him," in closest ''fellowship with the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ," to

banish for ever all darkness, and to bring in abiding, Eternal Light. Every energy,

every thought, every day, every possession devoted to Him and to this ! He using
us just as He will, and when and where.

By His grace we are /^mr-what a privilege ! in the blackest of all black darkness.

Precious, inestimable honour.

I never thought it could be half as blessed as it is. I would not be anywhere else

for all the world.

The opportunities, the openings on all hands for women's work here in China are

marvellous, far exceeding my brightest anticipations. The WHOLE COUNTRY is open to

us. And better still the hearts of the women.

Thousands of workers might here find a limitless sphere for loving, blessed labour.

All sorts are needed. Not only the educated and refined though they are much
wanted but the lowly and uncultured, as the world counts culture. All, all whose

hearts are full of love love to God first, and love to the perishing and who KNOW
GOD with a faith and depth of intimate sacred friendship, that will stand all assaults of

the great enemy of souls, who reigns here supreme.
It is getting late. I must not write more, though my heart is full.

May He, Who alone can, speak to many a heart, and send forth in the power of

His own tender, omnipotent Spirit, not tens, but hundreds, of devoted, loving

labourers for the time is short !
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CHAPTER VII.

Uen H)aps on a Cbinese Canal.

HE first great difficulty that missionaries meet

with out in the field is language ;
and when

by dint of patient study the foreign tongue
has become at last familiar, a second diffi-

culty, almost as great as the first, has to be

met and conquered. The language of the

heart of the people must be learnt as well as

the language of the lips. The missionary must not only

understand the words and idiom used, but also the thought
behind the words and idiom that suggests their usage.

To put the message of God intelligibly, acceptably, and

successfully before the heathen who have never heard it,

you must know what they have heard, what they have seen,

and especially what they have thought ; you must exchange
the world of thought in which you have lived for their

strangely different mental- environment. This is the mis-

sionary's second great undertaking ;
and how can it be better

accomplished than by becoming, as far as possible, a native ?

In the spirit of the great pioneer missionary who wrote :
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In order to become thus, natives, to learn the language of the

heart of the Chinese, Miss Mary Reed and Miss Guinness, after a

brief stay at Yang-chau, left the training-home, with its twenty or

thirty English-speaking missionary sisters, for the more Chinese sur-

roundings of Tsing-Kiang-pu and of a farmhouse near Antong. Miss

McFarlane (the L-- of the Journals) and Miss Maggie Mackee,

who were already familiar with Chinese, accompanied them. Taking

only one native Christian lad as escort, these four young English

ladies started in their own hired boat for a ten days' journey up the

Grand Canal.

The four fair dames of our illustration, reclining at their ease,

after the fashion of the ladies of the Ancien Regime in the

far East, in an elegant, smoothly-gliding craft, pulled by six stout

swimmers, surrounded by luxury and comfort, amusing themselves with

dress and fans and tea and ornaments, and sheltered from thesun's too

ardent rays by a gay-coloured paper umbrella, do certainly not represent

our four, simple, girl-missionaries ! Neither coveting nor caring for

fashion, ease, comfort, or obsequious attendants, they have come to

introduce to the women of China a truly new Regime the rule of

self-abnegation, self-sacrifice, self-abandonment the law of LOVE.

Would that the simple record of their daily doings, vividly picturing

the vast, vast need of Heathendom, and the wide-open doors that

China offers to the Gospel, might inspire many another earnest-

hearted Christian woman to follow in their steps !
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Uan-teo : on the Grand Canal, Province of Kiang-su,

Friday, mid-day, April 2 7 .

ALONE, in our pleasant boat, lying off the little town of Uan-teo, on the grand

Imperial Canal of China ;
how strange it seems, how blessed ! I have just had a

quiet hour of prayer. How near the Master is, how very near ! "Bless the Lord,

oh my soul, and all that is within me bless His Holy name." " A hundred-fold more ?
"

Why, I really think it is a hundred-fold more every day, so greatly does He bless us.

Just now I am alone because all the others are on shore, giving the sweet message
of life we come to bring. I could not join them in going on their blessed errand,

because some one was needed to remain on board here, with our things ;
so I have

been pleading for them, and am conscious that they are being, even at this moment,

richly blessed of God. Just now I have two visitors, a nice peasant woman and her

young daughter. I have been trying to talk to them dear people but, oh, I know

so few words ! They are content, however, to watch me write, and are leaning over

the table with wonder and amazement, gazing most intently at the mysterious

performance, as I pen these words. Ah, their boat is just going, so they must be off.

Oh, how delightful ! M has just returned, full of joy, bringing seven ladies

with her. They all come thronging in. And here are the others, Mary and L
;

they also have had a grand time, and seem full of the blessing of the Lord. Praise

Him, Praise Him !

One dear old lady listens with rapt attention. She has never heard the glad tidings

before. She must be over sixty years of age. She says, earnestly, quietly, that she

believes
;

she has never, never heard before, but she believes. They all sit round,

crowded into our little cabin, and L speaks to them, sitting by this dear old

woman, while we pray, and I write these words.
An hour afterwards.

They are gone, having just left us. Eight or ten were here, and listened most

intently ;
several of them, I am sure, really understood the message. Two were

Mandarins' wives, travelling from Canton, and the others live mostly on neighbouring
boats. L spoke to them while we prayed, we sung to them too, and they asked

questions, seeming really interested. The dear eld woman who had never heard

before seemed just full of joy and light, and explained to the others about the

Saviour and the Cross and all His love, with quite a radiant face. Now we have

left them and there is no man to care for their souls. They never heard the message
until to-day; now one brief visit and that is all. Thank God they have heard and

believed, and thank God, though there is no fellow-believer to teach and help them
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further, His blessed light abides with them and will lead them into all truth. To
Him we commend them now, as we pursue our onward way. And so our gracious

Heavenly Father answers prayer. Oh, it is blessed to live thus in constant, actual.

living contact with Him
; asking and receiving, seeking and finding, dwelling in restful,

loving communion with God.

ZP>m., same day.
Such an amusing dinner! As L-- and I are going (D.V.) to live in a real

Chinese home at Antong, and in all ways possible to conform to Chinese customs and

manners, we thought we had better begin at once by taking into use Chinese chop-

sticks, and dining in Chinese fashion. So we made a start to-day, using our chop-
sticks for the first time, and certainly they are most awkward. The table was laid

with just four basins of rice (no tablecloth), four pairs of chop-sticks, one basin of

vegetables in the very middle, and two, little plates of chicken, cut up, one on each

side. I have not time to describe the funny scene. We got on pretty well, I think,

and must try again to-morrow.
* *
*

Last night when we started on our journey we had no intention of calling at this

place. We came on board at seven o'clock in the evening, purposing to start at day-
break on the morrow. Dear Miss Murray and quite a little band of our kind and

much-loved friends at Yang-chau came down to the boat to see us comfortably esta-

blished, and left us there to settle for the night. This we did, rejoicing at the bountiful

provision made for our well-being by our Heavenly Father. Such a capital, large,

commodious boat, so much better than we had either expected or deserved. After

our dear friends left us, a dispute arose with the men about the agreement they had

made for our journey. They had promised to take us up to Tsing-kiang-pu for a

sum of four dollars, 340 cash, taking ten days on the journey (though it is only 100

miles), and stopping when we desired to go ashore and evangelize. The trouble was

that they now insisted in doing the journey in less than half the time for the same

money. The principal man waxed wrathful, and was violently excited. So we prayed to

our Father in Heaven. The answer was not long delayed. Before supper was
.
over

the whole thing was quietly settled, and he returned to his original agreement, we

promising to pay more than he had at first asked should we keep him longer than

the ten days. This was our first answer to distinct and definite prayer since we came

on board. Others came to me during the night, that I cannot stay to record.

V
We spent a most helpful and delightful evening in reading together Dr. Pierson's
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valuable book,
" The Crisis of Missions," and in prayer over its deeply interesting

contents. How glad and thankful we were for the circumstances under which we

were privileged to read it ! Not only as Missionaries in the field, but as a little band

going forward to some of the darkest "
regions beyond

"
those where the Gospel has

ever yet been preached.

Sunday, April 29.

At half-past seven this morning we breakfasted early, so as to have as long a day
as possible for our work. After that, and

Chinese and English prayers, we went

up the village to seek openings for our

Master's message. Up the steep mud-

bank, such a climb ! The steps, just

roughly cut out in the soil, slippery with

the heavy rains and almost washed away,

presented an almost impossible ascent. At

least so we thought until we came to try.

Then we found that, though most difficult

and disastrous as far as clean shoes and

garments might be concerned, the ascent

was not impossible, and many a friendly

hand was outstretched at the top to aid us

over the last slippery bit. Such a crowd

of kindly, welcoming faces ! It was raining,

but some of the women led us at once to

a large neighbouring cottage, and ushered

us into a pleasant, spacious, cabin sort of

room, where a goodly company soon

gathered to hear our words. Our interest-

ing and eager audience must have num-

bered at one time at least fifty, not counting
the children. Time fails me to describe

the delightful scene and the kindness of

the dear people. After about an hour,
W. 6. TRUE HAPPINESS-PUBLISHED BY THE CHINESE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY. , , ,

one of the women insisted on our going

with her to tell the same wonderful story in her house, which was not far away. We
went and there found a repetition of our first experience a large, full room and most
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encouraging attention. Here some thirty or forty others must have heard the message.

Gospels and tracts were also left with them. Twelve or fifteen of our hearers were

men, some of them intelligent, superior fellows. They took the Gospels, promising
to read them. Four or five of the women especially seemed deeply interested, and of

several we have good hope. We had not time before dinner to visit more than three

other houses, indeed we had not intended to go to so many, but the dear people

simply waylaid us, and compelled us to come in. L and San-sa had good
audiences in as many more in their part of the town, so that altogether our morning's

work must have reached congregations in eight or ten houses.

Tired, and oh so wet and muddy, we got back to our boat for dinner and half an

hour's rest, thanking the Lord for His presence and blessing, and seeking His

guidance for the rest of the day. While at lunch quite a little crowd of friendly folk

gathered on the bank, to survey our operations. This we were not surprised at, but we

certainly were rather taken aback when suddenly a woman's smiling face appeared at

the window on the other side of the cabin, where only the water of the canal was

before to be seen ! There she was, friendly and curious, standing in a little boat

alongside our own. After some talk, we found that she had come from a neighbouring
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island, one we had noticed that morning out in the lake. We had observed the

largish groups of houses built upon it, and wished to be able to reach them also with

the Word of Life. So finding whence our unexpected visitor had come, we at once

thought how delightful it would be if she would take us back with her, and introduce

us there. This, after a little hesitation, she agreed to do ;
and at this moment two of

our party are absent on their little journey to this place. It is a pretty spot. I can

see the low, brown houses, peeping out from amidst the lovely green trees that come

down to the water's edge. The Lord grant dear L good success, and bring them

back safely and with good tidings of His prospering care. It is nearly five they have

been gone two hours already. I must soon get tea for them.

How strange and pleasant this life on board our canal-boat is journeying on from

day to day, travelling as He calls us forward, simply living to proclaim His glorious

message ! God is very near. We depend upon His guidance and help every moment ;

and every moment it comes. We are such a band of weak ones
;
so helpless in

ourselves, so ignorant and inexperienced ;
but He uses and blesses even us, and

fills our hearts with joy. I am the oldest of the party, and dear L the most

experienced, and she has only been out three years. He is our Leader and Guide,

however, and all is well.
*^*

They have just come in, with such beaming faces ! The Lord has greatly blessed

them. Dear San-sa is overflowing with joy and gratitude. He longs to stay here

another day, and begs that we may do so. They had grand audiences, attentive

crowds of both men and women, and most blessed opportunities.

We thank the Lord together with full hearts. On the table in our midst is lying a

string of beads that one dear woman gave up to L when she turned from Buddha

to the blessed Saviour, even this afternoon.

Same evening) 9 p.m.
It has been a wonderful day. Tired now, but blessed in heart, we go to rest. At

daybreak to-morrow (D.V.) we shall be on our way, leaving all those dear souls behind

us as sheep having no shepherd. To Him we commend them. As far as we can tell,

no missionary has ever been amongst them before, but to-day at least 500 must have

heard the glad tidings in the sixteen houses we visited. The Gospels and tracts now
in their hands, remain. Thy Word cannot return to Thee void, to Thee, Blessed

Master, we commend these precious souls.

Monday Morning^ 7.30.

At five o'clock this morning we started, quietly and slowly on our northward way.

Now it is 7.30. We were just going to have prayers together, a few minutes ago,

when we came to a town covering both banks of the canal. We did not intend to
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stop and were passing on when we espied upon the western bank a large group ot

fifty or eighty men, labourers and others, engaged upon some works close to the

water's edge. Such an opportunity could not be let pass, so we got our boatmen to

put in to the bank, and San-sa went ashore with tracts and Gospels. Just now, as I

write, I can see him in the midst of a company of these men, selling Gospels, and

talking most earnestly to his attentive listeners. . . . Here he comes back again. He
has sold a good many, and was able to tell the glad tidings quite fully to those who

gathered about him. Now we must go to breakfast, and have prayers afterwards

to-day.

Monday afternoon, 3 o'clock.

We have just reached the great city of Kao-Sin, and are now slowly passing its

long, high, turreted walls. Thousands, hundreds of thousands of people live within

its large enclosure, but amongst them no missionary ;
no light to shine amid the

darkness pointing men to the Saviour of the world. Kao-Sin never has had any

missionary, but, thank God, a native Christian evangelist is now on his way

up and will reach the city this week, all being well. Our hope is that he will be

able to live in a native inn and make his way gradually into the confidence of

the people, so preparing the way for some of our sisters

to come and commence work amongst the women.

As it is to-day, we could not venture to go ashore

here, no foreign ladies having yet been seen in

Kao-Sin. So we must pass the great city by, and

go on to the next place for the night. San-sa has

gone in, however, to make some purchases and

to sell books. We have just passed him, stand-

ing in a crowd of men, eagerly talking

and handing out the

precious Word
of Life.
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Interminable wall ! We pass it, and pass, and pass ! Both sides of the canal are

alive every here and there with great gangs of men, engaged in repairing and

strengthening the banks
;

a very necessary operation. The workmen we saw early

this morning were only a first detachment of the hundreds we have been passing ever

since. It appears that many of these labourers come from a distance. The little

boats that seem to be their homes are moored by scores all along both banks of the

river. Here the women and children may be seen, cooking, washing, playing, and

often also helping the men in their heavy navvy's work. They seem such frugal, hard-

working, decent people these Chinese. I do love them ! But they are terribly poor.

Just look at the wretched places they are living in nothing but largish open boats.

some five feet, perhaps, by fifteen or eighteen, covered at one end with two or three

grass mats, under which they creep to shelter at night. Nothing more ! Frequently

the main part of the boat carries a large cargo of mud for the embankment. Two-

thirds of the whole space are occupied in this way ;
while in the remaining third the

whole family live and seem to thrive, in closest proximity to their unattractive-looking

cargo ! A hundred cash a day, which comes to about fourpence, seems to be the

ordinary wage of these poor labourers. How they live at all upon such a sum I

cannot imagine, yet they seem cheerful and thriving, poor souls !

The slow progress of the Chinese river-boat enabled our travellers

frequently to walk along the footpath on the banks of the Grand

Canal, and even to stay and give their glad message in villages here

and there, while their boat went quietly onward. Of such a walk we
read later on :

The broad canal lies twelve or fifteen feet below us here like a wide, flowing river,

the opposite bank rising to the same height as this, confining the brown waters. Beyond
the banks on either side the country falls away to a low-lying plain, considerably
below the level of the canal itself. The land is under cultivation. On our right there

are wide rice-fields, with little groups of brown houses amongst the beautiful green

trees, and every here and there narrow, raised, brown paths intersecting the water-

covered fields, and dividing them into regular squares and strips. On our left, below

the further bank of the canal, all is different, but equally beautiful. No rice-fields, no

houses, just one broad, still, fair expanse of grey-blue water, a great quiet lake, seen

between the fresh green trees that fringe the tow-path on the opposite bank of the
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canal. The boats upon it and the distant ships add to its beauty. No boundaries

limit its wide waters ;
as we see it now, it might well be the sea on some quiet summer

morning, too still even for wavelets ;
a lovely spectacle !

So with varied beauty on both sides of us and in front, where the wide canal with

its green banks winds away out of sight towards the north, with the fresh spring tints

to refresh the eye, with the sweet May sunshine flooding all, and the cool breeze

meeting us as we go, our walk is indeed delightful.

The boat goes on, but we delay to talk to one group or another of fellow-pilgrims

whom we meet, until at last we are left quite behind. Coming to a little village we

quickly dispose of our books
;
and leaving L and Mary to speak to the crowds

that gather, M and I quickly follow the boat (ourselves with a considerable follow-

ing !), and come up with it some half a mile further on, waiting at another larger

village, where quite a large crowd has already gathered anticipating our arrival. We
get the needful books and return, escorted by at least a hundred friendly folk, to the

others. Here we divide into two parties, and presently two large groups are listening

to- the Glad Tidings. San-sa, with one of the boatmen, gets an attentive audience

further along the village street. As I write now I have just returned to the boat to

send up more books by another boatman. I can see two of these crowds up on the

bank above me, and almost hear the voices that declare the joyful message.

" HOW THE PEOPLE RUN FROM EVERY QUARTER."

How the people run from every quarter, and with what eager attention they listen

Oh, wonder/id opportunities ! How is it that there are not hundreds of voices to
"

tell

it out among the heathen that His name is Love " Hundreds instead of so few?
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"
the Heaven's books."

Such wide openings are here, such ready'hearts, waiting to drink in the glad tidings ;

waiting, waiting, and lo, there is no man to carry them the message of life !

M j.

DANGEROUS CIRCUMSTANCES.

WE have left that village now, and though

only a mile or so further on, are already

drawing near to another. San-sa is still on

shore, walking along the banks to sell
" the

heaven's books" in this little place also.

Scores of men are working here too, strengthening the barriers that keep the water

in
;

scores of them and all apparently willing to converse and listen to the heavenly

words. Oh what openings ! and which of us can tell how long these dear people may
have to hear ? Great anxiety is being felt about the turbulent waters of the dreaded

Hoang-Ho or Yellow River, and all these embankment operations are with a view to

the flood that is expected, even down here, when the great river begins to rise with

the melting of winter's snows. Already the Kao-in Lake, here on our left, is unusually

high, and as we pass the villagers now and then anxiously question us as to what may
be expected next. (Another village on the left, but we cannot stop as we have not

time, alas ! Villages, villages all along !)

What may be expected next ?

We would not dare to face this question were it not for our Father in Heaven.

It is not at all impossible that a repetition, almost, of the awful disaster in Honan

may devastate this region also, unless in His Gracious Providence, the Lord avert it.

The old bed of the Hoang-Ho, which crosses this canal at Tsing-kiang-pu, and for a

long distance above that, runs parallel with it, is now being prepared for the flood of

waters that is expected, but the work goes on so slowly that next to no real progress

seems to be made. Further on the overflow of the present flood is being carried off"

into the Kao-yin Lake, amongst other outlets, and this large expanse of water is already

so high that it causes anxiety and could not without disaster receive much more
; yet

what is to stop its coming ? The lake on our left is already higher than the canal,

and the canal is much higher than the spreading country below the right bank ; so

that if once the slight barriers between were to be overflowed or broken down, wide-

spread destruction must result.

And the great river rises day by day.

Into His hands we commend this matter, praying that He may lead the Chinese

authorities to take really practical steps in time if it is not already too late to

avert more devastation and loss of life, and save this fair and populous country.
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EANWHILE, in the midst of such varied experiences,
the heart-life holds on its course day by day, and the

missionaries are making progress in the Spiritual world

as well as journeying on to literal fresh fields and

pastures new. We feel bound to add some extracts

that are not wholly descriptive, but that give a glimpse into inner

rather than outer missionary experiences.

How far away our loved ones must feel at times, surrounded

by the darkness of heathendom ! And yet we read in these

pages,

Though so far apart, we meet ' ' in Him in Whom we live and move, and have

our being." What a glorious privilege to be separated thus for Him, and to

realize that you in England and we here in the heart of China are just in the

very place where He would have us be, each living and labouring for the same blessed

end, His glory, the coming of His Kingdom !

Our hearts are deeply assured that God is going to do wonderful things in this

great land. In the little while that remains how little, how little ! He is going

to pour forth, we believe, floods of spiritual blessing. What a privilege to be

"with Him" in any measure in this glorious work.
. Why, it is worth any sacrifice,

any suffering ! Thank God we are this in our poor far-off degree, but we long to

be fully "with Him," even in our measure as the Lord Christ Himself was in His

earthly life of service, ever one with the Father, doing always those things which

pleased Him, until at last He could say, I have finished the work which Thou gavest

Me to do."

Our longing is to be wholly His : to have no desire, no affection, no realm of

thought or feeling, no plans, no hopes, no existence into which He does not enter to

reign as King. How much of our lives have been apart from Him. So many things

gave pleasure in which He had no part, so many thoughts and plans and hopes in

which He found no central place occupied the heart, alas that it should be so ! We
are learning, day by day, with increasing clearness, that, whatever it may be at

home, here certainly there is no question that life must be just simply a doing of

one thing, one thing, a following hard after God, in heart for oneself, and in

life for the souls of the perishing around us. Here there is only time, only strength
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for the one thing, to learn of Him and to make Him known. Oh to be amongst
those who mighty in faith and prayer, move the arm of God and bring down
the flood upon the parched land ! It is a solemn responsibility as well as a glorious

privilege to have any part or lot in this matter. How earnest should be the spirit,

how pure and single the heart, how constantly watchful the soul that is called to be

a "fellow-labourer together with God." Let us lay aside every weight. To our own
hearts we say it with deepest emphasis,

"
every weight," cutting off, if needs be, the

right hand and that without hesitation, casting completely away all that hinders or

causes to offend, that we may run, looking unto Jesus.

Help me to thank and praise Him for ever having brought me here to China. . . .

He is very, very near, here in this distant land. It is glorious to find Him so far better

than ever we could have expected, even from the reports brought by those who tried

to tell (but could not !) all His power and grace. . . . The Lord give to you too the

spiritual blessing you need for the home-life,- in some ways so much more difficult

than this in distant China. It is all one, is it not ? We are not a bit more mission-

aries than each one of you may be in England.
"
They shall share and share alike."

Let the spirit but be the same, the mere details of the outward life and work matter

but little. We want all Christians at home to realize and remember this. They are

called to be missionaries just as much as we. The Lord make the spirit of our lives

increasingly this
"
laying aside every weight" . . .

"
this one thing I do."

The Lord is giving us, we are thankful to say, some measure of success with the

language. We have been at work now three weeks, and on Sunday last a few words

I was enabled to say in visiting were actually understood by the dear women to whom

they were addressed. Imagine my joy ! We realize that you are praying for us, and

are profoundly conscious that any and all success comes directly from Him, without

Whose gracious ever-present help we can do nothing. Oh the joy of studying this

language, difficult as it is, and feeling that every day is bringing one near the profound

gladness of being able to proclaim freely the unsearchable riches of Christ to these

beloved and perishing souls ! My heart is so filled with solemn and, in Him, trium-

phant joy, in the prospect of what He is doing and is going to do here in China, that

I find no words even in prayer to express it. We long unspeakably for all to share in

this which is the very bliss of \\ZWKK fellowship with the blessed Saviour Himself in

His present and future labours and triumphs in the extension of His kingdom and the

accomplishment of His glorious purposes of grace.
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HADDON HAl.L IN THE DAYS OF TORE. (See/. 79.)

CHAPTER VIII.

Ht 1bome in our Gbinese ibaooon 1ball.

Tsing-kiang-pu, May 4.

is evening now, calm and peaceful. Only a few hours since we arrived

as strangers in this great city, and yet already we feel completely at home.

The Lord has met us here, and has blessed us beyond all we asked or

thought. And it is because He is so near, I think, that this place seems

homelike and already dear to us. We have just been reading the 915

Psalm together. Blessed and hopeful passage, it has indeed proved to us

even to-night a " shield and buckler." How plainly it tells us what to expect in our
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daily life ! There will be " the snare of the fowler" and the "noisome pestilence,'

there will be, at times,
"
terror by night," and l< the arrow

"
flying by day ;

there

will be "
trouble," but, but ! all these shall only make the more room for His protec-

tion, His covering, the more opportunity for His setting
" on high," the more realized

His presence and deliverance. "/ will show him my salvation." Therefore we will

not, cannot fear.

One is not long in China at least we have not been without finding out that

both these sides of Truth enter into missionary experience.

They must go together. How often our own beloved mission has proved man's

extremity, God's opportunity. How often do we still, and shall again.
" My soul

shall make her boast in God."

OUR HOME IN TsiNG-KiANG-Pu.

Three minutes' walk from the canal and boat brings us to the quiet street in

which our premises are found. Two doors in a long blank wall, one large, and one

of only medium size are all that can be seen from without, for this is really a

Chinese house and makes no outward pretensions. The larger chapel doors are

opened as we arrive, for the afternoon seance is going on, and men are passing

freely in
1 and out for conversation with the good evangelist or pastor Jao Sien Sing.

The smaller door soon opens to us, giving entrance to a long courtyard, the

space in the middle of which may be thirty feet by eighteen. Right opposite the

entrance door the reception-room of the house stands pleasantly ajar, and to this we

quickly cross. Here all our baggage is brought in and laid down, and we are left to

survey our new home at leisure. This apartment, the " women's room " we call it, is

lofty and spacious, and though it boasts of no windows being thoroughly Chinese

it has a wide, high, double door (just such as an English coach-house would be fitted

with) which, standing always open, admits plenty of light and air. It has also antique

wooden walls, a wooden roof (the rafters of the room above), and a brick floor, but as

the bricks are rather far apart and the ground between is clearly visible, this presents

rather the appearance of being earthen. The furniture of this cool and shady

apartment consists of a table, half a dozen handsome Chinese arm-chairs, square and

cumbersome but very stately-looking, and two or three forms. There are also some

bright text-scrolls on the walls, which give a pleasant effect to the brown old wood-

work. Two of these please me particularly, they are respectively,
" God is Lord of

heaven and earth," and
" God's heart then is Love"
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which is the Chinese version of i John iv. 8. On one side of the room our little

kitchen opens, and on the other a staircase gives access to the upper parts of the

house. Outside across the courtyard are the living rooms used by the evangelist's

family. To the mysterious staircase we now turn our attention, and proceed to

make the somewhat perilous ascent. The whole house is old, very old, and as we

go up, its antiquity becomes more apparent. How interest-

ing and curious it is ! At the head of the stairs, we cross

a narrow landing into a queer little lobby, off which two

tiny, tiny rooms, or big cupboards, open. This gives access

to our three chambers beyond, which are en suite, leading

one into the other in ancient, friendly fashion. They are

each possessed of whitewashed walls and wooden floors, and

are illuminated by three windows looking into the courtyard.

We pass quickly to the furthest. Here is a strong, clean,

comfortable bed (consisting of two -wooden tressels and a

wooden frame, like a flat tray, laid upon them and strung

across and across with brown fibre) and a Chinese table

and a chair. The next is similarly furnished, boasting,

however, of two chairs and an extra little table. The next,

the tiny sitting-room, has a table also and four chairs, two of

these being arm-chairs, and giving quite an appearance of

comfort. I stand here in the narrow doorway and look

across the little lobby to the queerly-shaped landing outside,

and the ramshackled, wide, old stairway, going down out of

sight in the darkness, and I marvel at the strangeness of it

all, and at the queer, picturesque effect of the ancient

woodwork, the semi-gloom, and here and there the bits of

clean whitewashed wall throwing all the rest into artistic

relief. It is really quite like a little corner of the very oldest

part of Haddon Hall, the part that is not shown to visitors,

but that specially delights the artist's heart. Here are the ancient doorways, the brown,

moth-eaten woodwork, the uneven, rickety floors, and the tiny latticed windows, looking
on to the still courtyard. Here and there a board that has given way in the floor leaves

a broad opening into the regions below, and many, as one walks quickly across them,
crack and spring in truly antique manner. The rafters above in the attic roof, and the

A GLIMi'SE OP' HADDON HALL.
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old-fashioned beams and door-posts, and indeed all the woodwork (except in places

where it has been renewed), is so very time-worn, brown and moth-eaten, and contrasts

so effectively with the white patches of wall here and there, that I feel quite justified in

placing our new Chinese home alongside some little corner of my dear old, ideal

English castle-home of other days.

A SATURDAY AFTERNOON'S CLEANING Chinese Fashion !

But we have no time to stand here dreaming;. a good afternoon's hard work lies

before us ere we can reduce to anything like respectable cleanliness the chambers we
are to inhabit. They have been empty now for six weeks, and the builders have had

possession, so that their present condition calls for all our courage and all our time as

well, if we are to get them ready for habitation to-night.

Our friends here are too busy to lend us any help, and so, no Chinese hands

being available, we hopefully set to work ourselves, and gathering what poor

implements we can, commence a vigorous cleaning process, supplying in good will and

cheerful resolution what we lack in apparatus. China knows no such tong-si (article

or thing) as either a scrubbing-brush or a broom, and the only substitute for these

necessaries to (English) existence is, for the former, a rag-mop, and for the latter

a soft kind of twig hand-brush. No mop can be had to-day. They are not to be

bought in shops, each family makes its own, and our good pastor's wife has none,
so,we set to work with a very old, worn-down brush and a native dust-pan, made of

basket-work, which being exceedingly old also, is plentifully supplied with holes

of various sizes, the distressing effect of which is that the dust-pan partakes of the

nature of a sieve, letting a large proportion of its contents through. We supplement
our sweeping operations with pails of hot water and flannels made from some disused

garment, which in skilful hands do good service. But oh, it is a funny scene ! I look

up from clouds of dust, where, in the outer room, I am vigorously sweeping away
great heaps of rubbish, and behold M- busy cleaning windows, perched upon
a chair of Chinese construction, out of the way of L-

,
who down upon her knees

is hard at work upon the floor with her hot water and flannels : No soap, no soda,

but a good supply of stick-at-it and fun. Meanwhile Mary, in the middle room,
surrounded by various strange articles of furniture, is rubbing away at Chinese chairs

and tables, and dislodging various unhappy spiders who may no longer dwell in their

peaceful recesses.

Many a sweet hymn resounds in the busy rooms as we ply our various tasks, and
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the hours fly swiftly by :

" Am I a soldier of the cross, a follower of the Lamb 1
"

"
I will love Jesus and serve Him, for see, how the dear Saviour has watched over

me,"
" All my heart I give Thee, day by day, come what may,"

" And above the rest

this note shall swell," with many another favourite.

At last in the gloaming we feel our task is finished,, and lay aside our poor tools to

look round on rooms that appear to us radiant with cleanliness and comfort, though to

uninitiated eyes they might still leave something to be desired. San-sa comes up to

tell us that tea is ready below in the " women's room," which is also our dining-hall,

and we go down to find that he has, aided by M-, prepared quite a comfortable

meal, to which we are ready indeed to do ample justice. A happy quiet hour at

English prayers follows, and then Chinese worship below closes the busy day.

With this little glimpse into a home-scene in Chinese missionary

life, we bid farewell to Tsing-kiang-pu, for here our friends sepa-
rated

;
Miss Reed and her companion staying to carry on the work,

Miss McFarlane and Miss Guinness going forward, still further.

afield, to Antong. We read in the pages of the well-worn Journal,

written on the night before the parting,

We go forth unto Him. Step by step His way shall be made plain. We rest in

this assurance.

How peacefully the blessed and familiar words chime in one's heart to-night of

David's sweet psalm, the 48th ! I say them over to myself, leaning for a few moments

on the wide window-ledge to drink in the beauty of the quiet night, and glorious

star-lit sky.
" This God is our God^for ever and ever. He will be our Guide even unto death"

LADY DOROTHY
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CHAPTER IX.

-Wbeelbarrow to Hntona.

Antong, Friday evening, May IT.

AN it be possible that only two days have passed since the

last entry .
in my little diary 1 So much has happened,

and such varied experiences have befallen us, that it

seems, to-night, more like two months to me than two

days since in the quiet starlight I leaned upon the wide

window-ledge of our little room at Tsing-kiang-pu, and

looked forward to the events that are now in the past and

present of God's goodness. Nothing has happened or

turned out quite as one expected, save that His gracious

guiding care, and all-satisfying presence, have exceeded

our hopes.

It is now late, and we have retired for the night ;
I am

sitting up in bed and writing on my knee by the light of the lamp perched

upon my neighbour's recumbent figure. How weird and strange it is in

this great, dark chamber, with the dim lamplight casting long shadows, and

our friendly visitors, the rats, making mysterious noises on all hands !

Saturday morning, May 12.

Our light last night attracted too much attention. I could not go on

writing, so I must try and do my best in the day-time, in spite of all

hindrances.

How difficult it is to collect and express one's thoughts properly,

surrounded by a crowd of these dear people, all talking and wondering ;

gazing and making remarks, the drift of which one can just understand,

upon every tiniest article that one either wears or uses
;

and further,

practically examining everything that excites their curiosity. But I must

try :
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On Thursday morning early we were up preparing for our long day's journey.

Though only about 70 //',
or 25 miles distant, ten hours is the time required to reach

Antong. Ten hours by wheelbarrow. Oh, inexpressible experience ! I looked

forward to it with somewhat mingled feelings, and now look back upon it with

amazement and thankfulness that after all it was so endurable and even pleasant at

times, when the roads were moderately good.

Packing and arranging the barrows was the first task, and one that inexperienced
hands took time over, but at last 7 a.m. found us fairly en route.

A lovely bright morning, but so hot. Really, at that early hour, so hot ! What will

it be during all the long day? We start on foot, dear Mary accompanying us some

little way on our journey.

Our pathway leads through a quiet part of the city at first, just round inside the

wall, but soon we come to a place where the busy streets meet, and here we stop to

part, alas, a Chinese parting ! We can only clasp our own hands, and agitate them

slightly to express all the feeling we would put into an English embrace if we could.

We stand together and sing softly over the dear familiar words

"
Follow, follow, I will follow Jesus !

Anywhere, everywhere, I will follow on."

We sing them in Chinese, and it makes them all the sweeter, helping us to realize

the privilege that is ours of really following Him in seeking to save the lost these

His " other sheep." We stand and sing, and then leaving all the rest to be said by
the last loving look and upward glance, we part and go our different ways ; they

returning to the work and responsibilities of our dear station in Tsing-kiang-pu, and

we going forward we know not exactly whither, but to seek the place that He has told

us of, trusting to His guiding care.

So we plunge into the busy streets, where, even at that early hour, all is hurry and

bustle. Our way leads us, however, across only a small corner of the city, and soon

we find ourselves getting out again into the quiet of the open fields beyond. Here

our wheelbarrows and we commence the real journey of the day. Oh, what a funny

experience ! What a strange sensation ! Indescribable vehicle, how comest thou to

be the mainstay of Chinese travel 1 They seem to vary a great deal in construction,

these wheelbarrows, in different parts of the country. Ours, to-day, are perfectly flat,

and just like a large tray of somewhat triangular shape, made of wooden bars and
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crossbars. But I have not time to describe them, nor to attempt to portray the

varying sensations that this new mode of motion produces for the first hour or two.

Our first stopping-place is a beautiful cherry orchard, where we sit down in the

cool shade to rest while the barrow-men smoke their long pipes hard by. We are

not left long alone
; the women see us, and begin to gather from every quarter, and

L-- is soon speaking to quite a little crowd under the spreading trees. Our

barrow-men are eager to take the road again, however, so we must go on, leaving only

a few gospels with these kindly folk. Our next descent is at the crossing of the old

bed of the Yellow River. It is interesting to stand upon the high bank, and, looking

across the broad, now almost dry, channel, to think of the mighty stream that, but a

few years back, rolled its full waters over this very sand, and that so soon may again

return to its former course. A largish body of men are at work, clearing and widening

the bed of the present small stream that flows 'at the bottom of the ancient water-

course. What they hope from the proceeding it would be hard to say, indeed they

seem themselves scarcely to know, so slowly and listlessly do they labour. If indeed

the mighty river is coming this way, there should be hundreds at work rather than

tens, cleaning its channel, and they should be really at work, not thus listlessly playing

at saving lives !

What a picture, this, by the way, of the work of the Church in the world, in

million-peopled China, for instance !

We follow our wheelbarrows down the steep banks, until in the muddy bed at the

bottom we come to the present little stream. Here a ferry-boat awaits us, and we cross

in state, wheelbarrows and all, to the other steep bank on the opposite side. And now

away again across the flat, green country, through a great waste of sand and then right

into the midst of the corn-fields.

It is no use trying to write' just now ! I must leave it again until night-time, and

summon up resolution to attempt it then. Since I began this page only four

medical cases have been brought to me for treatment no, three medical and one

surgical a wasp sting ! Happily I have my little medicine-case with me, and the

ailments are simple so far. Last night I had a case of small-pox, a poor little

baby ! I think I ought to go and see it to-day. This is anything but simple to my
inexperience. g p.m., same day. .

It is evening now, the evening of a long, eventful day. L- is just having prayers
with the daer household, and I have escaped away, alone (wonderful to relate

!)
to our

bedroom, to seize the few moments' quiet for writing.
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TRAVELLING BY WHEELBARROW IN CHINA.

After leaving the sandy bed of the former course of the great river, we quickly got

right into the heart of the country, and pursued our peaceful way through endless fields

of waving corn, in and out amongst the little hamlets and rustic country cottages, and

under the shade of frequent trees.

About mid-day we reached a small town, and stopped in its quiet street at a good
sized tea-shop for lunch. Outside the house a space was covered with a grass roof,

supported by several high poles ;
and this shady spot being furnished with tables and

benches, offered an inviting retreat for us to rest in. Here we sat down, in prospect,

as we thought, of a few minutes' rest and refreshment, but far other was the case.

In what appeared to us a marvellously short space of time, the whole town seemed

informed of our arrival, and the people came thronging from every quarter. Such

crowds ! In a few moments we were completely surrounded. Nothing was to be
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seen but a host of olive-tinted faces, and countless, bright black eyes, all fixed on us

poor, tired mortals, the observed of all observers ! It was a good opportunity to

declare our message, however, so while I prepared lunch, L and San-sa proclaimed
the Glad Tidings to the men and women around. When the meal was ready we

had to sit down in the midst of the crowd, and, making the best of our strange cir-

cumstances, to drink tea and eat bread and hard-boiled eggs with all the composure we

could command. How curiously those scores of black eyes watched our every move-

ment, and how busy the tongues were with every variety of remark in every key and

tone ! We were thankful to have so few foreign articles about us
; scarcely any

beyond the pencil I made a few notes with, and the white (ordinary) salt we ate with

our eggs. (Oh ! yes, the stockings we wore and the long sleeves of a vest that of

course wotild show when our outer garments were subjected to the close scrutiny

they had to undergo all the time. We were indeed thankful to have so few, and much
wished those few away !)

Our barrow-men, eager to start again, gave us no time to

linger after lunch, so we soon had to say good-bye to the friendly crowd, and start

again on our journey.

And so the long, hot day wore on, and towards afternoon we reached another

large village, where the dear people, on seeing our approach, came out to meet us,

and kept us talking for nearly half-an-hour by the roadside, all so friendly and

interested. As we left them they called after us to come and stay with them in their

village, and that they would give us a place to sleep in if we could do so. This was

the last village we passed on our journey. The sun was setting as we left it and

plunged again into the green corn-fields, losing sight of the mud walls in the distance.

How lovely and peaceful the green country looked, stretching away on all sides of

us, bathed in the golden glory of a summer sunset sky ! No boundaries mark the

fields (or at most a ditch or stream), and the waving corn, just now in the full fresh-

ness of its beauty, has just the effect of a quiet, heaving sea, boundless, green, and

peaceful. The narrow footpaths and little roads that intersect the country are lost

sight of in this tall growth of green, and, at a very little distance, even those who

approach seem to be wading through a sea of corn, up to the knees and more in its

wave-like undulations. The effect is wonderfully pretty and strange, especially when,
as now, the whole of this wide-spreading verdant country is tinged with the golden
hue of the setting sun. Here and there, plentifully scattered in all directions, cluster

amongst their trees the cottage dwellings of the dear country-folk, who are now wending
their way homewards after the toil of the long hot day. What scores and hundreds of



" Greea cornfields . . . stretching away on all sides of us, bathed in the golden glory of a

summer sunset sky." (See page 86.)
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these low, thatched abodes we must have passed during our journey ! Each one with

its numerous family, counting three generations at least, and clan-like in its relation-

ships, numbering sons and sons' wives, and children's children in its wide embrace.

How many hundreds of such dwellings ! And yet in none of these is there, so far as

we know, a single Christian heart that realizes the sweetness of the name of Jesus ;
or

looks beyond the sunset clouds to the glory of the many mansions of that "house "

that He would have filled with just such as His guests ! Not one ! Not one ! And
none to show them the way, much less "compel them to come in." Yet what

open doors on all hands to the messengers of the King ! And what a privilege to be

going as we thankfully realize we are as His ambassadors, carrying His royal invita-

tion, and strengthened by His royal grace ! Humble ambassadors to all outward

appearance ! Wheeled over the rough footpaths on jolting barrows, and unattended,

save by one Chinese youth of unassuming guise. Humble indeed yet constantly

encompassed with the King's own presence, and, even on these jolting wheelbarrows,

under the white umbrellas in the burning sun, holding sweet converse with Him by
the way; or, as the day declines, resting in His love and care, which never change,

though suns may rise and set.

We must be nearing now the end of our journey, the place He has prepared
for us. I look around all the wide country, from one to another of the little groups
of brown houses amongst the trees, and wonder to which of all these it is that

He is taking us, and what we shall find awaiting us, in His grace. How restful

the certainty that .He has a little spot, somewhere, prepared for us, just as carefully

as that "place" in the "many mansions" to which He Himself will welcome us

by-and-by, when His voice shall say,
"
Enough ! come up higher," is prepared.

As we draw near to it now in the sunset, my heart becomes eager to arrive,

and really see the place that He has told us of, and which, at His bidding, we have

come so far to seek : so far, by land and water, in so many days' journey, since we
left Yang-chau, two weeks ago ! Yes ! we are drawing near. We see the little group
of houses in the distance. . . . And now, at last, we cross the narrow foot-bridge

over the little strip of water that ripples under the trees in front of the farm, and

pause before the high mud-wall that encloses the main building, the master's own

dwelling, where we are expected guests.

On either side of this central larger house stand the little cottages of the labourers

employed on the farm, and within the wall are grouped the dwellings of the three

brothers to whom the whole estate belongs.
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The wicker-gate stands open, and we pass within to the first of the three enclosed

yards round which the buildings stand. One opens to our left, and one in front of

us. We enter the latter by a door in the inner wall, and find , ourselves facing

our new home the house of the eldest brother, whose wife and daughters we have

come to visit. Hither we make our way (passing the large kitchen-building and

various out-houses on one side, and the third brother's abode on the other), and

here we are met by the gentle daughter of the house, a sweet girl of twenty-one

years of age, the only unmarried one now left at home. She and her mother and

the daughter-in-law, with her little baby son in her arms, meet us and lead us into

the guest-room of the house. How kind they are ! but so quiet and subdued, and

seemingly afraid of us, strange to say !

In the silence that follows our being seated I look around with an almost failing

heart ! Can it be really here that we have come to stay ? In the gathering gloom of

evening the always dark room looks darker than it is wont, and, to my unaccustomed

eyes, profoundly dreary ! It is high and large, some fifteen feet by twenty, and dirty,

oh, so dirty ! It boasts of no window
;
the only aperture for light and air being the

ever-open door.

Its furniture consists of one table, two chairs, and one or two small rough wooden

forms. From the damp and dirty mud floor I glance up to the dirty, dirty mud walls,

and, above them, to the garret-roof, hung with dust and cobwebs. And a painful

misgiving for a moment crosses my mind as to the advisability of a prolonged residence

in such a place !

But now the silence is broken by my companion's timely suggestion that we should

be glad to go to our room if it were quite convenient. Our quiet and timid hostess

leads the way to one of the two apartments partitioned off from this central room,

over the opposite doorways of which hang two old blue cotton curtains, not the

cleanest imaginable. One of these she raises and ushers us into what seems at first

a perfectly dark place, where nothing makes itself manifest but an odour of evil

description ! In a few moments, however, the dim evening light, struggling through

the tiny window (so high above the ground and so heavily barred as to be unnoticed

at first),, reveals the black outline of a large wooden cupboard, standing out sideways,

half across the long, narrow room, and, beyond it, in a black recess formed by

its protrusion, a bed of very questionable appearance. Soon the walls become visible

to eyes accustomed to the darkness, and then the floor and a distant roof, all of the

same description as those in the other room, but, if possible, damper, dirtier, more
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cobwebby. One or two old boxes and benches, with a rickety table under the high
window complete the furniture of this room, with the exception of sundry indescrib-

able objects of varying nature in the several corners, and a string stretched across,

from the old wooden partition to the mud wall, on which a quantity of suspicious-

looking clothing is hung, apparently to dry. Here our friends leave us, we suppose
to prepare the rice for the evening meal, and here we look at one another in the

gathering gloom, and look up !

How silent it all is ! No one comes to see us, and we miss our lad San-sa and the

two Christians who accompanied us on our journey to-day, dreadfully. They are not

allowed to come near this, the women's part of the house. We see no one, but our

three kind hostesses, and a few children who come silently in to watch us, and

amongst them all they speak almost no word !

Rice is served and hard-boiled eggs, and this, with tea, forms our evening meal.

Tea and silence! After tea we hope to be able to gather all the household for

evening worship, but no ! A message reaches us from the father that as his daughter

is young and unmarried, he wishes no man to come to the back part of the premises,

and she, of course, cannot be seen anywhere else. So we stay and have prayers to-

gether where we are, with her and her mother, and she is very sweet and dear, though

so quiet.

After this, tired, we go to bed, silently watched all the while by our kind hostesses.

L tells me now that she already heard in a brief conversation with one of our own

escort, that one of the brothers, the most important, strongly objects to our being here

at all, and wishes us to leave as soon as possible !

Our friends silently watch us as we read and pray together, and go through the

process of undressing for the night. The equally silent group of children about the

doorway watch us also. Beyond these we see no one, and no living soul seems to

be moving about the farm.

I feel as though suddenly shut up in some dark Zenana, cut off from my kind, and

shut out from the sweet sights and sounds of nature by these high mud walls. At

last we creep into bed, but even then our silent friends do not seem to think of leaving

the room, they watch us still.

We beg them, then, to put out the candle, which they kindly do, and then, as

far as we can tell, retire in the darkness. At last the silence is without constraint,

and I cease to feel so very painfully my inability to talk to these dear people, ^nd
L relaxes her efforts, which have been made all the evening in spite of pain
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and weariness and the fatigue of the long journey ot ten hours by wheel-

barrow.

Now comes the question of what we must do ? If the brother does not want us to

remain, ought we to attempt to? Also, is it any use to stay if no one comes to us ?

But if we cannot remain here, where are we to go ? We know no other place to

go to ! for neither of the two Christian men in the district would be able to accommo-

date us. How different all this from what we expected, and how strange ! Perplexed,

but looking up, we prepare to sleep, confident of one thing, that the Lord has Himself

brought us here, and so there must be a way for Him to be glorified, and others

blessed, though as yet we see it not.





CHAPTER X.

%ife on a Gbfnese jfarm.

HE next morning dawns bright and clear, and before five o'clock we are up
and greeted by our kind hostesses, who come in to watch us dress, while

performing also their own toillettes, which are of the simplest sort most

days. What a relief it is, as soon as one can, to escape, Bible in hand, from

the close, dark room into the outer air and sunshine ! I make my way
alone across the yards and out beyond the high mud wall, and then the full

beauty of the summer morning lies revealed on all hands. Across the open space in

front of me (where corn is ground, rice washed, and other farm operations carried on)

ripples the quiet water of the tiny lakelet, which supplies the dwellings hereabouts, and

beyond this and the shade of the trees that border it, stretches the wide expanse of

green waving corn, while the distant hamlets dotted the horizon and brightened all the

scene with life.

But better still and more cheering is the foreground of this sweet, peaceful scene.

Upon the grinding-stones, lying quiet just now, our dear lad San-sa is sitting with

Tsuei-ning, another Christian lad, who has come out with us for a week or two's rest

in the country. Both are evidently poring over their open Testaments, and with

earnest tones discussing the first chapter of John, I find. It is delightful to see them,

though indeed the report of the land that San-sa has to give is not very encouraging.

With cheered hearts, however, we go in again to breakfast, which is ready soon after

six, the bill of fare consisting again of. rice, and hard-boiled eggs and tea. (What shall
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we do if we can get nothing to eat but this ?) Our kind hostesses will not let

San-sa do anything for us, as he is accustomed to, indeed he is kept altogether

beyond the wall of the inner courtyard where we dwell. Also, to add to our perplexi-

ties, they will not consent to the understanding on which we came, that we should

pay for our board and lodging, but treat us as guests, refusing to hear of taking any-

thing from us. Of course we cannot stay long under these circumstances. We
had hoped to remain many weeks, perhaps months, working in the surrounding

neighbourhood, but cannot think of being such an expense to these kind friends.

Besides, the brother does not want us ! And during breakfast-time L finds

out, to our increasing perplexity, that the kind woman herself is afraid of our being

here, and hopes we shall soon go. Some very dangerous bands of robbers are about

in the neighbourhood, and she fears that when the arrival of foreigners is known,

they will come down upon the farm and do mischief. When we understand this

fully and see that she is really in earnest about it, we naturally say that we will

leave as soon as possible ;
but the perplexing question is where to go ? We know

no one who could take us in, and have not had time to make friends in the neighbour-

ing little town, or get an opening there, as we had hoped to do after a few weeks.

We know absolutely of no place to go to, for the houses of the two Christians are too

small to take us in. L also is very poorly, and I am feeling far from well, So

we again look up.

After prayers with the women of the household, we prepare to go out and visit

some of the neighbouring cottagers, who are interested in the Gospel story, and con-

ducted by Chang-sien-seng, one of the Christians, set forth through the corn-fields.

We have said nothing to him or to any one, of our difficulties, except to San-sa and
the Lord.

At no great distance we reach a little cottage, one of a group, and are met by a

dear, energetic old woman, named Ten-nai-nai, who lives here, and who welcomes
us to her humble abode. Soon the room is filled with men and women to whom
L and San-sa tell the Glad Tidings, while I listen and pray with great delight,

longing to be equally able.

.To our joyful surprise, we find that the dear old woman is not an anxious inquirer

merely, but a real believer, though dark. Her kindness could not be surpassed, she

insists on our staying to take food, making us rest meanwhile in her other room.

Before we leave, L says how much we should like to come and stay a night with

her some time, if she could have us ! Immediately, with her dear old face all aglow,
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she eagerly answers that we should be indeed welcome, she would give us that inner

room, and would be glad to have us come not for a night only, but for a year7 Dear

soul, she little knows how much her offer cheers us ! We agree to come to her on

Sunday morning, for worship in her living-room, and go on again to visit other houses,

thanking the Lord for this open door in case of need.

After a good day spent in visiting several little groups of houses, at all of which

we attract crowds, we return to our own farm in the cool of the evening. Our kind

hostesses seem very glad to see us, and have prepared, we find, quite a sumptuous

supper, which they serve in the dark guest-room. How thankful we are for it !

There is tea, of course, and some kind of roasted bread, with rice, in basins, chicken

cut up small, to eat with chop-sticks, a little saucer of green vegetables, and some

fried eggs. With great interest our good friends watch us eat, and even I am not

too greatly confused, having become fairly expert at the use of chop-sticks (!) while

L /of course, is quite an adept, after three years in China.

Evening prayers with these dear women follow. It is delightful to see the young

daughter drinking in the blessed Bible truths, and to hear her pray, kneeling with

us at the close. She is a true Christian, the fruit of a former visit of one of our

sisters to this house. She has never been baptized, but wants to be. The mother

and sister-in-law also kneel with us, and seem deeply interested
;
dear people, they

are so kind and affectionate !

* *
*

On Saturday morning a surprise awaited us ! The second brother, who
so strongly objected to our presence at first, had suddenly become most

friendly, and actually offered U3 accommodation in his part of the premises,

and such accommodation ! He has, opening on the front yard, a beautiful,

large, light room, used for a boys' day-school. It has many large windows,

is both lofty and cool, and, for a Chinese room, very spacious,

being some thirty feet by twenty. This beautiful apartment he

actually placed at our disposal, offering to put up a slight partition

to divide off a sleeping-room for us, and further giving permission for

the room to be used for meetings if we like. Our surprise was only

equalled by our delight. For in the hot summer weather shortly

expected, this room would be beautifully cool, and moreover

one can see the tops of the dear green trees and a beautiful strip

'", of sky from it above the mud walls! He offered it all for
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three dollars a month, and seemed very pleasant and cordial about the

matter. We could scarcely believe it possible, and at first felt very much
inclined to accept the proposal at once, as of the Lord, but delayed to

pray and think over it until the evening. Our friend Chang-sien-seng wanted

us to take the room at once for five months, but we felt one great drawback.

Though delightful for us, how about reaching the people ? Somehow they do

not seem to come here much. True, we could visit in the hamlets round and

so get at many, but the hot, hot weather, so soon coming, would greatly hinder

this, and then, if they did not come to us, our time would be lost.

The neighbouring town, Nang-kia-tsih, though it could not of course offer us

anything like such accommodation, would be a much better centre for Gospel work,

and it might be possible to find a house there. We ought surely to try before

deciding anything. So Saturday afternoon saw us on our way, wheelbarrows and

all, to the little market-town, attended by our faithful friends San-sa, Shen-u-ling,

and Chang-sien-seng. It was market-day in Nang-kia-tsih, so we took plenty of

Gospels with us to sell.

On our way through the green corn-fields we remembered that we had not had

special united prayer about the object of our expedition, so we knelt just where we

were, greatly to the surprise of the barrow-men, and commended the matter to Our
Father in Heaven. As we knelt in that quiet spot a strange rustling became audible

through the green corn, on all hands a quiet, subdued, approaching rustling rand

looking up, I saw quite a number of dear people coming towards us from all quarters,

with curious interest.

As they had gathered, we stayed to speak to them, and one very intelligent man,
asked many questions and seemed deeply interested. He had no cash with him, he

sorrowfully said, to buy a Gospel, so we left one with him without money, and he

promised to read it.

***

Nang-kia-tsih was very busy, it being market-day, and the principal streets were
crowded as we passed up them to the largest tea-shop, to leave our barrows. For the

next hour or two we were in one constant crowd. Throngs of country people who
had never, I suppose, seen foreigners before, gathered round, all eager to behold and
hear and touch us such crowds ! We divided into three parties most of the time,
and tried to tell them the Glad Message we had come to bring. Sometimes they
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listened well, but mostly it was very noisy where L and I were. By sundown,

however, the farmers living at a distance had to leave, and we, returning to the main

part of the town, having made a little circuit of the place, were left comparatively
in peace, and could survey it all comfortably.

Here we found to our joyful surprise, in the very centre of the principal street, a

little house standing empty. Our friends made inquiries, and found it was to let.

What we saw of it then was not very favourable, but we determined to find out if it

would be possible to get it, and at what rental ?

Returning home we found our farmer friends not quite so anxious about the robbers

as they had been, for news had come that the leader of a band had been captured and

beheaded the day before.

Sunday morning saw us early on our way to dear old Ten-nai-nai's cottage for

our little Christian meeting. A very blessed one it was just a handful of humble

believers (six in all), -the only Christian hearts, almost, in -that whole great

neighbourhood, gathered unto Him Who, though unseen, was so present in our

midst. Towards the end of the service the quiet of our little assembly was broken

by the advent of Shen-u-ling with another man, a stranger. What bright faces !

Though wearied with their long walk through the burning sunshine, they seemed

heartily glad to join us, and, without much interruption, our little service was continued

to its close. Then Shen-u-ling brought forward and introduced his friend, a nice-looking,

elderly man, named Chang ;
and what was our joy to find that he was a Christian ! A

Christian who had never seen any other Christian before except Shen-u-ling never

been in any Christian meeting, or heard a Christian hymn ! Tears started to my eyes as

I watched his shining faee and heard him say how glad he was to meet Christian brethren

and sisters, and to be at last amongst others who love his Saviour ! It was a touching

scene as they gather round him and bid him welcome in the name of the Lord. He
had only known the truth two months, and it was simply through a Gospel, without

any human voice, that he was led to the Saviour. He used to go over sometimes to

Shen-u-ling's house to be taught the way of God more perfectly, but had never had any

other help. His joy at meeting us all was indeed great. He has a good deal of

persecution to meet from his own family.

We were much interested to find that this new friend lives quite near the little town

of Nang-kia-tsih, and longs for some one to influence his home.

He and Shen-u-ling remained with us all day long, and we had a blessed time over

i Thessalonians i. In the evening he took his way home through the green corn-fields,
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our lads going with him some little way, after we had sung together under the

open sky,

"Ken-Sui, ken-Sui, O, pih ken-Sui Kin-chu."

(" Follow, follow, I willfollow Jesus."}
It was so sweet !

When the heat of the day was over we went out to visit in the neighbouring

cottages. What a delightful time we had ! The women never seemed more glad
to see us. One woman, who heard the Gospel for the first time when we
went to see her the other day, seems most simply and sweetly to have taken

Jesus for her Saviour. It was very touching to see her eagerness to learn more of

the good news. When we were passing her cottage she begged us to come in and

teach her more of the doctrine. How gladly we did so ! She is in decline, and very
ill

; some medicine I gave her seems to have relieved her cough, and she was so

grateful. While we were with her, our friend, Chang-sien-seng, came to beg us to

come to another house. We did so, and there had a delightful opportunity of preach-

ing the Gospel. One dear woman of the household is an earnest inquirer, and will,

I am sure, be blessed. We were there some time, and it was past seven when we

began to make our way home; but even then we were waylaid by a group of women,

complete strangers, and so earnestly invited to come to them that we gladly complied.

A little boy of the family, indeed, took us both by the hand, and led us forcibly to

their home ! Here we had a very happy opportunity for our Master's message.

When, after quite a long visit, we wanted to leave them they would not hear of part-

ing, but caught our hands and dress, and simply made us sit down again. And then,

as they had kept us so late, the men of the household insisted on bringing us home

on their own wheelbarrows !

We had sent a messenger in the morning to inquire about the little house at Nang-

kia-tsih, and now learned, on reaching our familiar farm, that the owner is unwilling

to let us have it. At first he had rathe entertained our proposal, but now says he

dare not let us the house, for all the people in the town would become believers in the

new doctrine) and then the mandarin would come and cut off his head, and theirs too,

perhaps ! I am profoundly convinced that the Lord is going to bless this neighbour-

hood greatly, convinced of it for many reasons, and it is deeply interesting to watch

the unfolding of His plan. He is guiding now, even at this moment as I write, and

influencing, I doubt not, the hearts of those about us. The result, whatever it is, will

be to His glory, so we rejoice and praise Him.
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Since they heard of our really leaving them, the dear people here are rilled with

regrets and earnestly beg us to stay, promising all sorts of comforts. We are indeed

sorry to think of parting from them. To-day I was explaining to them about all this

writing, that it was to my people at home, to tell them of all the kindness we receive

here, and I said,
" My mother, my own dear mother, at home, thanks you in her

heart for your goodness to me. She thanks you," when, to my surprise, the

daughter of the house answered quickly,
" Puh sie sie ! puh sie sie !

"
(" No thanks !

no thanks ! we thank her rather "). The Lord bless them and Himself reward them

for all their goodness to us.

It is getting late, I must not add more. All is quiet now in the house, every one

having gone to rest for the night. I long to be able to use this rare opportunity to

tell the thousand and one marvellous things that keep happening all the time, but

must refrain. I am impressed with the glorious capacities that lie dormant in these

most accessible people, capacities of mind and heart, and soul; capacities for all

good. In spite of much to discourage, this is certainly the case.

And oh, what open doors for the Gospel amongst these dear souls, who are waiting

and longing for it ! It were impossible not to love them ! I love them increasingly.

Tuesday morning, 6.30 a.m., May 15.

I have already had three patients this morning ; one, a dear woman, has come four

// to get here. She is in consumption and is very weak. As I write (having given

her the best aid I could, little enough, in my ignorance), dear L is talking to her

about the blessed Saviour, who can give her a new body as well as a new heart, and

a bright home in heaven beyond the reach of pain. It is most touching to see her

longing interest, and to hear her humble quavering voice follow in prayer, to that

Blessed One for the help she needs. Surely He, whose ear is ever open to the cry of

the distressed, marks this plea and will not fail to answer.

Same day, evening, 8 o'clock.

We have just come in from our afternoon's work. The first house we visited was

on a large farm. As soon as we were observed approaching, the people began to

gather from all the fields around and other houses, quite a nice company. The open

space in front of the buildings was beautifully clean, the hard smooth surface of clay-

being carefully swept for treading corn, &c. Here they brought out benches and

pressed us to be seated, and here the women gathered about us, coming up quite

close, stroking and holding our hands, and giving me their babies to nurse, while

I. talked to them, and we sang. Dear people, how bright, simple, and loving
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they were ! The men formed an outer circle, and in about ten minutes we must have

had from forty to fifty grown-up people around us, besides many children, and this in

the depths of the quiet country, at least three miles from any village, without our

seeking to gather them in any way. Oh, populous land !

We remained here about an hour, the interest in our message being remarkably
sustained and intelligent most of the time

;
and then went on to the next little group

of houses, guided by several of the dear women. Here we had a repetition of our

first experience, except that the numbers were not quite so large. Dear people, they

were so kind ! After we had been some time with them they insisted on bringing us

tea and eggs. These we, of course, accepted, and ate with chop-sticks and com-

posure, eagerly watched by all the household. It was getting late before we left,

and, in the gloaming, made our way home through the quiet cornfields. Our own
farm made such a pretty picture as we drew near, its brown buildings and spreading
trees 'standing out against the blue-grey evening sky, in which, just over the house,

hung one soft, white, fleecy cloud. We stayed a moment in the quiet of the green
cornfields to drink in the beauty of all around, and to speak of the close of the world's

long, busy day. The coming of " that blessed hope, the glorious appearing of the

great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ," seemed so near, as we knelt to pray in the

quiet evening light, before returning to the busy farm.

Just now as I write, I -can hear dear L in the other room, beyond the curtain,

conducting evening prayers with the women of the household. They have been sing-

ing,
"
Yes, Jesus loves me," and are now following her in prayer. The doors are all

closely barred for fear of the robber-bands that still infest the neighbourhood, and, as

the night is very warm, and there is no window in the room, it is close, to say the

least of it.

Wednesday afternoon, May 16.

All is settled at last about where we are to live, settled in every way well, but so

differently from anything that we expected. Word came definitely this morning that

we could not get the little house at Nang-kia-tsih. The mandarin will not consent to

our coming, and so the owner of the place dare not accept us as tenants. We have

prayed much, asking that if it is not the Lord's will, we may be prevented going, and

so, though surprised, are in no way disappointed at these final tidings. The Lord

has "
provided some better thing for us

" and already we begin to see it.

As I write here at the table in the guest-room of our kind farmer-friend's house,

who should be by me but the brother, the one who was so unfavourable to our being
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' seemingly inclined to stay,

and I gave him the interesting dialogue in Mr.

Bailer's Fritner to read. It is a long imaginary

conversation on the Christian doctrine, capitally

put. He took it willingly and began to read,

some ten minutes since, in a loud, sing-song voice,

but soon became so interested that he took off

his coat, and laid down his pipe, and now he has

drawn a chair up to the table and is reading

away in a most intelligent and absorbed manner,

with a pleased expression of surprise on his face.

I am so glad, for he has not come to prayers

like the other brothers and men since our arrival,

and seemed quite careless as to our message. He
is a nice man, and has a dear bright little son,

who helps me capitally in studying.

And now as to the arrangements made for us.

While closing the door in the direction of Nan-

kia-tsih, the Lord has been graciously opening
another for us here. He has given us remarkable

favour amongst the people, with whom we have

been staying. All shyness or distrust of us seems

to have vanished, and all fear of robbers too !

When they began to expect to lose us, their

regret and sorrow were very real, and they besought
us to stay, offering, in addition to the bedroom we now occupy, a large barn for

meetings. Still they would not agree to receive any payment from us
;
but finally,

seeing that we were really in earnest, they came to terms delightfully, and everything
is now settled to our mutual satisfaction. The outhouse is to be nicely done up
for us, another window made in it, and a little room taken off one end for San-sa's

accommodation. It is a room that would seat 150 people, and we are to pay two

dollars a month for the whole concern. Then for our own board and lodging we are to

pay 2 1 dollars apiece a month. So that for this small sum seven dollars a month,
or about thirteen shillings each we get the use of three large rooms, and more than
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we can possibly take of all sorts of good things : bread, chicken, meat, eggs, rice,

various vegetables, and capital oatmeal, all beautifully cooked and served in real

Chinese style ! We can hardly believe it, but this is the price they fixed themselves

and every one appears to think it quite reasonable.

We are already beginning to see many advantages in remaining here. The people
are coming to us better (attracted partly, I think, by my poor little medicine-case !)

and now that all fear of us seems to h'ave vanished, we are treated quite like members
of this large family, and taken into their midst without reserve, so that we have a

capital opportunity of getting into the heart of this style of Chinese life. Having
no household cares or responsibilities, we are free to give all our time and strength

to work and study, and can go or come as we like, remaining a night or two in any
hamlet or town to which we may be invited, always knowing that our things are in safe

keeping during our absence. We are getting quite accustomed to mud walls and

floors, and to all the Chinese fashions. Our rooms will be all we need desire by-

and-by, when, by degrees, we get them a little cleaner. At present their condition is

a great drawback
; but, alas, this also is Chinese ! Keating's insect powder is most

comforting, happily we have some with us.

We are so glad and thankful to look forward to a month or two's good work

in this dear place. The Lord greatly bless it ! Already we begin to see the first

droppings of the shower. We shall be able to reach and influence Nan-kia-tsih, I

trust; it is only about three miles away. "Blessed be God, who daily loadeth us

with benefits."

Wednesday evening.

Again, this evening, I am constrained to take up my pen and tell of the Lord's

goodness to us.

While we were at tea to-night, feeding on rice, bean-curd, and eggs, and managing
our chop-sticks to the admiration of the numerous beholders, the master of the house,

our friendly host, Shen Lao-ti, came in bearing a great bar of iron, which he proceeded
to show and explain to us. It appears that this iron bar is a weapon of defence, that

he was overhauling, in view of the robber-bands that are nightly expected. It was

an awful-looking instrument
; evidently capable, as he told us, of killing a man with

one blow.
'

The robbers come in very large bands armed with knives, c., which they

do not scruple to use. Once this farm was robbed, and everything taken, even the

clothes our friends wore. When we saw and heard all this, we of course told

Shen-las-ti that the disciples of Jesus had no need of any weapon of defence, since He
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is a wall of fire round about His people ;
that prayer is all the protection we want, and

faith a perfect safeguard. He listened with the deepest interest, and presently laid

aside his iron bar, saying that if these things were so he would certainly not use it,

We tried to find out then whether he really had any immediate fear of an attack,

and when it appeared that he seriously had, we asked him if he would not like to pray

God himself to defend us? He said at once that he would, so we knelt down right

there, in the midst of supper, to pray. He knelt with us, and to our great surprise,

began to pray himself !

He does not profess to be a Christian, and though we had been much pleased once

or twice with his interest in the Truth, we were scarcely prepared for so decided a step

as this. His prayer was entirely to the point, very intelligent and apparently full of

real faith. He said, amongst other things, that God had sent us here to preach His

doctrine, and so He must defend us from all dangers. It was deeply interesting to

see the dear old man kneeling there, beside his good wife and daughter, bowed with

his face to the ground, and praying, I suppose, for the first time in his life to the true

God. He is so glad and pleased that we are staying on in spite of the robbers

and is the very essence of thoughtful kindness all the time. It is most funny when he

comes in sometimes at meal-times (the men, of course, do not take their food with

the women), bearing in his chop-sticks some delicate morsel to pop into one of

our basins, or a little saucer of some specially recherche preparation to add to our

rice !

He has long been an opium-smoker, but is

breaking off the habit, I am thankful to say. As

to the robbers I need scarcely add we have no fear

of them ! How could we, when the honour of Our

Heavenly Father, in whom we make our boast

among the heathen, is so involved. Impossible !

After supper we went out into the beautiful

moonlight, to call at the c<5ttages of the dear farm-

labourers and invite them to evening prayers with

us. Such warm welcomes from them all ! Shen-

las-ti employs thirty men here. The last cottage

we went to was that of the dear woman I men-

tioned before, who is in consumption, but in

whose heart the good seed of the Word has found

(See above.)
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fruitful lodgment. She has indeed sweetly and simply accepted the Saviour, and

welcomed us so lovingly, holding L 's hands while she talked, and eagerly drinking

in every word. Only two or three days ago this was a heathen heart, in complete

darkness, and now 1 Now a humble, loving disciple and believer, and one, too,

growing in grace. That was a scene to make Missionaries ! A scene to gladden

the dear Saviour's heart, and to call for praise in Heaven. In answer to the question

whether she had prayed to-day to her newly-found Saviour, she said, with most

touching humility, that she was very slow to remember what we taught, that indeed she

had forgotten all the words except His dear name, but that she said that over and over.

Never shall I forget that touching picture. The strange interior of the poor little

cottage, lighted only by the fire on which supper was being prepared; the eager,

earnest, upturned face of our dear friend, and the wistful longing with which she said

entirely of her own accord,
"

I love Him. He loves me,- and I love Him ! And He
won't leave me, will He ? He will never leave us." The Lord Himself must have

taught her this, for we had not mentioned it !

Dear woman. It will not be long, I think, before He comes to take her home,

to be for ever in His loved presence. What joy to meet her there.

Saturday morning, May 19.

IVE o'clock in the morning; a few faint beams of grey light

struggling through a tiny windo.w, just eight inches square; and

the interior of a real mud-cottage. Sitting upon our strange

Chinese bed I am writing amid new surroundings. Yesterday

afternoon we arrived here, perfect strangers, brought by one of

our Christian men. We did not long remain strangers. The

|

welcome the dear people here gave us was so kind and cordial,

I and their pleasure at seeing us so evident, that we soon felt quite

I at home. What a long, hot journey we had to get here ! Twenty-

two // through the burning sun by wheelbarrow, of course and

on the roughest of by-paths, through the lovely cornfields. Once

L was quite spilled over in an undignified tumble, and we

10 frequently had to get down and walk over deep ruts, &c. How-

ever, to atone for its difficulties, the road was very pretty, and a

delicious breeze made up for the great heat. Are there not always compensations ?

Several stoppages on the way somewhat delayed our arrival, so that busy folk were
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returning from their long day's labour in the fields, as we drew near the homestead

hidden in the trees. Alighting, we made our way through the first house to the inner

farm-yard, and discovered the good mistress of the house busily engaged in sifting wheat.

She was not expecting us, and had never seen foreigners before, but gave us the kindest of

kind receptions. Within a few minutes of our arrival the dear people began to gather from

the neighbouring houses, and we were soon surrounded by a congregation of forty or fifty.

The scene was strange and deeply interesting, and, though very tired and hungry
after our journey, we greatly enjoyed it. Dear L--- spoke long and earnestly, and

every now and then, if attention wandered, or was distracted by the advent of new

arrivals, we sang verses and choruses that they could understand.

As the gloaming deepened into darkness and the night air grew chill, our hostess

came to beg us to go in to supper in the small living-room of the women's part of the

house. The crowd was still all about us ; but as they promised to return in an hour's

time, we felt justified in leaving, and tired (oh, so tired !), gladly

followed our kind friend indoors. By the light of a Chinese lamp

(just a small strip of bamboo pith, burning in an open saucer of

oil), we made out that the room was about fifteen feet square,

without any window, two still smaller sleeping-rooms opening into

it. Supper was brought in and we sat down with our hostess at

the small table, watched by all the rest of the household ! Fried

eggs, and bread, oatmeal gruel in basins, and some kind of

pickle cabbage formed our repast, which was followed by tea, as we
had refused the proffered wine. The meal was scarcely over when

the people began to arrive again.

Throughout the evening the room was crowded with women,
and the men outside were far more numerous. The arrival of

some nice people, the grandees evidently of the neighbourhood,
caused quite a little sensation. They seemed much interested, the

lady, who was a very intelligent person, especially so. L- within, and Chang-

sien-seng and Tsnei-ning without, repeated over and over again the precious Gospel

story ;
until at last it became too late for the people to remain. We invited them to

return before going to work in the morning, and, quite tired out, gladly followed our

hostess into the little chamber where our Pi-kai (beds) had been already put. These

being unrolled, we prepared to go to rest for the night, thankful to have nothing or

next to nothing with us that was not thoroughly Chinese. As the five dear women of
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the household, who watched us intently all the while, filled up all the available room

except the step leading up to the bed itself, our space was limited ! At last, when we

were safely tucked in, they with many good wishes retired to the outer room, where

for a long time we listened to them discussing the things they had seen and heard,

and repeating over parts of the hymn that we had been trying to teach them "Jesus
loves me, this Iknow" The beautiful moonlight made a faint glimmer in our dark,

close little chamber; and the last thing I saw was the brilliant shining of one exquisite

star, that framed itself in a tiny square of the lattice-work of our wee window.

I survey it all by daylight with amazement. What an indescribable little place !

Half the room is taken up by the bed, standing on a platform, raised about two feet

from the ground. This bed is a picture ! It consists of a wooden construction walled

in on three sides and covered with dry grass, on which is stretched a piece of matting.

A heap of rags of unsavoury nature occupies one corner, some old boards lie at the

back, against the wall, and we occupy the front, with an astonishing measure of com-

fort ! Above the bed, between it and the low roof, is an inner roof, also of plaited

grass, extending half over the room, and forming a wide deep shelf, which seems to be

used as a receptacle for everything that needs to be put out of the way. Two or

three bamboo rods, stretched across the room, serve to suspend the family wardrobe,

which consists largely of old shoes, as far as I can tell in the semi-darkness ! From

the baskets of grain and various accumulations of uncertain nature that cover a large

part of the mud floor, I judge that our chamber is the store-room of the house.

Saturday evening.

We are back now in our own dwelling after a long and busy day. Hardly had

1 finished writing, when the yard outside our room began to fill with eager visitors,

and, before seven o'clock, L was sitting in the midst of a crowd of forty or

fifty cheerful women, telling once more the old, old story ! This was only interrupted

for breakfast, during which time the numbers outside increased ; and at eight we had

a regular service, calling it morning worship. The whole yard was filled with people,
and while L read and expounded the J5th of Luke, and our Christian friends

spoke and prayed, remarkable silence and attention were maintained. Scarcely any
of the eighty or ninety listeners had heard the Gospel message before. After this

was over, far from dispersing, the crowd only gathered more and more. We could

not stay, because of Sunday's work here, and feared to delay our departure on

account of the great heat of the sun, and the length of our way ; so we had
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reluctantly to leave, promising, however, to return and spend a few days shortly, the

Lord willing. How kind and pressing were the invitations we received ! Dear people,

they are only waiting for the Gospel, so ready to accept it ! Oh ! why are there so

few voices raised to tell the sweet, old story ?

We took nearly four hours on our homeward way, so many were the delays we were

obliged to make. In the first mile or two we were stopped by four patients, asking

for medicine. Alas ! for our ignorance and inability to help. Whenever we were

detained a moment crowds gathered. Five or six times, in the course of the eight

miles, we must have stopped to tell the Glad Tidings, and we might have made the

number ten times greater, had we had time and strength. Populous, populous country,

'and kindly, open hearts! What a responsibility ye lay upon the Church of Christ, in

these last days ! Thank God for any measure in which she sees and feels it, but oh,

how inadequately as yet !

.Very thankful and tired, we reach our present home in the heat of the day, and

since then have had three new sets of visitors, to all of whom dear L has tried

to make the Good News plain. Now they are gone, and in this quiet moment before

tea, my heart reviews it all with unspeakable gratitude and longing.
" Fields white

unto Harvest," and " the day approaching."

Oh, that the Lord would indeed thrust forth His own chosen labourers. And oh,

that we, who, in His Grace, have t*he unspeakable privilege of being called to this

work, may be filled with His Spirit, thus to be mightily used of Him.

Populous, populous land !
"
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CHAPTER XI.
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May 2oth.

M sitting alone in a little Chinese cottage, nursing a dear

sick woman, Chang-nai-nai. A funny little Chinese one comes

in from the kitchen room across the yard, armed with chopsticks,

and carrying his mid-day meal in a basin. He establishes himself

quite close to me on the great millstone that grinds the family

wheat, and, cleverly and deftly manipulating his instruments,

disposes of long strips of Chinese macaroni with speed. My
patient is his grandmother, and one of the only three Christian

women in all this great district. Dear thing, though over seventy

ears of age, she was baptized at T'sing-kiang-p'u.a few weeks

ago on profession of her faith in Christ. She is quite bright and

happy in the Lord, and when I asked her just now if she did

not long to see Him, she earnestly replied,
"
Si di, si di," Yes, yes !

She is very ill indeed, I fear. There is high fever, and she is

weak, sick and dizzy, her pulse over 140 a minute, and her

temperature over 103. I cannot quite make out what is the matter, the root of the

evil, and so can only give her aconite, and pray and wait. I have been with her all

the morning, since about eight o'clock, when her son came to fetch me.

Such a dirty little cottage it is, and so dark. The only window is certainly not

more than six inches square. Happily, it is just over dear Chang -nai-nai's bed, so

that a little breath of air can reach her now and then. On a ricketty table near me I

have my little medicine- case, some condensed milk, extract of beef, a sponge and
towel and some scent, all marvels of wonder to those who now and then come in to

see the dear sick friend. The daughter-in-law, the mother of the small voracious one,

has just returned from the kitchen, and is busily engaged in turning over and feeding
her silkworms, busketsful of which struggling, crawling creatures stand in one corner.

The father, Chang-sing-sing himself, is out, having gone over to our house to join the
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rest at the Sunday morning meeting. It is so nice to think of there being such a service

here at last. Once or twice some of our Christian sisters have visited this neighbour-

hooil for a few days, and there have been for some years three or four scattered

Christians. Now we have -in the Lord's goodness a nice meeting-room, the one

we are renting at our farm, which forms a centre for all these dear people, and for

others, more or less interested, to gather to. To-day is the first Sunday we have used

it. We hope, to continue the meetings as long as we are here, and then trust

that the infant Church will be sufficiently established to keep them up regularly

without us.

Wednesday morning, 7.30. a.m., May 22nd.

Again by the bedside of our dear patient, Chang-nai-nai, we are watching I sup-

pose for the last time. She is quietly passing away, and will probably before many
hours are over have entered the glory of the presence of the KING Fifteen or twenty

people are gathered in the little cottage, talking loudly all the time. We have to be

careful to interfere as little as we can, but really the conduct of these heathen neighbours
is painful at a Christian death-bed. They seem to think very lightly of death,

laughing quite openly at every little thing, .and have only just stopped, at our request,

their loud talk about the garments she should wear in the coffin. More and more

people come in, and now they begin to smoke, men and women alike. Ah ! how
little they realize what is about to dawn on this dear soul. She has been a bright,

happy Christian about six months. Together we sing softly the Chinese version of
" Take me as I am," and she feebly whispers,

" I thank him for His grace"
Same day. 1 p.m.

Chang-nai-nai is sinking rapidly now, and is almost unconscious. We have made
her as comfortable as we can, and when she recognizes us and is able to smile or

speak she seems very grateful. I have been reading here, in these strange surround-

ings, 1 Corinthians xv., and realizing with wonder and unspeakable gratitude that it is

true. Oh ! if you could but see it, this strange, sad scene. If you could but feel it as

I do, here and now ! The mud cottage is a wretched little place, containing only one

room divided by a grass partition. The mud floor is uneven and worn, the dilapidated
mud walls are falling in in places. Chang and the dear old mother are the only
Christians here, and the rest of the family greatly troubled him by their reproaches
and scoffings now in this scene of death. They are now talking about how she is to be

buried, and saying that since he is so poor he will have to take down his house, and build

a coffin of the wooden beam of the roof !



Yet I am not alone." in

Chez Shen-las-ti, Antong, June 2.

LONE in China, for the first time. How strange it seems, and how

appropriate ! Dear L has just gone up to spend the night with

our friend Ten-nai-nai, and I am staying here, to have evening

^W,. prayers. We -walked together a little way on the road, and when

we parted, and I turned to come back, through the quiet cornfields,

SsV&^Jfit* it seemed strange to realize that one was absolutely alone, for the

first time in this great land. Oh, blessed paradox ! Alone, yet not

alone. Solitary, but never lonely.
"
Lo, I am with you alway"

* *
*

Saturday afternoon, June 2.

We have just returned from ANTONG, the " flien" city of the

neighbourhood, which, enclosed within high walls, is quite an im-

portant place, the centre for all the hamlets, villages, and small

towns of the district, and hence a city into which we have greatly

desired entrance.

As far as we could tell, no missionary or foreigner had ever been

there, except Mr. Copp from Harley House, who, as an agent of

the Bible Society, spent a night there about four years ago. No

foreign lady, of course, had ever been seen within its walls, and what

kind of reception would be accorded to such, going for the first

time, was uncertain. We felt, however, that we must go, for we

believe the Lord is graciously about to make an opening there

for the Gospel ;
so after prayer and careful consideration we engaged our

barrows for Friday afternoon, and arranged to start as soon as the great heat of

the day was over. The most serious difficulty, as far as we were concerned, lay in

the fact that we could not return the same night, and must therefore get some

accommodation in the town until Saturday. We knew no one there. And even if

they would be willing to receive us into an inn, which seemed not altogether certain,

would the surroundings be safe and suitable for such young and inexperienced ones

as we, with no (visible) escort but our Chinese lad San-sa? Of course, we did not

the least mind roughing it, and expected nothing else. Our kind hostess, Shen-nai-

nai, told us that there was an inn, in which women could lodge with propriety. This

was good news, and when, at the last moment, Chang-sien-seng, one of the two



Selling under difficult and doubtful Circumstances.

Christian men of the neighbourhood, volunteered to accompany us, we felt we were

well off indeed, and set out full of courage.

Oh the heat of the dusty day, and the weariness of the tedious barrow ride, across

rough paths, baked hard by the long-continued drought and sun ! We were glad

indeed to catch sight of the tall pagoda in the distance, that tells us we must be

drawing towards the end of our journey. Yes, here the farms and scattered hamlets

we have been passing become more numerous, we are in the suburb outside the

eastern gate. Over a steep little bridge, and the city itself comes in sight. There is

the deep shadow cast by the high turreted gateway a moment more down under its

massive arch, and out into the sunshine beyond, and we are within the wall, as the

rough jolting over the stone-paved city-street soon tells us.

What a busy little place !

Soon a crowd collects
;
the usual crowd, without which it is almost impossible to

do anything, or go anywhere in China in my brief experience, at least. The people
all seem kind and friendly ; but, of course, intensely wondering and curious. We go

straight to the inn, but long before we can reach it are escorted by a couple of hundred

people at least, mostly men. Will the inn-keeper receive us with such a body-guard?
It seems more than doubtful ! Chang-sien-seng knows him slightly, and, while we

wait outside, he goes in to explain

who and what we are, and why we

come. Meanwhile we sell books and

the crowd gets larger. After a brief

delay it appears, thank God, that the

inn-people are willing; they invite us

to enter the courtyard, barrows and

all. This we do in the hope of getting

a little rest and refreshment before

going out into the city for the evening's

work. Alas, vain hope !

By no means to be restrained, the

crowd breaks in after us, and in a

moment or two the whole courtyard is

filled from end to end. For half an

hour or so, L- tries to speak, but

the noise is so great that only those

'OVER A STEEP LITTLE BRIDGE."
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quite near us can hear. At last Chang-sien-seng tells us that we must, if possible,

go and show ourselves in the city, for the numbers collecting outside, who cannot get

in, are urgent in their desire to see us. So, commending ourselves to the Lord, we

comply with this request, and, with considerable difficulty, make our way out into the

narrow street. Avoiding the busiest parts, we walk up and down the city, until the

dusk of evening compels us again to seek the shelter of our friendly inn. We cannot

stop long in any place because of the great throngs, but pausing at some street corner

or open place now and then, we get opportunity to speak a little to the women. Some
of them are so kind and nice. One, a bright-looking, middle-aged woman, takes my
hand and holds it all the time we are standing talking to her, and whenever the

crowd surges up roughly, presses it kindly as much as to say,
" Don't be afraid."

To our surprise, when we reach the inn and tell the people how tired we are, and

how much we long for a little quiet, they fall back from the doorway, and we go in

alone, promising to come out again when we have had our evening meal. 1 he women
the inn receive us most kindly and conduct us across the courtyard to the room at

the back, where, with thankful hearts, we fall upon our knees beside the Chinese table,

to praise God for all His gracious care of us and for the quiet moment of rest He has

given. But alas! the quiet is but brief. Ere we can rise from our knees the outer

doors are again thrown open, and the crowd streams in. We are again surrounded,

but this time in our room, and there seems no possibility of getting supper even when

it is ready. L speaks all the time to the changing groups about the door, and we

sell many Gospels.

At last one of the women of the inn whispers that she wants us in another room.

We cannot think why ; but, as she is urgent, we make our way out into the darkness

and across the courtyard (where the fresh night air is grateful after our heated room,

and the quiet stars look down from the deep blue cloudless sky), and follow her

into a room opening off the eastern side of the yard. Directly we have entered

she promptly shuts and bars the door, and, looking round, we discern, by the faint

glimmer cf the Chinese lamp flickering on the table, the friendly faces of the three or

four women of the inn, smiling welcome, and the evening meal spread out and waiting

our leisurely appropriation ! How pleased they seem, dear, kind women, when we

thank them for their thoughtful goodness, and say we are indeed glad both of food and

quiet, and of the opportunity to talk to them of the message we have come to bring.

T his L does, while we eat rice, bread and fried egg, and then the door is opened
to admit a number of other women who have come to see us, and who soon fill the

i
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An unwelcome Observer.
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room with an attentive audience. For a long, long time they listen, and one, an old

white-headed woman, very intelligent and bright, puts so many pertinent questions

about the Gospel story that the interest is sustained and lively all the while. With

an eager expression on her dear old face, she sits on a low stool at L-'s feet,

drinking in every word, and giving vent to constant exclamations of deepest wonder

and satisfaction, in varying keys and tones according, apparently, to the emotions that

called them forth. It is delightful to watch and listen, and we are all sorry when the

room is wanted for the men to go to bed, and we must make a move. Men and

women come with us and stay still a long time, until it is quite late. Our dear old

friend is eager to learn a prayer before leaving, to

offer to the blessed Redeemer. It is late when we
at last feel constrained to invite our friendly visitors

to retire, and to our surprise and gratification the

men at once do so, and we are able to think of

going to bed. Our bed is in the general

room, and we are glad to spread out our

\pu-kai and prepare for rest. What is our

amazement, however, and dismay,
the son of the household, a

man of some thirty years of

age, appears on the scene,

and, establishing himself

in the open doorway, com-

mences quietly to smoke
his long pipe, and watch

all our proceedings. A
pause ensues, in which we

quietly go on with our

reading and prayer, waiting

.to see what will happen ;

then one of the women

says something to him,
and he retires still smoking,

leaving us in peace ! We
are soon in bed, and care

when
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but little for the open door that exposes us to the courtyard without, or for

the passing feet that cross it in the darkness now and then. As long as we are

awake it is restful to see the dear stars shining in upon us, and after that we know

nothing, till at three o'clock next morning another day begins.

Some of the women have slept with us in the same room, and the first thing

I see in the grey dawn is the brief toilet of one of these. She has slept upon a

bench and a couple of chairs, absolutely nothing more, and in her usual dress. When
the sounds without that awake me roused her too, she poor dear tumbles up, and
with a little shake seems to gather herself together, puts back. the chairs in their places,

and forthwith sets to work at the business of the day ! In which latter proceeding we

soon follow her example.
One of our principal objects in coming to Antong was to see whether it offers a

suitable sphere for our efforts, but we were not able last night to gather any general

impression of the place, and so determined to go out very early in the morning and

explore it all before the people were about ! By half-past four we were on our way

accompanied by Chang-sien-seng, who guided us through all the principal parts of the

town, and up on to the wall. Here we got a capital view of the whole, and, as my eye
followed the long line of turreted brickwork, completely round the great enclosure,

my heart went up to God for this city in which no voice is heard proclaiming His

glorious Message, and whose thousands are still living and dying, as they have lived

and died so long, without light ! We felt almost as though we were taking possession

of the city for God as we walked round upon its walls, observing point after point of

interest and advantage. The old bed of the Yellow River lies just outside the southern

gate, green with cornfields, trees, and gardens a wide level valley, 500 yards across,

I should think.

On our return to the inn we found many visitors already awaiting us, and had a busy

hour or two with them, until we went out again to sell our remaining books. Passing

through the most 'crowded part of the city we soon disposed of these, and could have

sold more had we had them. By that time the sun was up, and we had to hasten

away. In passing out of the city we came to the great pagoda and temple, and went

in to see the many idols of the place. The crowd, of course, came in with us, and we

soon_ had a congregation of sixty or seventy people in the largest room of the temple.

A couple of priests came to talk to us, and L 's conversation with one of them

soon developed into a regular proclamation of the sweet old Gospel Story to which

he and the people listened with profound attention. It was a strange and deeply
I 2
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interesting scene ! L-'s text was a colossal figure of Buddha, before which we were

standing. The divinity was represented asleep in a recumbent position, in a huge bed

of wonderful construction, covered by a very dirty silk counterpane. And this a god !

As, clearly and pointedly L-- showed the absurdity of praying to and worshipping an

object like this, no dissenting voice was raised, the priest himself undertaking no

defence of his god, but tacitly agreeing to what was said. Some of the men in the

group seemed much interested, and asked many questions, and a kind woman brought
benches and made us sit down and talk with more freedom and comfort. For more

than half an hour L-- must have proclaimed the Gospel Tidings there, in the very

presence of all those idols, in the inner sanctuary of the great temple.

The openings for the Gospel are indeed wonderful. On all hands the people seem

to be just waiting for it ! In these country places, at any rate, the Chinese are

a people without a religion , waitingfor the Light of Life.
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June idth.

AT half-past four this morning we were roused from

slumber by the kindly tones of Shen-nai-nai's voice calling

us to awake and explain the meaning of the two barrows

and barrowmen, who, at that early hour, had appeared,

saying that they were come to take us to the large neigh-

bouring village of Na-in-Chuang ! There she was, dear,

kind woman, peeping through the mosquito-curtains, all

wonder and curiosity, at this inexplicable event.

The intelligence recalled at once to L 's mind her

visit of yesterday to this same place, where she found the

lady of the great house of the village very anxious about

her little sick daughter. L promised to return early

the next morning, bringing me (!) and some medicines, to see if we could help the

dear child in any way. The lady had said she would send wheelbarrows to bring us,

and here they were, at 4.30 a.m. !

As quickly as possible we prepared for the little journey, but did not get off till six,

being detained for some time by two dear women, who were here soon after five o'clock,

having come a long distance seeking medical aid ! Their "
mao-ping

" was obscure,

and, I fear, the best remedy we were able to give was sympathy ; however, they heard

of the love and power of the Great Physician, for whom no case is too difficult, none

too bad.

By six o'clock we were on our way, through the open park-like country. On our

right lies a hamlet, where L found a poor young girl terribly ill, yesterday,

Though in fearful suffering, and apparently dying, she seemed to listen to L 's

words, and even said she understood some. We can do nothing, I fear, to relieve her,

her whole body is one great sore, raw, and badly ulcerated in parts. Oh, how much
these people suffer !

Through the clear morning air, we can now see our destination in the distance ; and

as we draw nearer the main building becomes visible, with the cottages and huts, its

dependencies, clustered about it. The house itself, like all large Chinese dwellings,

is nothing to look at, just a plain square of masonry, with one unpretending entrance-

door facing the south.

At the entrance we are met by the lady, her little daughter and servants, who lead

us courteously through a bewildering maze of courtyards and buildings to the central

house, where the mistress apparently lives.
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We have heard something of the tragic history of this family, and are prepared to

find the great house that has witnessed so many sad and awful scenes, and is now

only inhabited by this lady, who is almost the last of her race desolate and forsaken-

looking ;
but its forlorn appearance surpassed all our expectations. Originally a very

fine as well as a large dwelling, only the ruins of its former grandeur now remain, in

broken alabaster pillars, bits of stone carving here and there, in the tumbled-down

walls and elaborately beautiful woodwork, and in the rich fittings of some of the many
deserted rooms, whose falling roofs let in the sunshine, dust, and rain.

ORNAMENTAL GARDEN DOORS OF A ".GREAT HOUSE

All this we see in passing, as our hostess leads us to the inner dwelling that sur-

rounds the fifth courtyard, and shows signs of human occupation Here, our first

business, of course, is to examine the little maiden we have come to see, who soon

proves to have a bad attack of whooping cough. The mother is very anxious about

her, for she is the only one left out of a family of five, all the others having been
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carried off by throat or chest complaints ! We give the best medical aid we can, and

then kneel with them all to ask Him, who alone is able, to heal the child.

Meanwhile others throng in many, many sick ones ! Alas ! the majority of these

ailments are quite beyond our ken, and we have sorrowfully to say so, but several we

are able to help. The steward's little boy, for example, has a very bad abscess on one

side of his head, in a condition of neglect indescribable. This is dressed, and other

similar
"
mao-pings

"
are attended to in due course. What a pleasure and privilege

to help where one can. The faith of the people themselves in our powers is quite

wonderful ! They take our medicines unquestioningly, and will hardly be persuaded
that we cannot always cure.

One morning recently a poor lad was brought to me in a fearful condition, possessed,

the people told us, of a devil, whom they besought us promptly to cast out ! They
seemed to have heard from Chang-sien-seng, one of the few Christians in this district,

of the cases healed by the Lord, in olden times and their belief was firm that we
must have the same power ! It was a very bad case of epilepsy, painful and distressing

in the extreme. Alas, we could do little but pray !

After our patients were attended to and while breakfast was being prepared, our

hostess took us to
"
T(ang-uang" or wander, all over the premises, and great was

my interest in exploring the first large Chinese house I had ever been in. She tells us

that, before the last troubles, over forty people lived here, and indeed it looks as if

that number could be easily accommodated. Six courtyards, besides smaller entrance-

halls and lobbies, are contained within the walls of the building, and as many distinct

sets of beautiful rooms open off them.

Besides these there are gardens and a large, open, tasteful summer-house, in which

thirty or forty people could easily be served with tea. But the courtyards are deserted

and overgrown with grass and shrubs, the rooms stand empty and open. The suite of

rooms where the last sad tragedy occurred not long ago, bears only too evident traces

of the struggle that ended in the murder of the younger brother, alas, by the present

owner ! The shock of his awful death killed his young wife and child. And now no

one is left of the once large family except the poor lady and her little girl whom we

have come to see. The murderer (husband and father) has had to flee, and for several

years has been unable to return home. Our hostess is still young and pleasing in

appearance. What a lonely sad life for her here, with her servants ! She never, or

very rarely, goes out.

Beyond the walls of her grand but dreary abode, lies the busy little town, with its
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two or three hundred inhabitants. We longed, as we came through it, to be able to

spend a little while here, to tell the Glad Tidings to these dear people, who never have

heard of the Heavenly Home, or the Father's love. Perhaps we shall be able to

accept our kind hostess' invitation to come and stay with her in her great deserted

dwelling a little later on, when the worst heat of summer makes it impossible to go

about much
;
here we should find people at our very doors, and a beautifully cool

and quiet abode.

But now breakfast is served, and we sit down with our hostess and her little

daughter, a considerable crowd of friendly folk looking on all the time. This is to us,

now, a matter of little moment, so thoroughly at home have we become in the use of

chop-sticks and in Chinese manners and customs at table. Breakfast over, L
eets some opportunity for delivering our message., but the sun is nearing the zenith,

and we dare not linger long. We arrange, however, to return at no distant date,

and gladly leave behind us the three Gospels that our friends buy and seem eager
to read.

Though we have left the great house it is not so easy to leave the village. Many,

many come seeking medical aid. One poor woman is so ill that I am fain to

draw her arm within my own and lead her home, where I find on

examination that she is in the distress and burning fever of a

bad attack of diphtheria. We are called to two other ^
similar cases before we leave ! How these poor people

:

-^W^ >

suffer !

The sky is mercifully clouded as, at last, we ,^!$&
srart on our homeward way; so the heat ...,4s*^^
is not unbearable. Twice, in the open

country, we are stopped again to see

sick and suffering ones, and once to

sell books, two intelligent-looking men

buying Gospels, to our great joy. L
< %|

is able to put the Gospel clearly to the last
-|

group that detains us, while I am in the house "^

dispensing medicine. She hears from these

people the tidings of the death of the suffering

girl in the little hamlet she visited yesterday, on

her way home. The poor girl passed away only a
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few hours after L had been there, having heard, for the first and last time, from

her lips of a Saviour's love.

And so they live and die, all around us every day ! The corn is reaped now over

all the wide-spreading country, as we pass on our homeward way ;
and the graves, the

many, many graves that dot the fields everywhere, like ant-hills in some Central

African region, are all the more visible. How vocal they are to-day, as we pass them

one by one !

Just now at home you are preparing for the work and interest of the Mildmay

Conference, in the midst of the bright summer days. In thought I picture you start-

ing for the great gathering of the Lord's people, walking down the familiar road, passing

into the well-known station, greeted probably by the pleasant salutations ofour railway

men. I can see the great meeting itself, with its well-remembered faces and happy
associations of other days, and then I look up and catch sight of the mud floor and

walls, and the big barn-like door standing ajar to admit both light and air, the barn-

like chamber containing nothing but the wooden table at which I write, and one or

two rough forms besides the one on which I am sitting ; I see, beyond, the littered

outer yard of our Chinese home, and hear the ominous hum of the already gathering

mosquitos, and it comes over me that indeed, indeed, I am far away from home to-

night !

We pray for you so far away it is all we can do now ! And is it little ? I verily

believe not.

Is there any greater power to be wielded in this world than the power of the prayer

of faith ? The following sentence from the life of that blessed man JOHN EVANGELIST

GOSSNER struck me very much the other day in this connection. Speaking of his

great missionary enterprise, Stevenson says :

" There were critical periods of the Mission's history; there were dissensions that might have broken

up the stations ; there were questions to be decided in the pastor's study concerning the welfare of

God's Kingdom in Java and Nagpore ; there was a unity of thought and action to be maintained among
many hundred men at the most opposite points and perhaps of the most opposite.opinions ; an unbroken

connection to be kept up by letters with every settlement ; the missionary paper had to be edited ;

the training school at home to be diligently watched ; nay, the very income itself was uncertain, for it

was left to the private thought of Christian brethren.
" Whose head would not be puzzled if left to its own wit in such a tangle ? What nicely-balanced cal-

culations would not be oft rudely overturned ? . . . Yet push forward such questions and the world

will set boldly to answer them. It does not believe that in our day there is anything that cannot be

done. ... It is a monstrously clever world ; steam and telegraph, and photography, and planets dis-

covered before they are seen, Great Easterns and St. Lawrence Bridges are very fair credentials. But
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a Kingdom into which none enter bul children ; in which the children play with infiniteforces :

where the child's littlefinger is stronger than the giant wSrld ; a wide Kingdom where the world exists

only by sufferance, and the world's laws and developments arefor ever subjected ; in which the world lies

like a foolish, wilful dream in the solid truth of day. Gossnerhad been brought into that Kingdom by
a long and painful way; these questions were nothing to him it was enough that he could kneel down
and pray.

"

In that Kingdom let us pray to be little children always, in the spirit of Gossner's

faith a faith that dealt on its knees with infinite forces !

Again in the life of Gossner this sentence struck me :

"He was learning of the LORD, slowly becoming conscious of that gigantic power that God

puts into His children's hands, and by using which he becomes a prince in the Church of

Christ."

A power for us to pray for. Let uspray ! Pray ourselves into lives of walking with

GOD, lives begun, continued, and ended in CHRIST
;

let us pray the work we are

connected with into a fuller and more faithful following in His steps and consecration

to Him, and into more abundant usefulness
;

let us pray money into the coffers, power
into the agencies, and consecration into the workers

;
let us pray Missions into exist-

ence, souls into the Kingdom, and the KING Himself on to the throne, looking for

and hastening the coming of the day of GOD !
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CHAPTER XII.

Messing ano IReeo of JBlessfna in tbe far East.

FORTNIGHT has

changes have come

McFarlane (the
" L

Journal) has been obliged

passed and

about
;

Miss
"

of the

to leave

for Ts'ing-kiang-p'u, and Miss Mary
Reed is to fill her place. She has

not, however, arrived as yet, and Miss Guinness

is alone. She writes :

When first we came here, we felt much need of prayer and

guidance in connection with a poor man who is completely

out of his mind, and who has taken a violent hatred to L .

He had done all he could to rouse the neighbourhood

against us, and we quite expected to have had trouble in

connection with him. In answer to prayer the Lord kept

us free from the least anxiety about him all these weeks,

and though he might have come at any time, we saw and

heard nothing of him till last Sunday, when he appeared in a most violent and excited

state, throwing all our kind friends into great distress and terror. He made the most

fearful threats against L if she did not at once restore the large quantity of gold
and pearls that he declared she had taken from his house ! After a long time he left us,

only to return next day more violent than ever. This decided us that she should

leave the neighbourhood, as it had been proposed that she should Jo, and as yesterday

was her last day here, we were anxious that it should be quiet and undisturbed, that

she might be able to pay a few farewell visits in peace and safety. We had specia

prayer that the LORD would keep this poor man away, if it were His will, and greatly to

the astonishment of everyone else he failed to appear. We knew already that he

would not come, and so were not at all surprised, but our friends here were un-
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boundedly amazed. Of course we told them that it was the LORD'S answer to our

prayer. After L left he came again, and was as violent as ever, but when he found

that she was really gone he soon withdrew. I do not anticipate any trouble from him

personally, as he does not know me ; but if he did, what matter ?

" How safe, how calm, how satisfied,

The soul that trusts in THEE." r
/fne 2g^

When it was decided (so far as the matter rests with us) that L ought to leave

for a time, and to leave just now, I thought at first that of course the actual work of

preaching the Gospel to outsiders would have to cease until her return. I thought that

Mary and I might go on teaching the children a little, and perhaps conduct the

medical work (which is assuming quite the proportions of a medical mission !),

but that we could not do much more, except study. But soon the Lord

graciously brought to my mind the glorious truth that the work is His, not ours at

all, and that His Spirit can work through any means, however weak, not being at all

dependent upon -our aid. And I was led to pray that the Lord would use and bless

even us, now, to the conversion of souls, use our few stammering words or our silence,

use our daily lives in the midst of the people, above all, to bring glory to Him and

great blessing to those about us.

Dear L left yesterday morning early, and since that time I can only record it

to His glory six dear women have professed to believe in the Saviour, and, which is

unusual as far as my experience goes, in each case have themselves wished to pray to

Him, then and there, and have really seemed intelligently convinced of the blessed

truth of the Gospel. And, equally encouraging, the women of the household itself,

who were believers before, have come out so brightly for Jesus ! dear old Na-Ma

(Shen-nai-nai) and the daughters especially. My being able to speak so few words
has seemed greatly to encourage them, and evidently led them to feel the importance
of their doing all they can to supplement my poor efforts. It has been delightful and
most blessed to hear them pleading with souls and praying for them ; and together we
have rejoiced in answers to our prayers.

Of the six dear women about whom we are now giving thanks three were strangers
from a distance, the other three live in this neighbourhood and had heard the Gospel
before, but never seemed to accept it for themselves.

The Lord is gracious. To Him we commend them. Their interest in, and atten-

tion to, our poor words was something wonderful
; and the three strangers especially

asked so many questions that it was most encouraging.
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The last day of June. Saturday night, June $oth.

Dear Mary arrived yesterday, and we had the joy of spending the last few hours

of the Mildmay Conference together, here in prayer, after our long separation.

Sunday, July ist.

A wonderful day. From early morning throngs began to arrive, and before night

three hundred people must have come to us for one reason or another. \Ve had five

meetings through the day, and between whiles I must have seen eighty patients at least !

We could do nothing fer many of these, but were able to help others, thank God.

In the afternoon meeting for women we had such nice, bright testimonies from the

Christians. About sixty women were present it was a delightful time.

* *
*

We are to-day on the eve of leaving this, our first Chinese home, and I look around

now, almost for the last time, on the familiar rooms that have known us so long. It

seems more like eight months than eight weeks since the first desolate evening we spent

here in darkness and silence, amongst the then strangers who have now become

such dear friends. Yes ! this is verily the same room, with its desolate- looking mud
floor and ancient walls

; opening off it on either side are the^same mysterious chambers,

hidden from view by the faded curtains that hang over each doorway. All the same,

and yet so different, in the dear light and love that has been kindled in these hearts-

love which shall burn on for ever.

Very shortly after this date Miss Guinness and Miss Reed returned

to Yang-chau, taking, as before, a journey whose first stage was

A trying experience, twelve hours, most of the time in the burning sun, on those

agonizing barrows, over the rough roads.

Back at the mission-house they found themselves in comparative

luxury, though suffering a good deal from the great heat of the

summer season, of which for instance we read :

The great heat is, of course, rather against us just like one long continuous

Turkish bath, the temperature in the shade in the coolest part of the house being 104

to 106. I have changed my things five times to-day already, but as I write now, I

am soaking ! The perspiration runs offone in small streams, though it is evening, 8 p.m.

After our dear Chinese home in An-tong, everything here seems so luxurious. We have
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water to drink (think of it
!)
and a little milk sometimes, and feel ourselves rich in

comforts.

A month later they were on board a Chinese river-steamer, bound

for the Poyang lake. We take up the journal again at this point.

On board the
"
Kang- Yung"

August 2nd, 1888.

Is difficult to get leisure for writing, for one's whole

time seems taken up by long talks with our Chinese

fellow-passengers, who constantly throng about us,

and are exceedingly pleasant and friendly.

There are about 300 of them on board, travelling

with us, by steerage or Chinese passage, which is, as

it happens, very comfortable, this being a Chinese company's boat.

This is, believe, the only company on the river that will allow us

Missionaries to travel steerage ! We are greatly enjoying it, and

much value the opportunities for being about our Master's business

all the time.

The Kang- Yung is a fine vessel, built on the principle of the

great American river steamers, and commanded by English officers.

She is three stories high, and our cabins are at the stern of the top

or hurricane deck. Mr. McCarthy has no cabin, but just sleeps

out on deck, as many of the Chinamen do in this hot weather.

Besides this open deck accommodation, three great dormitory kind

of places, fitted with 80 or 100 berths each, are provided for our

accommodation if we find the night air outside too chilly. Here many of the

men lie all day long, smoking opium, alas ! A few small cabins, used by the women
and children and by family parties, open off these large dormitories, and it is one of

these that dear Mary, Miss Ord, and I are occupying. The cabins are provided with

plain wooden berths, two, four, or six, as the case may be, and nothing more. Ours

has four berths, and happens to be at a corner, so that it has two windows and is

most delightful.

There are very few Chinese women on board just now, they do not travel much at this

time of the year. We soon found out, and have had long talks with the six or eight
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that are here. One, a dear woman from Hu-nan, has I believe truly grasped the

precious gospel message ! We were talking out on deck until quite late last night, and

she knelt and prayed there with me, under the quiet stars. GOD seemed very near to

us, in spite of the group of other Chinese passengers watching us with somewhat

scornful wonder. She seemed to understand every word that was said to her, and,

thank the Lord, I know He enabled me to put the simple Gospel clearly.

Early in the afternoon we had another very interesting talk with two Yangchau
women, on their way to Ta-tung. I had just come cut of my cabin when they called me
over to where they were sitting on a large, raised place something like a wide, low table.

These seats cover the skylights, and are used by the Chinese passengers to sleep upon
at night, and in the day-time serve the purpose of divans, on which they sit and lie

about, smoke their opium, and spread out their basins and chop-sticks for meals at

the appropriate seasons. My two friends were perched up on one of these, surrounded

by their few belongings, and looking very pleasant and comfortable. So I made my
way over the crowded deck and joined them. They insisted on my getting up to sit

beside them, on their little bit of carpet, which I gladly did. Next came tea of course,

politely offered, and I was nothing loath to accept, but what was my surprise when

the elder woman handed me the large teapot bodily, and, seeing my momentary hesi-

tation, went on to put the spout herself to my lips.

This was Chinese tea in Chinese fashion indeed ! But they seemed so pleased when

I drank it, and took the teapot myself to facilitate the process, that I really enjoyed it,

in spite of the funniness at first, and in spite of the consciousness that we were being

watched by at least a hundred curious eyes. I found afterwards that amongst the

on-lookers were not only Mary and Miss Ord, but also Mr. McCarthy and a

gentleman with whom he was engaged in conversation at the further end of the deck,

who turned out to be no less a personage than the Grand Duke Alexander of Russia

(a cousin of the Czar), who is travelling on board this steamer up to Han-Kow.

It was funny ! But at the time I did not know we were watched by such distin-

guished eyes, and if I had, it would have made no manner of difference. How could

it, to those who act as in the immediate presence of the King of Kings ?

After the tea-drinking was over, we had a long talk seated cross-legged up there

on the divan and a large group of men gathered round, listening with much interest.

One of the two women is an opium smoker, poor thing, and in the habit of taking a

very large quantity daily.

After leaving them, Mary and I were silting quietly together at the other side of the
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deck, when a young man, one of our Chinese fellow-passengers, came up, and addressed

us in English. Such funny English ! Of course we spoke to him, and, having my
Testament at hand, I gave it to him to read certain passages.

Soon quite a crowd was gathered round us, and I translated some of the verses that

he read in English for them to hear in Chinese, he confirming my interpretation. The
men seemed deeply interested, and all squatted down on the ground, round us, to

hear and ask questions.

They were all so quiet and earnest and respectful, that I could not but speak to

them, as fully as I was able, of Jesus and His love. How eagerly they listened ! It

was curiously incongruous, however, to see and hear that half-naked, yellow Chinaman

(they ail go about very slightly clad in this hot weather) in the midst, reading the

precious words from my Testament in his odd pigeon English.

One funny thing happened, but we were all so engrossed in what was going on that

we scarcely smiled. Our accomplished friend asked us, with some difnculty, how

long we had been in China ;
we told him, of course four months and a half. He

waited a moment, and then gravely replied, "I don't believe it, / do not believe it"

All we could .say would not persuade him that so it was !

They must have remained for nearly an hour, and two men especially asked so many

questions that there could be no doubt about their real and sustained interest. We
were talking about the Book, how it came, what it was for, and much besides.

These men are quite as respectful and intelligent as our ordinary English working-

man. It was a delightful time that we spent with them all
;
the Lord grant that it may

bear fruit to all eternity.

THE TOWN OF TA-KU-T'ANG. (See page 130.)



A hot, still night, with

scarcely a breath of air stirring

as I sit here on the ledge of

my window and drink in the

beauty of the quiet scene. The

little sleeping town, 100 feet

below our dwelling, nestles at

the foot of the hill, and creep-

ing down to the water's edge,

lies in dark shade; only its

black roofs, relieved here and

there by a twinkling light, being

visible. Opposite, across the

narrow arm of the lake, the

low hills that bound the beach

are also black and in shadow,
but behind and far above them

the glorious moon shines forth

in full brilliancy, casting a

broad band of light across the

rippling water, and flooding

the mountain range, that towers

up four or five thousand feet,

with silvery radiance.

Li-Shan, the highest point,

stands forth in grandly rugged
outline against the star-spangled

sky, and the fleecy clouds that rest upon his

head seem full of misty light.

On the lovely . lake, a hundred feet below my
window, the broad band of rippling moonlight is

broken by the dark outline of a large raft, one of

several that are lying here just now. It is eighty
or a hundred feet long (some of them even run to a

hundred yards in length), and with a street of little

wooden houses or huts, and the boats moored to its

side, looks like a considerable island suddenly sprung
up, no one knows whence or how, and lying before ma
here in the quiet moonlight. Over the north-western hills

the grand old plough is just setting, and close to the lovely
moon some glorious planet is shining with wondrous

brilliancy. But it is late, and I must away.
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October \^th.

I had often heard of its fame beautiful

Poyang ! but never imagined it half so fair

as in truth it is. For ten weeks now we

have been inmates of the mission-house on

the hill, and have daily delighted in the

loveliness of mountain, lake, and cloud-land

outspread before our southern

windows, but never before did it

seem so fair, I think, as now to-

night. Perhaps it is that associa-

tions are gathering round this or

that point or distance.

1 raise-my eyes, for instance, to

the magnificent frowning height

of grey Li-shan, where the

sunset glow has just faded from

the clouds that mantle its brow,

and think, with sadness of the

self-exiled men dwelling among its lonely sum-

mits in the monasteries and temples placed there

in blind superstition by darkened hearts. Or my
gaze wanders away
across the still

bright waters of

the rippling lake

to yonder low,

green island facing

the little town, \\hile with a glad heart I recall the

scene that quiet shore beheld only a few

days since. Yes, it was just there that

:u-t'ang, Je-su-tang, and the lake. 2. A raft on the Po-yang. 3. Li-shan above the lake. 4. Homesteads on the banks
'angtsi. 5. A rock in the Po-yang lake. 6. Yangtsi boats. 7. Ta-ku-t'ang birds. 8. Winter travelling on the Yangtsi.

i. tak
of the Yangtsi. 5
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we were all gathered to witness the joyful sight the baptism of four men, Chinese

Christians, and of one dear woman, t\\& first ever immersed in the name of JESUS in

the clear waters of this lovely lake.

But it is not so much of these things I am thinking to-night, as with full heart I sit

alone by my open window.

The twilight deepens into evening, and the fair scene is veiled from me by drifting

clouds that darkly flit across the moon. The busy little town below sends up its

many varied sounds of life, with now a burst of crackers, sharp and long and loud

echoed by another from some large raft moored at no great distance, and followed

here and there by the clanging of heavily-beaten gongs, and the loud wooden click

of the curious instrument used so much with them . . . Another burst of crackers

and more gongs, drowning the shouts of the children, follow from rafts and temple,

rousing the hoarse barking of the street dogs here and there, and so it goes on, while

the quiet stars shine forth and I look and listen . . .

Away, away, to the south of us here stretches the wide and populous Province of

KIANG-SI. Ta-ku-t'ang is only just on its northern border. Fifteen millions of souls

within its limits pass across the narrow stage of life . . . Fifteen millions ! It is with

them my heart is to-night.

Twice the size of Portugal, this busy province has no less than one hundred and

three walled towns and cities, besides almost countless large villages, hamlets, and

scattered homesteads.

One hundred and three walled cities. How many of them are occupied for

CHRIST?

In how many is the joyful message being proclaimed ?

Alas, alas, for the sad answer ! In onlyfour.

Thank God for the four ! But are there still ninety and nine without a single

light, left in these last days to utter heathen darkness ? Yes,- still ninety and nine.

O ! that the burden of them were laid upon hearts at home as it is upon ours here !

I have just laid down my pen to turn and look out again southward over the

province, and leaning upon my window-sill, have counted slowly- over, one by one,

all these great towns and cities, with face and heart both turned towards them. One

by one, slowly and deliberately, all the ninety and nine. Solemn moments thus

occupied !

How are we living in face of such realities ? O ! that any who may read these lines

would stop here and do as I have just done.

Bring it to GOD, this great Province of KIANG-SI, and count over slowly, in His
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presence, the full number of these ninety and nine great, busy, populous,- walled cities,

every one of them, now at this moment, in utter heathen darkness. Count them

over, stopping every now and then to recall the solemn fact, and then at the close

say as I have said
"
LORD, what wouldst Thou have me to do ?

"

There is no medical missionary in KIANG-SI. The majority of the little band are
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ladies, and they are all gathered in the north and north-east of the province, leaving
the great centre and south utterly untouched. Yet even this is a great and rapid

advance, telling a tale that calls for much thankfulness. Two years ago, in the

summer of 1886, two young sisters of the China Inland Mission made a journey up
the Kuang-sin river from Ta-ku-t'ang. They visited Nan-k'ang, An-ren, -Ho-k'eo,

Kwei-k'i, and Yuh-shan amongst other places, and tell us that then there were no

missionaries resident in any of these, and only a few converts at the last mentioned.
On that journey they saw the first convert baptized at Kwei-k'i and rented the first

house in Ho-k'eo.

Now, only two years later, there are ten missionaries living and working on this

important river, making these five stations their headquarters, and in each place a

living Christian church of baptized members is the result. In Yuh-shan there are

ever a hundred, in Kwei-k'i thirty, and so on.

Mr. McCarthy's report of his recent visit to all these stations is most encouraging.

He, as the Provincial Superintendent, was absent for t\vo months lately, spending a

few days at each station. During this time he baptized twenty-three new converts,

and saw real and marked progress in the work.

Some of the churches are not only themselves flourishing, but are sending forth

native agents to carry the joyful message into the regions beyond them also ! At

Yuh-shan the devoted and successful missionary in charge, Miss Mackintosh, was

able to attempt the opening up of another city hitherto quite unreached, and had

sent down there (to Kuangfeng) two Christian men to commence the work. But

more blessed still was the other extension of her work, of which Mr. McCarthy

brought us word. She had just mapped out a missionary journey of three weeks in

the surrounding country, and was sending forth two dear native women as evangelists

to carry the sweet Gospel message to many a village and hamlet where before it had

never been heard ! This is indeed cause for praise. One cannot but feel that these

are the lines on which China must be reached, if it is ever to be reached at all. The

Lord hasten the time when the women ofChina who publish the Word shall be a great host

If ever there was a time when China thirsted for the Gospel, that time is now !

The door of opportunity seems to be flung just widely open. On all hands the

testimony is the same. From this province, from KIANG-SU, from HONAN, and

from the North and far-off" West, letters and tidings come, all telling the same

tale. Now is the time for the Church of CHRIST to press forward, laying aside

every weight, to go in and take possession.
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The devil is not callous or indifferent to the importance of the crisis. He is

making strides in China in more than one direction notably so in connection with

the opium curse ! I have it on good authority that there never was a time when

opium was smoked so much and so openly as now. A few years ago it was a thing

done in a corner, of which every one was ashamed; but now officials and others do

it quite openly, and as an occasion rather for glorying than otherwise. Mr. McCarthy
can remember travelling by river steamers when such a thing as opium-smoking was

not allowed on the ship, and has seen an officer, finding a man thus engaged, throw

his pipe and tray and whole apparatus clean overboard into the broad Yangtsi ;

but now all is different. I have myself seen the poor men lying openly in their

bunks smoking it all day long, from morning till night.

The devil is wide-awake to the crisis, and the Church of Rome is not indifferent.

Her attitude is powerful and advancing. Here in this very province she is actively

seeking to make headway, and has an almost incredible number of young people in

her hands in various schools and organizations. We thank GOD for what the Church

of CHRIST has done and is doing ; but, alas ! how little it seems in face of the great

need?

Why, if all the hundred labourers that carne out last year in our own beloved

C.I.M. had found their way into this one province, there would have been only one

to each walled city, to say nothing of the smaller towns and country places. Even
then each one must have had an average of 130,000 heathen souls as his or her

sphere of labour, a population that is almost equal to that of Brighton and

Torquay!
But the hundred did not, could not, all come here; and, as it is, there are to-

night fourteen millions of souls at the very least left in heathen darkness here in

this one province. So accessible, yet unreached ! Ninety-nine walled cities in

KIANG-SI alone, with no missionary . . .

I am glad I am in China, by God's grace. May He call and send many another,

and lead those who cannot come to pray, that we may all be more in sympathy with

Him who gave His all,

" NOT FOR OUR SINS ONLY,

BUT ALSO FOR THE SINS OF. THE WHOLE WORLD."



"He who is not ready

to preach the Gospel anywhere,

is fit to preach it nowhere.



CHAPTER XIII.

H 5ourne in Central Gbina. jprom fl>an*ftau to Ibonan.

" We want China emancipated from the thraldom of sin in this generation. It is possible. Our

Lord has said,
"
According to your faith be it unto you." The Church of God can do it, if only she

be faithful to her great commission. When will young men press into the mission-field as they

struggle for positions of worldly honour and affluence? When will parents consecrate their sons and

daughters to missicnary work as they search for rare openings of worldly influence and honour ?

When will Christians give for missions what they give for luxuries and amusements? When will they

learn to-deny themselves for the work of God, as they deny themselves for such earthly objects as are

dear to their hearts ? Or rather, when will they count it no self-denial, but the highest joy and

privilege, to give with the utmost liberality for the spread of the Gospel among the heathen ?

"
Standing on the borders of this vast Empire we, therefore, one hundred and twenty mission-

aries from almost every evangelical religious denomination in Europe and America, assembled

in General Conference at Shanghai and representing the whole body of Protestant missionaries in China

feeling our utter insufficiency for the great work so rapidly expanding, do most earnestly plead,

with one voice, calling upon the whole Church of God for more labourers ; and we will as earnestly and

unitedly plead at the Throne of Grace that the spirit of God may move the hearts of all to whom this

appeal comes to cry,
'

Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? ' And may this spirit be communicated

from heart to heart, from church to church, from continent to continent, until the whole Christian world

shall be aroused, and every soldier of the Cross shall come to the help of the Lord against the mighty."
APPEAL TO THE HOME CHURCHES FROM THE SHANGHAI MISSIONARY CONFERENCE.

O not to those who need you, but to those who
need you most ;" a wise saying of a sainted

man of God. But in China where is one not
" most " needed ? Surely Kiang-si, with its

ninety-nine walled cities, and its fourteen

million souls still utterly unreached by the

Gospel, presents claims that might well be

considered pressing ! Yet there, there are

converts numbered by the hundred, native

agents of both sexes sent out by native Churches, five mission

stations, no less than ten missionaries, and a work which was begun
in 1886 and is now prospering well.
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True, ten missionaries do seem few to evangelize a province con-

taining 15,000,000 people. . . . but we must remember that we
are talking about China, and dealing with the souls of the Chinese.

If we were considering the needs of Anglo-Saxons we should

certainly think ten ministers too few to reach all Ireland, all Scotland,

and Berlin, besides the towns of Huddersfield, Halifax, Newcastle,

Hull, Bristol, Nottingham, Portsmouth, Sheffield, York, Leicester,

Leeds, Plymouth, Warwick, Sunderland, Derby, Durham, Liverpool,

Birmingham, and Manchester
; especially if none of the inhabitants

of those places, except the people of Berlin, had ever heard of God, or

ofJesus Christ. But we are speaking of the souls of the Chinese
;

whom the Church judging from her action seems to reckon of

comparatively small value, for she has thus far only sent ten Christian

missionaries, of whom the majority are women, to preach Christ to

the fifteen millions of Kiang-si, while at home she supplies the

places we have mentioned, whose population is far less, and whose

inhabitants are all nominally Christian to begin with, with hundreds

of thousands of clergymen, ministers, preachers, evangelists, home

missionaries, and teachers of all sorts. Even granting that one

million people can be reached by those ten missionaries surely a

full allowance ! there are still fourteen millions in the province

without any messenger of Christ.

Yes, the claims of Kiang-si are pressing. But other parts of

China present equally urgent claims.

Northward, beyond the Yang-Tsi-Kiang, and across mountainous

Hupeh, lies the upland wide-stretching province of Honan. A glance
at the map on p. xii. at beginning of book will fix in the reader's

mind its central position as regards the rest of China, its charac-

teristic spur of the lofty Peh-ling mountains, and its level northern
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plain, through which the Hoang-ho flows eastward to the sea. Honan,

like Kiang-si, has a population of fifteen millions. Six years ago no

missionary had ever settled among its people. Three or four years

since, itinerating work was undertaken by the China Inland Mission

among them, and now, as will be seen by the map, two stations of

that mission have been opened at Shae-k'i Tien and Chau-K'ia-K'eo.

For years the great need of Honan the vast unevangelized

province to which so few workers were going, and for which so few

Christians cared even to take earnest thought, much less to give
earnest prayer or effort had lain heavily on the heart of Geraldine

Guinness. For years before she sailed for China she had prayed to

be sent to Honan. And now, before the first twelve months of her

life in the Far East are over those prayers are answered.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Taylor, who have come to spend some time

in the autumn months, to which our missionary journal has brought

us, on the beautiful Poyang lake, are returning to their station at

Shae-k'i Tien, and it is arranged that Miss Guinness and Miss

Waldie, of the C.I.M., should accompany them. Mr. Herbert

Taylor is the eldest son of the Rev. J. Hudson Taylor. Miss Mary
Reed, whose health did not at this time permit of her going so far

inland, returns to Yang-chau.
The travellers do not seem to have taken much luggage with

them
;

and to judge from their Christmas dinner described on

p. 149, they seem to have been content with frugal fare; but perhaps
old John Bunyan was right, after all, when he said

" Fullness to such a burden is, who go on pilgrimage.

Here little, and hereafter bliss, is best from age to age."

We need add no further introduction to the following account,
which opens at Han-kau, en route.
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Han-kau. On board the s.s.
" Fnh-ho" Saturday, December &t/i, 1888.

;HIS busy port, second only to Shanghai itself, is the centre of a

vast population. Two million people are gathered here in

three great cities (grouped so as to form almost one) at the

junction of the river Han with the Yang-tsi. On the northern

bank lies Han-kau itself, divided from Han-Yang by the Han

river, and opposite, on the southern shore, lies Wu-chang,
another immense city. Here, on a high hill within the wall,

the C.I.M. Mission-house is situated, commanding a fine view

over the city and distant river.

The mouth of the Han river is an interesting sight, crowded as it is with masses of

shipping from every quarter of this vast empire.

In one place packed closely together lie scores of huge junks, with curious fiddle-

shaped backs, that have made their way down the dangerous Yang-tsi rapids from far-off

Si-chuen, and now wait an opportunity to return thither. - Sometimes as much as

two years pass before they get a commission to take them back. Beyond these

junks lie others from the north or south, the boats from each separate province or port

anchored alongside in friendly fashion, group after group filling up the whole river

mouth. Each junk has its own one tall mast standing up straight and bare, and

these massed together stretch forest-like, line after line, one beyond the other, into

the far-off distance.

Amongst these masses of crowded shipping we made our way in our own particular

junk on Monday afternoon, up to the chosen mooring-place for the night. Boxes and

pu~kais, food baskets and bundles, crowd all the little apartments of our house-boat,

and we merrily examine and comment upon these new quarters our home for the

rest of the year, at any rate. A fine large boat has been provided for us, and quite a

family live in the back part appropriated to the las-fan and his belongings. Our suite

of apartments consists of the middle part of the boat, from side to side, divided into

three wee chambers by the ornamental carved screens in which our Chinese friends so

excel. The further chamber, innermost of all, is Mr. and Mrs. Taylor's ;
the middle

one promises to make a nice little sitting-room, and the other acts as our bedroom.

Various packages are disposed of in their appropriate positions while we go slowly

up and up the crowded river. In the middle of this proceeding, a cup of tea is pro-

vided, and as the early evening closes in we light our candles and gather round the
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Word. Mr. McCarthy, who has come down to see us off, reads and talks to us about

Phil. 2,
" the mind of Christ." It is a precious, helpful hour, and his utterances are

treasured as the parting words of a friend whose teaching is always with power and

blessing. By-and-by our tables of planks in the little sitting-room is transformed into

a bed for our guest, and we retire behind our various curtains for the night. It is so

funny, the tiny space in which we manage to do everything ! But we do manage, and

are soon snugly tucked into our/-#, and left to think quietly in the darkness of all

the mercies of the days of our journey hitherto. Our companion junks on either

side of us are likewise still, and the quiet ripple of the running river may be heard

through the silence as it washes up against the sides of our strange new home.

After breakfast and prayers next morning the time came to part with our beloved

friend. The little boat alongside is loosed and quickly drifts away on the stream,

whose rapid current soon bears it and him out of our sight down to the wide water of

the open Yang-tsi.

Just now it is mid-day. We have all been gathered in our tiny sitting-room for our

daily prayer-meeting, and now are waiting for dinner. We have a cook on board, so

are well off. The low mud-banks of the river pass slowly by on either side as we are

poled along, the exertions of the men slightly helped by the high, pointed sail.

On the Han River. December 2O///, Evening.

v L-'TER a cold, bright, wintry day the glorious moon rose full

'jPt
and clear above a misty horizon.

/ \ Tea was just over, and we were sitting together singing,

in our wee saloon, some of the favourite hymns of long

ago sweet songs of Zion, and sung with gladness though
in a strange land when we discovered that quite a

group of eager listeners had gathered about us on

neighbouring boats.

Mr. Taylor went out on to the little front deck, and,

following him to the cabin door, we stood and watched

with thankful hearts. Near the steep, high bank to our

left, quite a number of junks are moored for the night,

some before and some behind us, and one outside, between

us and the broad, rapid, open river. The evening meal is
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over, and the tired men are resting, lying out on the front of their boats, or sitting

smoking and chatting here and there. Their attention has been drawn by the singing,

and as Mr. Taylor comes out he is greeted by our next neighbours with evident

pleasure, and to them he proceeds to address himself. How our hearts go up in

prayer as we stand and watch, and listen to the earnest, telling words.

The grand old Gospel of the Grace of God is ever sweet and welcome to our ears

for years no name has been so precious as the Name of "
Jesus," no theme so dear

but, oh, here in this heathen land, what added sweetness there is about that Name,
what special surpassing charm ! And our hearts delight to hear, borne thus on the

still night air, the old, old story, ever new, again proclaimed in the name of a present

and almighty, one, true God ! How the men listen ! Some question and some reply,

as Mr. Taylor unfolds the wondrous theme, but the majority just drink it quietly in

as news indeed.

The moonlight and the flowing river, the glorious starry host of heaven and the

little children by their father's side on a neighbouring boat, all are used to point or

illustrate the strange, sweet message of His love and power, Who though unknown,
standeth among us, mighty to save.

And so by day and by night, in season and out of season, the Glad Tidings are pro-

claimed, and the precious seed of the Truth is sown beside all waters. We know not

whether this or that shall prosper. To-morrow, in the grey dawn, we shall part com-

pany again, each going our several ways ;
certain however far apart they may tend

just now certain to meet at last. Yes, the reaping-time is coming. What shall the

harvest be ?

Gospels and tracts are sold, the men buying willingly, and so we part, and come in

for prayer to our own wee boat-home again.

Now it is late, and all are gone to rest. No sound is heard, save the soft murmur
of the moonlit river gliding by, and occasional gruff voices from the boat lying close

alongside us, in which the men are not yet sleeping. The perfect peace in which our

hearts are kept here in the midst of this heathen land, surrounded, as of course we are,

by many dangers known and unknown, is wonderful and very blessed. Nearly a

thousand li stretch between us and the nearest port where any human help could be

found in case of emergency, and we are far from other foreigners, all alone, shut up
in our little boat out on the dark river. And yet peace ? Yes, perfect peace !

Never deeper, sweeter, or more restful.
" Ein' feste Burg ist ttnser Gott." " God is

our refuge and strength, a very present Help."
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December 24^, 1888.

And now it is Christmas Eve.

A quiet, grey, cold night after a long, bright, sunny day.

The men are still drawing the boat steadily on, so the

low banks pass slowly by, as they have been doing all the

day. We might almost be in the Suez Canal to judge by
the view from our windows, so desert-like are the continuous,

barren sandbanks on either side of us. Sometimes as far

as the eye can reach, inland from the sandy shore, all is the

same an unexpected change from the usual cultivation of

every available scrap of soil in this crowded country. At

times, of course, we meet with different surroundings low

hills, with pretty little hamlets standing among fine groups of trees, bamboo gro\es, and

spreading fields
;
and here and there the effect is very pretty when we catch sight of a

broad expanse of water at some bend in the winding river, with a stream of junks all

following one after another, their high, pointed sails leaning to the helpful breeze that

bears them steadily up against the strong current.

Our men are excellent boatmen. They have been hard at work to-day since 3 a.m.,

trying to make up, I suppose, for the enforced idleness of yesterday. It was Sunday,
and we did not travel, thankful that the men consented to wait in spite of the favour-

able breeze that blew nearly all day. . We were anchored beside a strange little settle-

ment of some thirty houses, inhabited apparently by families engaged in trading fire-

wood with the passing boats upon the river. Such a poor, desolate-looking spot !

No trees, nothing but sand, sand, sand, and two long rows of huts standing between

the stacks of tall reeds (used for firing), and surrounded by piles of chopped wood tied

up in big bundles. The huts were poor concerns enough, merely grass mats, with

bamboo frames and some sort of thatch roof above, standing on the sand. They

certainly had one advantage that of being easily moved. While watching, we saw

one of these tenements apparently walking on a dozen legs over the soft sand. No
men were visible carrying it, until it had walked quite down into the row of other huts

and settled itself comfortably in its new surroundings, and then six men walked

composedly out from within, and the "
flitting

"
was done ! The stacks of strong,

straight reeds standing among the huts looked like Indian wigwams, with their round

or long-shaped forms, and pointed tops where the tall sticks cross and recross, the

longest running up in the middle. The whole scene the men and women wrapped in
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thick, clumsy-looking, wadded garments ;
the arid plain stretching avvay inland, treeless

and desolate ;
the monotonous sand, sand, everywhere, and the gray, cold-looking river

reminded me vividly of pictures of solitary settlements on the steppes of Siberia.

Here in this lonely little Chinese hamlet we spent a happy Sunday. In the morning

after prayers we went ashore, and soon had an attentive audience in front of the huts,

eagerly listening to the sweet Gospel story told in dear Mrs. Taylor's gentle tones.

The women within the circle sat around us, the men standing outside, while for more

than an hour we talked and sang to them of the Glad Tidings. One old woman who

had eagerly listened for some time presently leaned forward, and asked in her trem-

bling tones,
" But I, I am more than seventy years old

;
can I, too, be saved ? is itfor

me ?
"

This pathetic question she repeated more than once, and I think she really

grasped the glorious answer. After our mid-day meal and a brief prayer-meeting, we

went out again, Mr. Taylor remaining on board to talk with our own boatmen. A crowd

soon gathered about us at the other end of the little settlement, and after the meeting
several of the women came down with us to the boat, but though warmly invited, they

could not be persuaded to come on board for another talk. As we were getting into

the boat to come off to our junk, I heard one dear old woman repeating over to her-

self, again and again, the brief prayer we had been trying to teach them : "Jesus
Lord Jesus / beseech Thee forgive my sins save my soul and lead me to heaven !

"

It was very touching to catch the softly-uttered words, and to watch her thoughtful,

pondering old face, as she looked away over the sand-hills to the distant evening sky.

The Lord bless her !

With our own boat-people also we had a good time afier returning. The two

women came in from the back-kitchen place, bringing all the three babies, and had a

long, quiet talk, while the .little ones were kept happy with a plentiful supply of

biscuits. Dear women ! The younger, at any rate, seems to understand the wonder-

ful fact of Substitution, and a living, loving Saviour. Mr. Taylor had a long and most

interesting talk in the afternoon with the las-pan or captain himself. He is a very

thoughtful, earnest kind of man, and seems to be really thinking about spiritual things.

He asks very intelligent questions, and appears to drink in the Truth.

And now it is Christmas Eve. I can hardly believe it. How strangely unlike all

other Christmas Eves one has ever known ' It seems scarcely possible that this can

really be the time of happy home-gatherings and cosy firesides the Christmas Eve
of long -loved memories.

We here in our travelling boat-home are moored for the night beneath a high mud
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bank in a lonely spot, quite out of sight and sound of the dwellings of other men.

Not a light is to be seen, not a sound heard without, save from two or three other boats

anchored with us under the quiet stars. Out on the dark, swift waters of this great

river ; rocked by its flowing tide
;
cut off, in the very heart of this vast land, from all

contact with the world outside us; beyond the reach of letters and all Christmas

greetings, and many hundreds of miles from any others of our own race or language ;

Jt seem strange indeed to think of this as Christmas Eve. And yet it is so. And oh,

how glad we are for the privilege of being here, and thus ! We would not change one

single thing -no, nor go back to the happy home-days of long ago.

Christmas has a deeper meaning than the joyous one, that makes it fragrant with all

sweet home memories. Does it not tell of ONE, the Christ of Christmas, Who on the

first Christmas Eve left home and all the joys of heaven left His Father's bosom and

the music of the angel's songs to come to Bethlehem's manger and to Calvary's Cross,

that we might learn a sweeter song than angels ever sang ? Does not its deepest,

tenderest tone tell of His life of exile, so gladly borne for us ? of Him who,
"
though

He was rich, came to have nowhere to la> His head, on this same weary, sin-stained

earth, that we might find our home, not here but in His open heart of love ? Ah yes

we feel it true. And far from being out of touch with the meaning of this Christmas

season, our hearts are more than ever in deepest harmony with its sweet song
"
Peace,

peace on earth, goodwill to men."

Ring out, sweet Christmas bells ! We hear ye not are far, far beyond all reach o f

your clear chimes but heaven's melody is not echoless in these hearts of ours, and
even here, in our loneliness and distant exile, we catch the spirit of your song Good
iv'ill to men. . . to men . . . peace . . . peace . . . goodwil





Tea is just over, and in the next apartment

of our little boat an interesting conversation

is going on. The boatmen have come into

prayers, and we have left them with Mr.

Taylor in our tiny middle room. Beyond, in

the further chamber, Mrs. Taylor is putting

little Howard to bed, and we are sitting in

here, writing on our knees. Where the cur-

tain is drawn aside I can see the grave, earnest

faces of the men as they listen to the precious

words of Truth. The captain is there, and

though they must all be very tired, they seem

much interested. The captain has just

said,

"Well, these strange words about Jesus and

the pardon of all sins certainly are good, but

how can one know that one's sins are really

forgiven ?
"

In answer, Mr. Taylor is reading the story

of the Pharisee and the Publican, in the

Temple of old . How the captain's face lights

up as he listens, now and then exclaiming,

Ah ;
ah ? Ah . . Ah I

"
or otherwise ex-

pressing his deep interest and appreciation

of the blessed story of salvation ! Thank

God, he does seem fully to understand. Oh,

that by the power of spirit the truth may

be carried home to his heart, and made

abundantly fruitful there. Just now they

pray . . . and now they are gone, the captain

retiring out of the window, which is a little

nearer to his own quarters than the door. It

makes but little difference, however, for all

the wooden panels that line our boat walls

and windows are sliding and easily movable.
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11.30. p.m. Same night.

TANDING here at the open window of our tiny chamber,

looking out into the quiet night, where the glorious stars

shine down and the rising moon lights up the clouds behind

the steep bank of sand that forms our horizon, how sweet

the Christmas peace and blessing that fill my heart ! All

is utterly still wrapped in slumber. I can almost hear

breathed through the silence the wondrous message of that

first, blessed Christ-song.
" Glad tidings of great joy,

which shall be unto all people . . . All people / . . . Glad

tidings of great joy." Brought that night to earth from heaven, at so great a cost, how

deep an echo it finds in my heart, here and now ! Thank God that our work in

the world is to carry this good news to
"

all people."

When the dear Saviour with His parting words bade bare that message round the

whole globe and tell it to every creature, even unto the uttermost part of the earth, did

He, I wonder, look foiward and anticipate all that I see and feel to-night and the

much more beside that obedience to reat command would mean ? Did He foresee a

lonely Chinese junk, lying cut on a wide, dark, rapid river, moored to a sandy bank,

where the deserted fishing-nets lie out in the night air a Christmas Eve at midnight,

the early dawn of somebody's birthday the first birthday somebody has ever

spent away from home and mother and that same somebody standing alone,

looking out into the quiet starlight, pondering it all with wondering, peaceful heart ?

Perhaps He did. At any rate, he knows now. . . .

I have been thinking much lately over His wonderful way of spreading salvation.

We find it very helpful, in the midst of the little details, many of them trying, that

makeup much of our life out here (especially when travelling), to remember that all

our experiences are part of His wonderful way of spreading salvation, and therefore

glorious. He might have chosen so many ways, and used such different messengers.

But He has chosen this, and ours is the privilege of carrying out His blessed purpose
in deepest heart-sympathy with Him.

On the Han Rirer. Christmas Day.
Christmas Day dawned grey and cold over our little solitary group of Chinese

junks moored under the desolate-looking sandbank that had afforded us shelter during
the night. Early though it was, the men were already up, and we were soon in

motion out in. mid -stream.
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I was just trying to convince myself in a half-sleepy kind of way that it was really

Christmas morning, and could but poorly realize it (in spite of saying it over softly to

myself several times !), when, lo ! what was my bewilderment and surprise to hear,

soft and clear, through the silent dawn, the sweet familiar carol :

" Hark ! the herald angels sing,

Glory to our new-born King."

Amazed, with joyful astonishment I almost held my breath to listen. What did it

mean? Where' could it come from? How sweet it was ! Never did Christmas carol

seem more welcome, more appropriate. One after another the well-known verse came,
each word so clear and sweet. And then I knew that this was dear Mr. and Mrs.

Taylor's homelike welcoming-in of the dear day that had promised to dawn so

strangely in this far-off land.

Soon the sun rose, and a bright, cold morning succeeded the grey, frosty dawn.

We all met at breakfast, and made good cheer over our simple meal of porridge, dry

bread, and tea. Prayers followed, when the grand old hymn,
" Crown Him Lord

of all," seemed sweet as ever to our hearts. The morning soon sped, and the question

came, what should we have for dinner ?

As for some time we have been unable to replenish our stores, not having stopped
at any large market, the question of our Christmas fare was soon and simply settled.

We would have what was to be had ! and thankfully enjoy it. So behold us at mid-

day gathered in our tiny sitting-room, chopsticks in hand, entirely in Chinese style.

It is my day to be housekeeper and general assistant, so I am busy behind the

scenes, and enjoy the full effect of the company and proceedings. Mr. and Mrs.

Taylor sit together on a large, low, Chinese box, and Miss Crewdson on another like

it opposite them ; between the two is a third box, higher than the others, which serves

for a table. On this are placed three basins of steaming rice, a plate of sweet potatoes

cut in slices and fried, a basin of boiled cabbage cut up small like salad, and another

of fried chips of carrots, all pretty and red. Similar provision is made for Miss

Chiltern and me at another table, where we sit on two little Chinese stool:;. A plate

of toasted Chinese bread, and the teapot on our table, complete our Christmas dinner,

of which we merrily partake, after singing from the heart,

" Let us with a gladsome mind

Praise the Lord, for he is kind."

Rice, potatoes, carrots, cabbage, tea, and bread why, we are well-off, indeed ! We
have salt too, and sugar and condensed milk, so what more can we desire i

1
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Little Howard sits on his mother's knee and is cleverly fed, morsels of rice being

popped into his readily-opened mouth with the red and green chopsticks lent to us by

the kind boat people. We are all so at home now in the use of these characteristic

implements of Chinese gastronomic art, that not a grain of the well-boiled rice escapes

its fate, and chips of carrot, scraps of cabbage and slices of potato circulate freely

from bowl to bowl, and disappear with gratifying rapidity. Time fails me further to

describe our Christmas feast. Suffice it to say our hearts are happy and altogether

satisfied in the bountiful provision of our Father's hand for every need.

Our mid-day prayer-meeting is a sweet and quiet hour, when we anticipate, with

loving rememberance, the dawning of the day at home, and send it on to all our

beloved ones laden with earnest prayers.

Now it is evening. The boatmen are in again at prayers with Mr. Taylor in the

next room. They are having a long and earnest talk over the opening chapters of

Genesis, and seem deeply interested in it all. The Lord bless them ! They certainly

know the truth.

CHINESE BOATMEN POLING.
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Shae-Ki-Tien, IJonan, February qth, 1889.

^ HE day after Christmas Day we anchored within twenty //' of

Fan-cheng, and realized that we had come to our last night on
board the pleasant little home-boat that had carried us so far,

so well.

Early the next morning our las-pan setting sail to a favourable

breeze brought us within sight of our destination. Not knowing
we were quite so near, I went out with dear wee baby into the

brilliant morning sunshine on the little front deck, and there

before us, close at hand, surrounded by their far-reaching,

turretted walls, and divided only by the wide, swift- flowing,

peaceful river, lay the crowded buildings of the two great cities of Siang-sang and

Fan-cheng.
A truly characteristic scene, and as lovely as it was unexpected ! There on the

western bank lay Siang-sang a busy, important centre of population, one of the ///

cities of the province, where the gentry and officials reside, and where, as yet, they
are bitterly opposed to the entrance of the blessed Gospel light. So far we have no

footing in that city. What an imposing place it appeared, seen thus from the deck of

our rapidly-approaching boat. It stands well there, within its massive wall, and is

finely flanked by that grand range of hills behind it, blue and hazy now in the morn-

ing sunshine. Fan-cheng, a large and important city, opposite on the eastern bank, is

equally busy, though of quite a different type. It is a market and place of assembly
for the river craft, less pretentious though not less lovely than aristocratic Siang-sang.

Very soon our little boat mingled with the crowd of shipping lying under the pic-

turesque old wall that creeps down almost to the water's edge, and here, our journey

over, we prepared to land. How pleasant was the greeting of an old friend in this

far-off city, as dear Mr. Hutton 1

warmly welcomed us to Fan-cheng, and how delight-

ful the week spent in his house while making ready for the next and last stage of our

journey ! He and Mrs. Hutton were just kindness itself, and to me it was a great

delight and almost like a little bit of home to hear him speak so affectionately of his

old student days at Harley House, of the familiar scenes and past friendships. Truly
the bond that unites us, heart to heart, is a very real one. Out here in far-off China,

the friends of old home-days seem in a very special sense brethren and sisters in Christ

Jesus. The Lord bless the work of these dear friends in Fan-cheng, and of the sisters

1 A former student of the East .London Institute.
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with them, andropen a door of entrance for them into the great city of Siang-sang, at

present utterly unreached by the Gospel.

Many were the 'delays that prevented our getting offfrom Fan-cheng as soon as we had

hoped. At last, however, on New Year's Day, all was settled, and early next morning

we made a start.

My first long overland journey in China. What an experience ! How can I

describe it ? Several circumstances combined to make the journey one of special diffi-

culty. To begin with, we were a large party Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Taylor and their

little son Howard, Miss Waldie, and myself. Then we were to traverse a district in

which foreign ladies,-and certainly a wee foreign baby, had never been seen before; and to

go to a city in which only one foreign woman has ever resided, and that but for a few

days. Further, the inns on the road were very bad, some of the worst in China, and

it was the depth of winter.

A heavy fall of snow before we left Fan-cheng had covered the ground with a pure

white mantle, and partly shrouded the frozen river, so that a dazzling scene lay before

us when our procession of chairs passed out under the ancient gateway in the city

wall. Five or six days' journey lay before us over a country that looked wonderfully

bleak and Siberian, as we struck into it, leaving the now useless river far behind. Of
those five days what shall I say ? Truly the Lord was with us, and His angels had

special charge over us, that we reached this place in such safety and peace, after the

difficulties and exposure of the way. Our chair-bearers were many of them confirmed

opium-smokers, which sad fact complicated matters not a little.

The first night we stopped at a small inn, still in Hupeh, on the main street of a

busy little town. The snow was trodden into mud many inches deep, which added

to the difficulty of making one's way through the eager, excited crowd that assembled

immediately on our arrival to see us alight. The general room of the inn, opening
on the street, was packed with people ;

but we were led through into the back premises,
Mr. Taylor shutting the door behind us, so that only the women might get in. On
the inner side of this door we found ourselves standing in a tiny yard, exactly like

just exactly like the open part of a good-sized pig-sty at home filthy, odoriferous >

A narrow plank made it possible to cross the mud to the low doorway of the shed at

the further side of the yard, which completed the accommodation of this part of the

inn. Within this tumble-down-looking construction of mud and straw we found two

apartments, but no window. However, a good supply of air, such as it was, came

freely through the plentiful cracks and holes in walls and rcof. This little shed
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appeared to serve the purpose of granary and barn, as well as living and sleeping

room for the innkeeper's family, and guest-chamber for the better-class travellers who

came that way. Also, to judge by appearances, it might have been used as a dust-

bin and general receptacle for all the refuse that could not well be thrown elsewhere,

for on the floor were heaps indescribable heaps ! Avoid them we could not,

examine into them we dared not. The dim light, or semi-darkness, was, on the whole,

more helpful than otherwise. Two or three men pilgrims kindly moved into the

inner den to make room for us, and we stumbled thankfully in, glad to find any
shelter from the cold, cold night, and the overwhelming crowd of not very friendly

folk. How different the Honan people are to their neighbours of the next province !

Here they are cheery, kind, and affectionate, as far as our experience goes, but in
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Hupeh it is not so. Sad to say, the nearer one comes to an open port the more

antagonistic is the feeling towards foreigners. I must not stay to describe in detail

our experience at that first halting-place, nor our perplexity when the aged and

querulous grandmother began to insist on sharing not only our shed, but our bed and

pu~k'ai also, and to reproach us, on the ground of her venerable age and our evident

youth, for decided hesitation in complying ! Here, however, Mr. Taylor interfered,

and the old lady was afterward content to occupy the outer apartment with her grand-

daughter.

Early the next morning we were on our way again. On, on, over the desolate-

looking, snow-covered country. At every halting-place crowds gathered, half-frightened,

yet eager and very curious. We tried, when there was time, to talk to them a little

and to sell books, but up so far north my words, at any rate, were but little under-

stood, and often the women seemed too frightened to listen. At night we reached a

considerable place, and halted at the inn. Here we were all taken at once to a big

empty, barn-like room at the back, with a mud floor and no window. Somewhat to

our dismay we learned that here we were all to sleep, our chair-bearers and other men

being accommodated in a loft overhead, to which a ladder gave access. There was

no alternative, we were muk-in-fah-tsi (without plan or help), so we cheerfully rigged

up a curtain to divide the room into two, and contemplated with equanimity the free

passage to and fro of the dozen or twenty men who slept above.

Strange as this was, a still more trying experience was reserved for the next "day,

when late in the afternoon we arrived at a largish town and halted at the inn. Here

we were well received, and prepared to pass the night. But soon, oh, such a crowd

assembled ! men most of them and almost wild to see us. Mr. Taylor went out,

but all was of no use; they would not be quieted. The landlord of the inn took

fright, thinking his house would be injured, and told us we must leave, and leave at

once. This we were only too thankful to do as soon as our bearers would consent to

travel another stage that night. Going, however, was easier to contemplate than to

achieve. Half an hour had sufficed to collect a concourse of hundreds of people
hundreds. The yard, doorways, and room of the inn were all blocked. Besides this,

the place seemed bad. I have never seen more dreadful faces nor had to meet a

more trying experience than in that crowd. A quarter of an hour at least elapsed
before we could get into our chairs and start a never-to-be-forgotten quarter of an

hour ! Out again on the dreary, upland plain, in the fine, driving snow and the cold,

cold, cutting wind, we slowly and painfully made our way to the next stopping-place, a
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" A WAYSIDE INN."

wayside inn. Here there were not many people, and they seemed friendly we were

in Honan. We were by this time too tired and too thankful to be there at all to mind

much when we found that the inn consisted of a single not over-large shed by the road-

side, and that it was already occupied by quite a number of men. These were very

kind, however, and welcomed us to share whatever they had. They got some long

reeds, which they leant against one of the rafters to make some sort of a partition, gaVe

us other reeds to lie upon, and returned to their opium-smoking and other occupations

on the other side of this slight wall. We were beginning thankfully to prepare the

baby's food and to get ready for the night, when sundry ominous whiffs of smoke,

attended by a crackling sound we knew too well, came curling round the partition.

"Surely the men are not making a fire inside on the floor?
"

Yes, so it was, and in a very few minutes the place was one dense cloud of choking

smoke, and our poor eyes were smarting with pain and streaming with tears. Of course

we had to go outside, picking our way between the recumbent figures of the tired men

who lay all over the floor, while their socks and outer garments were drying in the

smoke and heat. Baby's food was brought out into the moonlight night, and Mrs.

Taylor had to sit in one of our chairs, in the midst of an admiring crowd, and feed him
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there by the flickering light of a Chinese candle. When the clothes were dry and the

fires out, we went back again, hungry and tired enough ourselves, but thankful that the

poor men were comfortable.

It was strange, lying awake in the darkness when all was still. Far, far on into the

night most of the men were awake smoking opium and listening to one of their number

who was telling some long, wonderful tale, until even his garrulous voice dropped to

silence and the opium lamps burned dim. Our bed was next the partition of reeds,

through which we could see all that went on. Long, long I watched them with a

straightened heart. Oh, how I longed to be able to rise and go over to the dying embers

of the last fire, and, sitting down there in their midst, take the now silent taleteller's

place, and out of a full heart unfold to them the wondrous story of the Saviour's love !

But I could only pray, till one by one they dropped asleep.

The fourth day and night of our journey were pretty much a repetition of the third.

It was, if anything, colder by day, with a more cutting wind, sweeping over a more

dreary country, and easier by night, for we were getting more accustomed. Again we

all shared one room with our chair-bearers and fellow-pilgrims. On the last night,

Sunday night, we had a stranger experience than ever. In that inn they only made

room for us at all by turning out a flock of goats from the shed they were accustomed

to share with any beasts of burden that might come by that way, and even then, after

we were established in their place, we had to extend hospitality to a travelling donkey
of cheerful disposition, who, sharing this apartment with us, made the night musical

more than once with his prolonged attempts at song.

It was a strange experience that, the first Sunday night in the New Year. One's

heart could not but rejoice in thinking of Him who, born in a stable, was cradled in a

manger. What a privilege to follow in His footsteps even though so feebly, so far

off!

The next day we reached this place Shae-k'i Tien, our home for the time being.
How eagerly, as we drew near the city, did we look out for its long wall and the roofs

and gables of its houses, and with what earnest heart-longing and ardent prayers did

we claim and take possession of it for our Master, ere ever we crossed the threshold of

its ancient gate ! With tear-dimmed eyes I scanned it all, and let my gaze wander to

the distant northern hills that break the level plain beyond the city, and rise into the

clear blue sky, white David's precious traveller's Psalm (the i2ist) woke grateful echoes
in my heart.
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Yes
;

in entering for the first time our city, in taking possession of it for God, we

do believe to see great things and many wonders through the power of Him " from

Whom cometh our help." To Him to whom we committed our "
going out

" when we

started on this journey we now commit our "coming in" and our "going out and

coming in
"
before this people while it is ours to dwell in their midst.
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HEARTS wholly given to Jesus would lead us to long that His wishes should be gratified His desires

fulfilled. What are those wishes and desires? Let His life, His death, reply ; that all should return,

repent, and live
;
that the lost should be found and the dead quickened. If, knowing that a thousand

millions of our fellow-creatures are still lost in heathenism, we make no effort for their enlightenment,

how do we show our devoted attachment to Jesus Christ our Lord? We devoted to Him ! What,
even of ours, is devoted to Him ? Is even a tithe of our time, a tithe of our substance, devoted to

Him? Have we surrendered to Him for this service even one child of our family, one year of our

lives ? No ; but we give an annual subscription to some Missionary Society. Ah, friends, gifts that

cost us no personal self-denial are no proof of devotedness ! Christ's devotedness to our interests

involved Him in suffering, loss, and shame, because of the state in which we were ; though hereafter

devotedness to us will involve to Him only joy,
" the joy that was set. before Him." . . . Devotedness,

consecration to Jesus, in a world tenanted by a thousand millions of heathen means stern labour and

toil, means constant self-denial and self-sacrifice, means unwearied well-doing even unto death.

Judged by this test, how many faithful, loving, and devoted followers has 'Jesus Christ ? Are we of
their number?

MRS. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.

God says, "Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature." But His servants

stay, crowded together on one little spot on the earth's surface, and preach the Gospel to a select few,

ofte^n treading upon each other's toes, working (sometimes deliberately) not so much against Satan as

against each other; the filling of one church meaning the emptying of another, the success of one
worker the disappointment of another.

And all the time hundreds, thousands, millions, nay, hundreds of millions of our fellow-creatures are

ignorantly worshipping stocks and stones, and scarcely anybody sf'rs to go to them.

God's command,
" Go ... to every creature," albeit it was our Lord's parting message to us we

simply ignore. But we expect Him to smile on us all the same ! Who will ponder these things ?. . .

When I think, on the one hand, of the numbers of Christians who, awaking to the fact that they are

not their own masters but Christ's slaves, have definitely consecrated themselves soul and body to

their Master's service, willing, we say, to leave home and country and go wherever He tells us ; and
when I think, on the other hand, of the heathen as they actually are to-day, and of our Master's
'

marching orders
'

to us, it is a deep, sad mystery to me how, notwithstanding, Satan is stilKable to

keep such vast tracts of country, with their teeming populations, exclusively to himself, without the

intrusion of a single witness to Christ.

To preach the Gospel to the heathen is it the amusement or is it the business of the Church of Christ?
Is it true that the devil himself marvels at our unfaithfulness ? Does Satan wonder at his own success ?

How long shall he be allowed to triumph ? How long shall he keep these millions in his own possession?
How long shall he be permitted to enjoy his proud boasting? Shall we indeed see him laugh at our

conferences, our prayer-meetings, and our ' '

deepening of the spiritual life ? Shall we stand still and
let the devil smile when we consecrate ourselves and talk of going by and bye to the heathen ? Oh

t

brothers, let us be true ! Sisters, be true ! By the devil's scorn, by the Saviour's entreaty, by the

heathen's woe, be true !
"
Pay that which thou hast owed."

REV. J. H. HORSBURGH.
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CHAPTER XIV.

tbe Ibeart of Ibeatbenoom.

HONAN. 2 Five letters and a name, to us

in England. Little more. "
Oh, yes, a

place where people were starving re-

cently, a river overflowed its banks or

something, and we sent money to them,

very generous, fed them on rice,

wasn't it ? Papers put in pathetic ap-

peals and so forth. Yes Honan ;

that was the place."

Five letters and a name
;

little more.

To the Emperor at Pekin HONAN has

a wider meaning. On the lower spurs
of the lofty Peh-ling mountains, running

eastward towards the Yellow Sea, on the northern slopes of the

hilly borderland dividing Honan from Hupeh, oh the level plains at

the foot of the Shansi Highlands, and on the low-lying flats that

bank the Yellow River, fifteen million subjects of his imperial court

live in the vast province of HONAN. The great Hoang Ho (or Yellow

River), significantly called
" China's Sorrow," racing down from the

western mountains, through, the sandy, desert stretches of Mongolia,

past the great wall, and southward to Pu-chau,
3
takes a sudden eastern

bend as it passes the borderland of that province, and changing both

course and current, flows sluggishly through the Honanese plains,

depositing its burden of yellow Mongolian sands, and for ever silting

up its own channel as it creeps away to Kai-fung,
4 and turns north-

- See map at beginning of book. :t In the south of the Shansi province.
4 The capital of Honan.
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ward to the Gulf of Peh-chMi. Its bed rises year by year. Yellow

sand is piled on yellow sand, till the people of Honan, in self-defence,

dyke up the river to keep it within bounds. And their dykes rise

year by year as the bed of yellow sand gets deeper. Still, to the

Imperial mind at the Court of Pekin the 15,000,000 hardy, simple-

minded, northern Honane'se, must be a constant source of anxiety,

for when the big dykes give way, flood and famine, death and

devastation sweep across the province, and hurry thousands out of

the busy, toiling world of China, out of existence whither ?

Not that the Imperial mind is likely to give much heed to the last

reflection. Whither? Who shall say ? To the Western Paradise

of Buddhist dreams, or to some dark nether regions?
" Wo-men

puh-teh chi-tao. ^ ff\ jfi flf= |T ^f We cannot tell !"
* *
*

But there is One who knows ! One who for these 15,000,000 has

become, as for us,
"
the Way." Sunken though they are in superstition

and idolatry, blinded by Taoism, Confucianism, Mahommedanism,
Buddhism, and ghostly ancestral worship ;

there is for them, as for

us, One who is "the Truth!' Dead in their sinfulness, and dying

daily, sweeping on, opium-cursed, guilt-hardened, by
"

thousands,
to the grave, there is One who for them too, as for us, is

"
the Life."

And He sends His people forth to carry His message. Why do

they not go ?

#

Eighteen hundred and eighty-four years after CHRIST commanded
His disciples to be witnesses to Him to the uttermost part of the

earth, the five great Chinese territories of Honan, Hupeh, Kwang-Si,
Mongolia, and Thibet lay still in utter darkness, 51,000,000 souls

within their limits, and among them no Gospel messenger.
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Now in 1890 things are changed.
The accompanying diagram should surely be, to us who con-

stantly and loudly profess to belong to the CRUCIFIED, at least

suggestive of the possibility of further self-crucifixion.

DIAGRAM OF RELATIVE AREAS,

HONAN has

Fourteen Missionaries (including wives).

GREAT BRITAIN has

35,000 Ministers.

SCOTLAND alone has

3845 Ministers.

HONAN. ENGLAND. SCOTLAND.

HONAN. A province as large as all England and all Wales,

peopled by fifteen millions, .and in it two slenderly-munitioned

stations, outposts of the great Gospel army, the van of the advancing
hosts of GOD !

In this Shae-k'i Tien the soldier's hands are few and feeble, three

women, a young child, and one man, what are they among so

many ? Yet they think their task by no means hopeless, for our

missionary writes :

This Shae-k'i Tien seems just the kind of place where the Gospel seems to take

hold, and spread. It is not a city, no mandarins or teachers reside here, and there

are no great examinations such as in larger cities, to bring the literati together, often

causing trouble. The upper classes are but poorly represented, and official prejudice

is almost nil ; still Shae-k'i Tien is a large centre of population (the second largest in
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Honan), a busy, thriving market town, in which strangers from all parts come and go.

It does not however seem like a big city at all. Its streets are wide and shabby-

looking, and there is an utter absence of all attempts at display. A white, countryfied

look characterizes everything, and the people seem like country folk, simple and kind.

" To the poor the Gospel is preached." Let us rejoice in spirit !

CHINESE LITERATI. (S& fag* l6l.)

March 2oth, 1889.

I was just beginning this afternoon to write to you by the outgoing mail, and was

rejoicing to think of the nice long time I should have to tell you all sorts of news,

for my teacher had gone out and I was not going to study, when suddenly the

summons came to go to an opium case, a young girl who had taken the poison
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yesterday. It was the first woman's case we had had here, so Mrs. Taylor and I both

prepared to go. The house was at some distance and the day was hot. When we

got into the streets we found the dust inches deep, but had to walk on fast, following
the men who had come for us, and soon found ourselves in a strange part of the city.

Of course crowds followed in our wake, and before we got to the house we had quite

a procession. What clouds of dust the dear wee children made ! We were almost

choked and blinded. The crowds that follow us everywhere form one of the trials of

Chinese life in the interior
; never, never, to be able to get out for five minutes with-

out a hundred eyes following every movement ! Conceive of it ! Many hundreds

must have followed us to-day, but not thousands as at first. At last we got to the

house, only to find to our joy that the poor girl had not taken opium, after all
;

it was

a mistake, and she was all right. Would that such discoveries were of more frequent

occurrence !

Never able to get out for five minutes without a hundred curious

eyes following one's every movement ! Why ? Because one is a

woman. If our sisters were only free to work as they would, things

would be wonderfully different. But the Magna Charta of woman-
hood " There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free,

there is neither male nor female, for ye are all one in Christ Jesus ;'

does not obtain in Central China. Such a doctrine is unheard of.'

\\V read later on :

Yuu can have no idea at home of how one is handicapped at every turn by the

strict customs of this heathen land. They hinder us constantly. Women and we

are only women simply dare not go about ... as we would do at home ... It

really comes to this, that all has to be done through the men. Even to buying one's

own or one's children's clothes, everything must go through them. Here a woman is

never seen in a SHOP ! and down to the smallest details she is nothing, and can do

nothing except through her husband or men relations. Men, on the other hand, have

every facility for seeing and doing everything. They have no crowds following them

when they go out, and can wander where they please. Only even men must not be

seen looking about much : they too must keep their eyes fixed on the ground about
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ten paces in front of them, not observing anything that is going on around them ;

that is, if they aspire to be above the coolie class.

Hampered by social etiquette, living in a Chinese house.

So different to our home dwellings, all shut up within four walls, with no outlook,

and nothing to. be seen but a little strip of sky ;

Hampered by not knowing the northern dialect, which compared
to that of the South is

" almost like a new language" to inex-

perienced students of Chinese
;
isolated in the far interior

of China, five days' journey from any other Europeans,
our Missionary is beginning to experience some of the

trying physical, mental, and spiritual deprivations of

pioneering Gospel effort. We read

I am beginning now to realize what life at an inland station really is.

We need your prayers very much, more than you can know. At

present we are keeping very quiet here, because it is the Chinese New
Year's time, and there have never been English ladies in this city

before. It is little indeed we could do if we were to go out, for the

dialect is so different to anything we have heard before that even Mr. Taylor can

hardly be understood. So we are studying, praying, and waiting.

What a terribly strong tendency there is to become narrow, narrow-minded
;

I feel

it intensely. Communion with God is a blessed preventative, is it not ? Thank God
that is ever possible ! Pray for us that we maybe kept growing in spite of all.

Yet our friends are busily at work in Shae-k'i Tien.

This afternoon we had a good time out, and must have been invited into at least

twenty houses. We took as many as we had time for. Everyone was so kind and

friendly. . . . Not long since I was out with one of our women in a new part of the

city, and had a large audience twice over in an open space among the houses. They
listen with wonderful attention, and one is able to put the .simplest Gospel before them

with some clearness, but beyond that it is difficult at present. . . . My heart is here.

I love the people ! They are in some ways the finest and most hopeful in China. 1

love and long for the women ; and they are just full of promise. Praise the LORD !
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And thus, in spite of not a little outward difficulty, hindrance, and

privation, the spiritual life goes forward unfalteringly. For the All-

Father, whose everlasting arms are underneath His children every-

where, teaches us by degrees the life-lesson,
" The wisest part ... to move

Along the city ways with heart assured by heavenly love,

And vocal with such songs as own a fountain to the world unknown."

Shae-tfi Tien, Honan,July, 1889.
It is Sunday morning bright and warm.

The service is just over, and we are gathered again in the women's own room.

Some are preparing to go home, and some still linger to talk over the morning's

meetings. Among these latter are two dear women, middle-aged, and not especially

attractive-looking, perhaps, but who are very precious to us, for we think we see in

them a real interest in the Truth for its own sake.

I go over and take my seat beside them, receiving a warm welcome, dear Tuan-

Sao-Sao taking my hand in her own bright, loving way. Chao-Sao-Sao wants to be

baptized, and leans forward to say so, very earnestly. She wants to be baptized at

once, so that she may go home to her old mother, and tell her about JESUS before she

dies ! The road is long, forty //, and it must all be travelled on those poor little feet,

for she has no chance of getting a cart, but "
Oh," she says, "I shall go so quickly, it

will seem easy ! my heart longs to get to her so !

" and then she adds,
" If we believe

in JESUS can we take somebody else with us to heaven ?
"

" Yes !

"
puts in Tuan-Sao-Sao. " Can we bring another with us, Gin-Ku-niang ?"

Such earnestness ! such longing tones !

"
Why, Tuan-Sao-Sao ?

"
I ask, half anticipating the reply.

" Ah ! My husband ! My son !

"

" What is it ? Tell me all about them !

" and with deep and increasing interest

I listen, as, from a full heart, she pours out the whole story.

The husband is good and kind, but much opposed to the Gospel ;
the son most

dutiful, most filial, but also strongly prejudiced against the Truth. And he is under

a vow, which makes his poor mother the more fearful that, for him, it would be

impossible to be a Christian. It is a strange story, giving a fresh insight into the

heart-life of these people, and runs thus :

A few months ago, back in the winter, Tuan-Sao-Sao was taken very ill while her
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son was away from home. He returned to find her, as they supposed, dying, and all

the household in deepest grief, for she is greatly beloved by her family. Seven hundred

// away, in the mountains near the great river (the Han), stands a famous temple, high

and inaccessible, to which pilgrimages are often made
;

thither the young man

determines to wend his way, to confess his mother's sins, burn incense, and seek for

her pardon and healing. The snow lies deeply on the ground, for it is the depth of

a Honan winter, but he takes a vow to travel all the way bare-footed, dressed in summer

muslin garments, and laden with heavy iron chains, many, many pounds in.weight !

The poor mother is too ill to know anything about her son's self-sacrificing resolve,

and his one care is that she shall not see him as he passes out into the biting frost

and blinding snow of the mid-winter morning.

First all the temples in the town itself are visited, and incense burnt to all their

gods, and then, this weary day's work over, he starts on his long, difficult journey.

He has never carried weights before, and the seven hundred // (over 230 miles) seem

long indeed, as he toils on from day to day ! At. last, after indescribable sufferings,

the goal is reached
;
one final tremendous effort carries him up the steep, high

mountain, upon which the famous temple stands, and lays him prostrate at the feet

of its cruel divinity, before whom he offers incense and many prayers, and leaves his

load of chains. Before returning he takes a solemn vow to repeat this journey twice

again in the two following years, if only the sins of the loved mother, lying so ill at

home, may be remitted, and her life spared !

The vow is still upon him for his mother is better
;
and as I listen to her earnest,

pitiful recital of the story, and see her eyes fill again and again with tears, I feel how
much the thought of her boy's devotion touches the mother's heart.

And now " Could he come to Jesus ? 'What about all the merit, and his vow ?
"

It seems hard to say that it is all of no use, and can profit them nothing ! but it is

equally blessed to be able to add that there is a better merit that may become their

own, a more excellent Sacrifice sacrificed for them, and a surer way to obtain

forgiveness and healing, both of body and soul !

That the dear woman herself has obtained it, and is even now saved and on her

way to heaven, we can have but little doubt, thank the Lord
;
and it is a great joy

to think of her as among the first five women accepted for baptism in our loved

Shae-k'i Tien.

For the husband and son we agree earnestly to pray as for Chao-Sao-Sao's four

grown-up sons, only one of whom is yet a Christian and the two dear women leave

us to wend their homeward way.
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[Facsimile of a Chinese Scroll*

beating the words
,

" Come over and

help us."]

SITTING here to-night in my own quiet room, alone

with a dear wee Chinese baby seven months old, a

little patient very ill with bronchitis, my heart turns

te the dear home still mine, though so distant !

The poor mother, when she brought. her child this

afternoon, consented to stay on finding that we might
be able to help it. So I have given them my small

chamber, and baby is lying in little Howard's cot

beside me here, with poultices on his poor wee back

and chest, and a big kettle sending forth plenty of

steam beside him. We are giving him aconite and

belladonna, and trusting he will be better soon, dear

little lamb ! The mother has just gone into Mrs.

Taylor's room to see baby Howard have his bath

such a wonderful, wonderful sight to our Chinese

friends, whose poor little ones only have the remotest

acquaintance with soap and water !

Last night I was suddenly called out to another sick

bed, and am half expecting to be sent for again this

evening. Such a sad case ! A dear young woman
of only five-and-twenty, whose little baby, now a few

days old, was born after nearly two days and nights'

protracted suffering. Puerperal fever succeeded, and

her temperature last night was 105 and 106 as she

lay half-unconscious hour after hour It was very sad

able to do so little. My only refuge was in prayer, andto see her suffer, and be

several times through the long night we all knelt together on the mud floor of the poor
little home, to plead with the one true and all-powerful GOD for her life. I trust and

believe that she will be restored again, though to all human probability it looks im-

possible.
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Oh, how these people suffer ! It was most touching last night to watch the husband

and mother of this poor girl in their loving devotion to her. He especially, though

he had been up several nights, was unremitting in his watchful and tender care all the

long night through. He held her in his arms hour after hour, comforting, soothing,

and helping her, with gentle, self-forgetful, patient tenderness. It was beautiful and

most touching. Again and again tears came jnto my eyes as I watched them, and

thanked GOD for permitting me to see such real affection, once at any rate, in this

dark, cruel, heathen land !

***
April \$fh.

Ten days since the foregoing ! Such busy, trying days that I have not had time or

heart to finish this letter. Night after night we have been sitting up with the poor

little sick baby, again and again expecting it to die in our arms, again and again re-

ceiving it back to life, in answer I believe to our fervent prayers. We had no idea,

when taking it in, that it would have been so ill, or we should scarcely have dared to

receive it, for had the child died the consequences would have been most serious.

Already the reports spread about us in the town are of the worst, and the devil seems

to be trying his hardest to turn the hearts of the people against us. In addition to these

painful rumours, a statement has been in circulation that we are accountable for the

long and serious drought that has prevailed, and threatens to destroy the crops ! It is

said that we, night by night, blow the clouds away and keep the rain from coming !

If anything had really occurred to alarm them if the baby, for instance, had died in

our hands what the result might have been would be hard to say. For ourselves we

case but little, but for the good of the Kingdom and our Master's glory we care much.

Great therefore was our thankfulness when, after five or six nights of anxious watching,

the little one began to mend, and when the rainclouds for which we had been so

earnestly praying gathered at last in refreshing showers. At the end of the week the

baby was much better and able to go home, and with thankful hearts we looked for-

ward to a day or two's rest.

The town was very full, three great Shi or theatres were on, and as one occupied
the whole street outside our very door we thought it wiser not to go out until it was

all over. These Shi are very curious. They are travelling performances, conducted

in the open air. A stage some thirty feet square is placed across the street, high

enough to allow of the traffic passing beneath. The back is boarded in, and contains
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apartments for the actors, &c. No charge is made for witnessing the performance, and

thousands throng the open street, watching with eager interest, hour after hour.

Early next morning a call came for some one to go to a case of opium-poisoning
a young girl of sixteen. Mrs. Taylor went, and returned after some hours, bringing a

favourable report of the poor girl. The difficulty of getting through the streets was

very great. Early in .the afternoon another call came. This time it was an old woman
who had taken the drug. Mrs. Taylor went. Shortly after a messenger hurriedly

arrived from the house where Mrs. Taylor had been in the morning, begging us to

come at once, as the girl had become worse. With earnest prayer for help and

guidance, I got together a few things we thought might be useful, and taking our woman,

Chang-sao-sao, and a man, started somewhat in fear and trembling.

The theatre was in full swing as we reached the door. What a sea of faces ali

down the crowded street ! I caught a glimpse of the grotesque figures on the stage as

we turned to pass under it, for happily our road lay at the back, where the crowd was

not so great. The screaming voices of the actors were almost drowned by the clashing

of gongs, cymbals, and other unmusical instruments, which keep up a perpetual din

during the performance.

The scenes acted were full of horrors, one (often repeated) represents the tortures

of a soul passing after death through the seven hells of its future state. Happily for

us, the attention of the crowd was riveted on the stage, and we got past without

attracting very much notice
; still, a large number followed us, increasing as we went

on, and not seeming as friendly as usual, so that I was glad indeed to reach the house

to which we were going.

It was dusk, and within the crowded hovel all was dark and mysterious. The first

thing to do was to get a light. But, oh, how callous the people seemed ! In vain

we begged for a candle, urged them to procure us a lamp, and upbraided their slowness.

It was at least a quarter of an hour before a miserable glimmer made its appearance a

bit of bamboo-pith in a saucer of oil and we were able to see where the poor girl lay.

One glance convinced me that she was dying. The stiffened form, purple lips,

swollen face, and laboured breathing told their own tale. Her mother had not only

let her sleep, but had given her food also solid food one of the worst things under

the circumstances. Now the poor miserable woman was crouching behind her dying

child, wailing in her grief. I soon learned from the neighbours, who crowded the

room and did not spare their reproaches, that it was she who had driven the poor

child by her cruelty and hardness that morning to take the opium.
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We did all we could, but it was too late
;
and I would have left after an hour or

two, but that they begged so hard for us to stay. The poor girl soon became uncon-

scious, and it was evident to all that she was past hope. Then to my distress they

began to change her clothes, dressing her in the best she had, that she might die

respectably ! Her poor little feet were rebound and squeezed into her tiniest shoes,

and her gayest clothing put upon her, with her finest head-dress of silver and blue and

scarlet. The poor head fell from side to side, the glazed eyes staring unconsciously on

them all, as with rude haste and loud clamour they accomplished their unnatural task.

With heavy heart I stood and watched, and then with surprise saw them lift the

stiff, unconscious figure out into the darkness of the other room. No one followed,

but a burst of loud, unmeaning wailing broke from the women and children. Calling

Chang-sao-sao, I hastened after the men, and there in the outer room I found her laid

on the mud floor with only a straw mat under her, close by the open door, through

which the cold night air came blowing in just laid down in the dark and cold to die !

Indignant, I called to the people to come and see that she was not dead, scarcely even

dying yet ; and made them feel her heart and hands.

Somewhat surprised, they gathered round ; but the excitement being over they- soon

dropped off one by one, leaving us alone with the mother and sisters of the dying child.

It was late then, and we could not leave them by themselves through the long, awful

night. They begged us to stay, the little ones holding my hands with tears
;
so I sent

word to Mrs. Taylor, and sat down with the poor dying girl in my arms.

Already she seemed almost choked with the thick matter which made such a

terrible rattling in her throat, and once she roused to almost consciousness, seizing

my hand, and gazing all around her with imploring eyes. Of course, we did all we
could think of, and prayed again and again ; -but it was too late, the poison was fast

doing its deadly work. Unconscious she sank back again into my arms, and we all

felt there was nothing more to be done. I got a /&-'/ and covered her up

warmly, and then sat down on the mud floor by-her side to watch the end.

The little sisters dear children of some eight and ten years old sat by me. The
mother had gone away ! The brother and some men-servants (they were not poor

people by any means) were asleep in the next room. It was midnight ;
I suppose they

were tired.

Presently a heavy, sickening smell of opium came wafted to us from somewhere
near at hand ! Quickly I looked up and asked who was smoking the deadly drug
here and now ! The little sister sadly replied,
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It is mother, in the next room

; she is always smoking."
" Mother ! here and now ?

"

"Yes."

Heartsick, and overwhelmed with grief arid shame, I bowed my head beside that

dying child. There swept over me an awful realization of the part England has played
in this devil's triumph the heavy curse of my adopted people. I, an English girl,

as I knelt there by that dying Chinese girl, felt an awful "fitness of things" in

the remorse and grief and shame that bowed me to the ground. My people's sin

is mine. Oh, that my grief and shame were theirs !

But, alas, it is too late for grief to avail anything here nsw. I can only comfort

the living and weep beside the dying, helpless to save. And for my people, too, it

is too late ever to repair the unutterable wrong that justifies the bitter answer lately

made by an educated Chinaman to a missionary,
"

I don't know about heaven," said he,
" but I know there is a hell, for China

has been a hell ever since you brought the opium to us."

Yes, we have forced upon them our opium, and it is too late ever to undo that

for the whole empire is just saturated with its deadly poison. There seems scarce a

house in which there is not one dead. But, by God's grace, we may yet do some-

thing for the living ;
we may yet take the little children and lead them by the hand

into safer, better ways. We have given them our opium ; can we refuse them our

Bible ! our knowledge of a Saviour, a Deliverer, a certain Hope? Opium we forced

upon them at the bayonet's point ; for the Bible and the Light of Truth they cry

with outstretched, empty, longing hands, and for help also to rid themselves, even

now, from their awful bondage to this deadly drug, Oh, that Christian England
would arise, as one man, and give of its best its sons and daughters, its silver

and gold determined that even now, late though it be, all shall be done that can

be done to save this people, and purge our consciences from this load of guilt

and shame.*******
It is past midnight, and dark and cold

;
I look up and see a strange, sad scene.

The dying girl is weaker, the awful death-rattle louder, hoarser than before. The

little sisters have fallen asleep, their heads pillowed upon her cold, stiff form. I

take the younger in my arms, and wrap my loose garments about her. The other

wakes up, and pillows her head on my knee. A little way off, Chang-sao-sao is

sitting, quietly watching, with a sad, grave face. For three long hours we sit here thus
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never-to-be-forgotten, awful hours, spent in that low, dark chamber, face to face

with that fearful death, and with the consciousness of what it mean$.

Only this morning she was well and bonnie, poor girl ! On the threshold of

womanhood, life just opening before her, and with no thought of death. And now?

And n<nu dying . . . poisoned . . . self-poisoned ... in her misery . . . with

British opium !

Yes. And think !

" A million a month in China are dying without Gor>."*******
The breathing is slower. The death-rattle longer, louder. No one knows, no one

cares much, except us ! A long silence one more faint gasp one quiver and all is

over.

I kneel beside her, and the children wake, looking up with sad, strange eyes, won-

dering at my tears. Py-and-by the mother and the rest come in. The brother,

without a word, fetches a bundle of paper which he burns upon the ground beside the

dead girl's head. He says it is to song her fs'fen, or send her money, to the land of

shadows whither she is gone. Sick at heart, I watch the sad picture, and then I try

to tell them of HIM who can rob death of all its terrors ; but they are too tired to

listen, and my heart is almost too sad.

The little ones beg me to come again, as presently we go out into the dark, cold

night, and make our way home through the sleeping, silent city.

It is half-past three when we get in, and I sit down alone to think about it all.*******
I have toWUit you just as it happened. It is a sad story, but no description could

convey a tenth part of its sadness.

It is only one of scores of such hundreds, I suppose that happen daily in this vast

sin-cursed land, where one thousand souls every hour pass away into Christle3s graves.

No words can tell how thankful I am to be in China to be here. What they
lose who might come and don't ! And what they incur, also ! For hath HE not

said :

"
If thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those that are ready

to be slain ; if thou sayest,
' Behold we knew it not,

'

doth not He that pondereth the heart

consider it ? and He that keepeth thy soul, doth not He know it ? and shall He not

render unto every man according to his works ?
"

Yours, seeking the lost with Jesus,



"While you and I cannot look beyond what our newspapers put before us, and while we are taken up
with what is going on in England, the eye of the great God is going to and fro among all those countless

millions, not one of whom is forgotten, each soul of them an object of the tenderest solicitude and of the

utmost interest to the great God that made it. And as they pass on and go down into the darkness

the heart of the great God is wrung for them
; there is not one of them that God has not loved, there

is not one of them for whom Christ did not die. There is not one of them but God would have saved

whom the infinite heart of the infinite God is not yearning over with unutterable compassion. There

is not one of them that goes down into the darkness but the very tears of Christ are, as it were, falling

upon his head. Shame upon us when we look at the wonderful, inconceivable love of God and look

then at our own hearts ! God has shown that there is nothing He will not do, or give, or suffer, that

men may be saved ; and yet in spite of the pouring out of all that infinite wealth of love, men are

going down to death because you and I will not tell them of the Gospel. That is our position before

God in this matter."

MAJOR-GEN. F. T. HAIG, R.E.

How much longer shall this state of things continue? How much longer shall more than half the

human race be allowed to remain in ignorance of the way of life? How much longer shall the com-

mand of Him whom we call
" Our Lord Jesus Christ

"
to go into ALL the world and preach the

gospel to EVERY CREATURE, be neglected, disregarded, and ignored?
We plead for these neglected millions. We raise our voices on their behalf. They cannot speak for

themselves. Distance makes them dumb. Strangership silences them. They wander in moral mid-

night. They know not what they do. Year after year, age after age, they fall and perish as though of

no more worth than the withered leaves of autumn. They have fallen by millions, and none has cared

for them. Torrid sun and sweeping rain have bleached their bones or blanched their sepulchres.

Melancholy winds have moaned their requiem. Relentless Time has rolled over their generations the

billows of oblivion. They have perished from the earth, gone into a dark and dread eternity, without

ever having heard of Him who died and rose that men might live, who was lifted up from the earth to

draw all men unto Him, and who cries aloud to a ruined but redeemed humanity, "Come unto Me, all

ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest
"

We plead for the neglected millions of heathendom. We say to the Church of Jesus Christ,
" Behold

them ! They are our own brothers and sisters in a common humanity. They are one with us in sin and

ruin ; let them be one with us in the knowledge of salvation. Awake, O selfish, sleeping, forgetful

Church; arouse thee to thy neglected duties; fulfil thy solemn mission; bear thy testimony ; send

forth thy sons ; proclaim thy glorious message ; gird thyself, and give thyself, in the name of Jesus

Christ, to the tremendous task of evangelizing the uttermost part of the earth/'

HENRY GRAITAN GUINNESS.



" The good shepherd gweth

his life for the sheep.
"

"
If any man serve Me

let him follow Me"

"
Wilt thou lay down thy life

for My Sake f
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" As Thou hast sent Me into the world,

Even so have I also sent them into the world."

LORD JESUS, Thou hast sent Thy people to carry Thy

Salvation to the world. But few of them have gone, and

the world is perishing. Here and now I give my life to

Thee for missionary service, in obedience to Thy last

command
; promising, in as much as in me lies, to take

or send the Gospel to every creature.

(Name)
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CHAPTER XVI.

Ube Map to tbe Western paraoise.

" 11y a dans notre cceur une place vide, que Dieu seulpent remplir."
" Thou hast made usfor Thyself, and the heart never resteth till itfindeth rest in Thee:'

MISSIONARY work has been objected to on the ground that the followers

of Buddha, Zoroaster, Mahomet, and Confucius are already much on
a par with the followers of Jesus Christ, and do not need our Gospel.
We are told that the Sunday School children's idea of black

miserable heathen can no longer be entertained as regards enlight-
ened and civilized Asiatic nations. True, their religions differ from

ours, but this is the natural outcome of their different environment.

Their whole civilization, their laws, literature, and social customs,
are unlike those of Europe and America

;
and the different faiths

they hold are as fit and proper for them as the different clothes

they wear.

The disciples of Jesus Christ believe, on the contrary, that HE is

the Light of the World
;
that there is none other name under heaven

given among men whereby we must be saved
;
that

"
ily a dans notre

cceur uneplace vide, que Dieu seulpeut remplir ;
"
and that the human

heart can find no home but in the bosom of the Man of Sorrows,

Who stands with open arms calling to the sin-weary,
" Come unto

Me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest."

Only facts can settle the question at issue here. If it can be

shown that Buddhism, for instance, is a vital, transforming power,

solving the problem of existence, lifting the veil of the unseen, dis-

pelling the shadows of death, bringing freedom from the guilt and
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love of sin, and so working in man a new creation that, liberated from

the chains that -bound him in sin and selfishness, and no longer

anxiously seeking his own salvation, he begins to nobly live, and

love, and serve, and bless his fellows
;

then it has been shown that

Buddhism is a Gospel fit to compare with the glad tidings of the

Christ of Nazareth. But if the faith of Buddha, far from doing this,

only sets the weary soul to climb an endless treadmill of so-called

good works, in hope of some vague and distant deliverance, a

treadmill that turns round and round for ever, bringing no deliverance

at all, but only grinding out hopeless discouragement, futile effort,

present uncertainty, and final despair ;
if Buddhism, we say, has

no better word than this, it clearly is no Gospel, but only sad news

and unspeakably bad news for the sin-sick and tired.

Buddhism is the faith of millions in China to-day. Are we to

believe, as some would have us, that this faith, evolved by the ages
in the process of religious development, exactly suits the require-

ments of these millions, and that all efforts for their evangelization

are ill-judged and unreasonable attempts to foist a foreign faith upon

people who do not heed it any more than they need foreign clothes ?

Or are we to number them among
" the ignorant and those that are

out of the way," upon whom the Christ of God had compassion,
whom He has died to redeem, and to whom we are responsible to

carry the glad tidings of His great love andgreat Salvation ?

Let Buddhism speak for itself ! We would hear its own testimony
and judge from its own lips

"
the Light of Asia."

The following reproduction, translation, and account of a Chinese

Buddhist tract appeared recently in the Journal of the East London

Missionary Institute.
5 We reprint, with a few verbal alterations, the

article just as it stood in the pages of Regions Beyond.

6 See appendix, p. i.



AN-KIN was full of death. There was a great drought. No rain

had fallen for six months. The city was parched and dry. Foul

odours and pestilential gases, resulting from indescribably unsanitary

conditions, bred fevers and cholera and death. There was no
water to wash, in, and hardly any to drink. The children died.

The beasts died. The people died. The crops failed. Famine
threatened the city. Who was to blame ? Above all, who was to

help ?

Kaolaishan, disciple of Buddha, had an inspiration. The Bud-

dhist priest Che had spoken. Gan-kin had forgotten his words ;

this miserable state of things was quite to be expected ;
but the town

should remember once more. If he were to remind Gan-kin, it

would be an act of merit. He would gain. The town would gain.

He might avert the famine.

And so it came to pass that the words of the Buddhist priest Che
were once more in vogue at Gan-kin. Kaolaishan did his work

thoroughly. He printed a large tract. It was three feet long and

i^ feet wide. It was posted up on the walls and distributed

by thousands. Everybody who could read, read it. Everybody who could pray,

prayed it. It enjoined a constant repetition of Buddha's name. His name was

repeated innumerable times, for could not his name avail to avert the famine ?

The central figure on the sheet was that of the Buddhist priest. The lines of his

garments were ingeniously contrived in readable characters. Three rows of dots on
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his shaven head showed the marks of his ordination. For every bead on the rosary

in his hand he was supposed to repeat Buddha's name or a prayer. A coffin and a

skeleton at the foot of the sheet represented death a subject on which the Buddhist

priest had thought. The whole tract is reproduced in fac-simile on page 183 (to

which the initial letters in brackets refer), and reads with a certain poetic measure

and rough rhyme, which can scarcely be preserved in a translation, as follows :

A TRACT EXHORTING ALL MEN TO REPEAT BUDDHA'S NAME.

(B. i and B. 2.)
" An ingenious Essay on the Vanity of all things.

Buddhist priest Che."
By the

T is good to reform ; it is good to reform?
The things of the world will be all swept away.

^ Let others be busy while buried in care,

& My mind, all unvexed, shall be pure.

They covet all day long, and when are they satisfied?

They only regret that the wealth of thefamily is small,

They are clearly but puppets held iip by a string,

When the string breaks they come down with a run.
'

In the article of death there is neither great nor small,

They use not gold nor silver and need not precious things,

There is no distinction made between mean and ignoble, ruler and prince.

Every year many are buried beneath thefragrant grass ;

Look at the red sun setting behind the western hills,

Before you are auare the cock crows and it is daylight again.

Speedily reform. Do not say, "It is early"
The smallest child easily becomes old.

Your talent reaches to the dipper (an astronomical constellation).

Your wealthfills a thousand chests,

6 The ingenuity is supposed to lie in the arrangement of the characters so as to represent the

garments of a priest ; and in the discourse being so planned that the character for "heart" occurs in

the very centre of the body, where the Chinese believe the actual heart to be situated.

7 The first line, literally translated, means " Turn the head ; tuin the head " an interesting expression
when connected with our Western con-verto.



Facsimile ofa Chinese Buddhist tract published at Can-kin, in Central China, in 1887.
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Your patrimony follows you, when willyou be satisfied 1

It is good to exhortpeople to reform.

To become vegetarian* and to repeat Buddha's name is a precious thing you can

carry with you.

It may be seen that wealth and reputation are vain.

You cannot do better than repeat Buddha's name.

(D.) There is, there is ; there is not, there is not ; yet we are troubled.

We labour, we toil ; when do we rest?

Man born is like a winding stream ;

The affairs of the world are heaped up mountains high.

From of old, from of old, and now, and now, many return to their original.

The poor, the poor, the rich, the rich, change places.

We pass the time as a matter of course ;

The bitter, the bitter, the sweet, the sweet, their destiny is the same.

(E.) To covetprofit and seek reputation the worldover

Is not so good as (to wear) a ragged priesfs garment, and be found amongst

Buddhists.

A cagedfowl has food, but the gravy pot is near.

The wild crane has no grain, but heaven and earth are vast?

It is difficult to retain wealth andfamefor a hundred years,

"transmigration of souls continually causes change.

I exhort you, gentlemen, to speedily seek some way of reforming your conduct.

A man (being) once lost, a million ages (of suffering] will be hard to bear.

(F.) A solitary lamp illumines the darkness of the night,

You get into bed, take offyour socks and shoes ;

Your three souls and seven spirits
' turn andfollow your dreams,

Whether they will come back in the morning light is uncertain.

* The Chinese, speaking generally, are, as a nation, vegetarians. Frequently this is a matter of

necessity with them, but when strict Buddhists they abstain from animal food from religious motives.
9 The explanation of this terse saying is simple. The caged fowl with his food represents the man

who seeks to provide for himself in the ordinary way. As the fowl is put into the pot when it is

fattened, so the poor mortal goes clown to the grave at the appointed time. The wild crane without

food represents the Buddhist priest without any means of sustenance. In his case the world from which

to choose is all before him, and he will reach the Western Paradise at last.

1 The Chinese, in common with other Buddhists, firmly believe that each man possesses three souls

and seven spirits. Why this should be the case they cannot say. Even the priests have no explanation

to offer of this curious theory.
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(G ) To beforgotten, grow old, and die of disease is a bitter thing,
But who has not this ?

Ifyou do not repeat Mito? how can you escape punishment ?

(H. i.} Villainous devices, treacherous evil, hidden poison, false rejoicing,

Forgettingfavours, crossing the river and then breaking thi bridge (i.e. to serve

oneself at the expense of others),

(H. 2.}Losing all conscience, deceiving his own heart ; he that has done these things lives

with the king of hell.

He that has said good-bye to conscience, even he now finds it difficult

To escape the punishment of the knife-hill and oil-pot?

(J.) Houses, gold and silver, land, wife, family,

Grace and love, rank and lust, all are VAIN?

[The Buddhist priest, addressing the skeleton, who is here drawn to illustrate and
enforce his discourse, proceeds :

]

How can you, sir, carry all things away with you ?

A few layers ofyellmv earth cover allyour glory .

(L.) A silver coffin worth 108,000 ounces ofpure silver (about 2 7,000) /

This man took pains to devise an ingenious device, but all is VAIN.

[The large white character on the coffin-end will be recognized as identical with

that elongated under the list of houses, gold and silver, &c ,
below. In China it is

customary to place some striking and significant device, gene r
ally in the form of a

scarlet character, at one end of the thick coffins of the dead.]

(M.) To travel east, west, north, south, to see all life is vain ;

Heaven is vain, earth is vain, including also mysterious man.

The sun is vain, the moon is vain.

They come and go, for whatpurpose ?

Fields are vain, lands are vain, how suddenly they change owners !

Gold is vain, silver is vain, after death how much is there in the hand ?

1 Buddha's name.
3 Two forms of punishment in the Buddhist hell.

4 It will be seen that the characters representing these several possessions are ranged above one large,

elongated sign. This character, which is pronounced Kong, and corresponds pretty accurately to the

Latin vanus, is thus shown to be the sum of man's earthly possessions and attainments ; reminding one

strongly of the words of the preacher
" All is vanity''
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Wives are vain, children are vain,

They do not meet again on the way to Hades.

In the Tatsang classic vanity is lust.

In the Panrohsin classic lust is vanity.

He that travelsfrom east to west is like a beautiful lee ;

After he has made honeyfrom flowers with all his labour, all is vain.

After midnight you hear the drum beat the tliird watch,

You turn over, and before you know ivhere you are you hear the bell striking the

fifth watch:

To carefully think it overfrom the start, it is like a dream.

Ifyou do not believe, look at the peach and apricot trees,

How long after the flowers open are they red f

Ifyou regard prince and minister, after death they revert to the soil,

Their bodies go to the earth, their breath to the w inds,

Within the covering of yellow earth there is nothing^ but a mass of corruption ;

they pass away no better than pigs or dogs.

Why did they not at the beginning inquire of the Buddhist priest Che ? >

Daylight. i.e. They drop'off and perish.
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Don't brag then before others ofyour cleverness.

A man during life owns vast tracts of land?

After death he can only have three paces of earth*

To think it over carefully after death, nothing would be taken away ;

The Buddhist priest Che has with his own hand written to you.

[At this point it will be seen that the winding convolutions of the priest's robe have

reached the centre of his body. Here, as already mentioned, the heart is by the

Chinese supposed to be located, and a good deal of the "
ingenuity

"
referred to in

the title is contained in the fact that at this point the characters refer to the heart.

Hence the exhortation to
"
laugh loudly." To Western minds, the sudden introduc-

tion of three wholly disconnected lines breaking in upon the theme of the discourse

is not sufficiently ingenious to dispense with explanation.]

The word heart: loudly laugh !

Not much time need be employed in writing it,

It has one curve like the moon and three dots all awry?

Thefeathered tribe and beasts will also become Buddhas?

Jf you only repeat Buddha's name you will go to the kingdom that produces

extreme felicity.

[At the point N. a layman is supposed to break in and remark :]

(N.)
" I see other men die,

My heart is nervous and excited?

Not anxious about other men,

But because my turn will come."

[The literal rendering of this line is
"
Look, look, the wheel comes to me /" The wheel

of life, the inexorable turning of fate that now raises one man and then another,

alternately exalting the beggar and debasing the prince, plays a large part in the

Buddhisti conception of all things. It is referred to in lines 6 and 7 under the

heading E. The idea of transmigration is connected with this doctrine.]

1
Literally, 15,000 square acres.

8
Literally, 8 feet by 12

; enough to bury him.
9

Referring to the shape of the character, which is drawn thus fa
i Absorption into Nervana is here referred to, and not an indefinite multiplication of inferior

Baddhas.
*

Literally, like a hot fire/
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At once repeat Buddha 's name.

If in life you repeat it often

Hereafteryou shall reap extreme joy.

R. Pikiu, Pikiuni, Yiuposeh, Yiupoi.
3

Virtuous men, virtuous women, and others who repeat Buddha's name

Shall together go to the Western Paradise.

S. On seeing this tract reflect, reflect.

T. Kaolaishan, disciple of Buddha, native of 'Chihli, has had this engraved and given

away as an act of merit. The block he retains in his own keeping.

Respect printed paper.

On repeating Buddha's name 300 times fill up one of the empty circles* witha red

pencil. When all are filled up the total will be 180,000.

And this is the last word.

In face of drought and famine, death staring his people in the face, the Buddhist

priest Che propounds his scheme of salvation. The people are perishing hopelessly.

In their extremity Buddhism shows them the way to the Western Paradise. To whom
must they fly for aid? What must they do? Perform meritorious actions, and " on

repeating Buddha?s name 300 times fill up one of the empty circles with a red pencil."

And then begin again.
"
O-mi-to-fu

"
300 times and a red pencil-mark ; 300 more

times, another pencil-mark ; 300 more, another. And so forth.

When 180,000 repetitions of Buddha's name have been faithfu'ly pronounced with

earnest lips by the distressed soul, the tract is full. But the drought still continues.

What now ? Begin again. A new tract
;
the same red pencil ; precisely the same

process ! 300 repetitions and a dot.

But the children are dying ! Repeat Buddha's name. The town is desolate ? His

name cannot have been pronounced a sufficient number of times. Reiterate it yet

again.
"
O-mi-to-fu / O-mi-to-fu! O-mi-to-fu!"

But is there no end ?

None. Absolutely none.

3 A Buddhist charm probably derived from Indian names. The words have rio significance whatever,

being merely repeated as a kind of magic.
4 " The circles

"
are ranged all round the tract, empty, awaiting filling.
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We hear much, no\v-a-days, about " the Light of Asia." Literary men, who have

read Christianity into Buddhism, tell us that Buddhism compares well with Christianity.

Some even ask us to believe that Buddha is nobler than Christ.

When we are brought face to face with the actual thing, with Buddhism pure and

simple, our eyes are opened.
" The Light of Asia ?

"
This is the light of Asia.

This tract contains the essence of Buddhism. Buddhist publications are to be had

by the hundred in China, but they are only changes rung on the same old peal The
sheet we have translated contains, as our missionary friend who had been through the

drought of 1887 at Gan-kin, and brought home the tract, remarked when he handed

it to ^"Buddhism boiled down." Clearly not Buddhism as understood by
modern writers, but Buddhism as understood and practised by the Chinese people

and priests ;
Roman Catholic in its ceremonial, its tonsure, its rosary, its purgatory

and priestcraft, with all the vain unmeaning repetitions, penance, meritorious works,

and mummery of paganized Christianity, including the sacred sect of shaven celibates,

cut off from all natural affection and human ties.

This then is the whole faith in which millions of our fellow-men are born, and live

and die, in China.
" All is vanity ; if is good to reform ;

It is good to repeat Buddha 's name.

Why did they not at the beginning inquire of the Buddhist priest Che ?
"

This they have. And this is all they have. We repeat it : this is all. The

whole answer to humanity's bitter cry, to the vanity and emptiness of life, to the pain

of the world, the fear of death and the dread of the unknown world to come, for these

millions is here Repeat Buddha s name.

Buddhism can give no further hope, and no certainty even in this forlorn per-

formance. Repeat Buddha's name ; repeat it any number of time?. The more the

better. There is no end, no limit, no sufficiency, in this vain work of merit. Always

unsatisfied, the worshipper continues, his uncertainty being a fruitful source of money-

making to the priest, for could he satisfy himself before death that he had done

enough to deserve the Western Paradise, no further payment would be necessary at

or after his funeral.

And so the devotee goes on, for the way to the Western Paradise is long. In the

chill of the black midnight and in the grey dawn he rises to repeat Buddha's name,
"
O-mi-fo-fu, O-mi-to-fu, O-mi-to-fu" he mutters, unendingly, in a monotonous, sing-
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song undertone. At his work he reiterates it ; at his dressing ; when he lies awake

at night ;
in the street, in the field, in the temple, in the chamber of death,

"
O-mi-to-fu ! O-mi-to-fu ! O-mi-to-fu." And -there is none to answer, nor any even to

hear.

Can we realize the meaning of this ?

No faith that God is love
;
no forgiveness of past sins

;
no unseen Hand to guide

through the mazes of life, making
"

all things work together for good :

" no certain

future ; no coming King and Redeemer to look for

" By the light of the Evening Star

When the room is growing dusky as the clouds afar ;

"

No higher Friend whose strength enables weakness
;
no Lover of the soul

;
no Home

for the heart in God ;
no Father in heaven : only a dismal question of a hopeless

balance of merit, whose issue must be dreaded either way. In death no hope ;
for

death is but the turning of a vast and awful wheel, grinding out inexorable fate for

hapless humanity, and leading now up, now down, through unknown aeons.

Think of the meaning of our Faith to us
; realize what lies hidden in the words

" I have loved thee, thy sins areforgiven, I will guide thee, all things work together

for good, / go to prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive you unto

Myself, Ye are Myfriends, Your Father knoweth,My Father andyour Father, My
God and Your God" Then try to strip them from you. Leave no idea of God's

love, of Christ Jesus' redemption, of hope beyond the grave. . . . We cannot do it.

These thoughts are ingrained in us
; they are part and parcel of ourselves. But they

do not belong to all men as they belong to us ; and we have been listening to the cry of

the human heart apart from God. "
See," it seems to say,

" we are here, but why ?

Whence ? What reason is there for our suffering ? What explanation for our soul-

emptiness ? We can feed our bodies, who can feed our hearts ? Who can show
us any good ? Is there such a thing as rest ? Which is the way where light dwelleth ?

'

And what answer does it find, by seeking earnestly ? This :

"
O-mi-to-fu, O-mi-to-fu,

O-mi-to-fu" for ever.

Listen to it ! Listen to that cry, going up from thousands of trembling lips, aye,
from millions of suffering hearts, daily, hourly, momentarily ;

a monotonous, unceasing

repetition
"
Buddha, Buddha, Buddha, Buddha, Buddha, Buddha, Buddha," floating

out into the mute, unheeding void !
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1

Mingling with the

dash ofsea waves . . .

breathed amid the

stillness ofgreat

mountains."

It is rising to-night, as we write these words. It is rising to-morrow, as you read

them. It has risen for thousands oi years. It is rising a/ways !

In the cold midnight air and in the morning sunshine, mingling with the dash of

sea-waves, with the murmur of flowing streams, or the hum of deep tropical forests 5

breathed amid the stillness of great mountains or in the noise and hurrying of crowded

cities ; remember that it is always going up. Remember that it is always unanswered.

And remember that Jesus hears it always: that He died in response to its unspoken

pain and sorrow. Remember that, having committed to us its deep, all-satisfying

reply, He says to us to-day,
" Go ye into all the world and preach THE GOSPEL to

every creature."
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THE EAST LONDON INSTITUTE
For Home and Foreign Missions,

Harley House and College, and Doric Lodge, Bow, London, E. ;

AND

Hulme Cliff College, Curbar, Derbyshire.

Hon. Director tt. GRATTAN GUINNESS, D.D., F.R.G.S.

Hon. London Director H. GRATTAN GUINNESS, JUN., M.R.C.S., F.R.G.S.

THIS
INSTITUTE was founded in March, 1872, with a view to increase the

number of ambassadors for Chrj^ among the heathen, and in the darker

regions of Christendom.



The WORLD'S POPULATION, according to the best estimates, is at present about 1400
millions. Only about 400 millions are, even in name, Christians, and the remainder

of over a thousand millions are consequently non-Christians, and for the most part

heathen. The greater part of this almost inconceivable mass have never heard of

Christ, and have little chance of doing so, for Protestant Missionaries are scattered

among them only in the proportion of ONE to every three or four hundred thousand.

No single individual could possibly minister the word of life to such a multitude, even

in Christendom ;
how much less in heathendom !

THE -SUPPLY is CLEARLY INADEQUATE, and yet the Evangelical Churches at home
are rich both in men and money. There is no reason why it should not speedily be

doubled, trebled, multiplied tenfold. There are in our home Churches thousands of

converted and devoted young men and women suitable for Missionaries, and willing

to become such
;
and there is wealth enough in the hands of Christians to send them

forth and sustain them among the heathen. Some of these are educated, and have

already engaged more or less in the service of God in this land, and having means of

their own, can go forth into heathendom when they will. Others hear the call of God,
and desire to obey, but lack the needful education, and have neither leisure nor

means to acquire it, nor the ability to go forth at their own charges.

OUK INSTITUTE seeks to arouse men and women of this latter class, to hear and
heed the last great command of Christ ;

it helps them to fit themselves for service in

heathendom, or in other needy spheres, by offering them, freely, a course of suitable

study and practical training. It then introduces them to the field for which they seem
best adapted, and, if need be, sustains or helps to sustain them in it. It seeks also,

and in order to all this, the diffusion of information by press and platform as to the

world's wants and the Lord's work, so as to deepen in the hearts of Christians at home
practical compassionfor the heathen and a sense of responsibility to give them the Gospel.

Two COLLEGES, each adapted for fifty men one in East London and the other in

North Derbyshire are connected with the Institute, which has also a TRAINING
HOME for thirty young women, students preparing for missionary work. The course
of study and practical training is adapted to afford to all such help as they are capable
of receiving, and as will fit each for future usefulness in the sphere to which they seem
best adapted. It extends over two or three years, and, in the case of regular medical

students, over a longer time. All the students receive a certain measure of medical

training, both theoretical and practical.

Ax EXTENSIVE HOME MISSION WORK, in which the students receive practical

training, is carried on in connection with the Institute, among the working classes of
East London. Its operations comprise a medical mission with a numerously attended

dispensary, and a maternity department worked under a certificated lady by the

young women students ; mothers' meetings ; night schools for men, for lads, and for

factory girls ;
a soup kitchen

;
Band of Hope and temperance meetings ; house-to-

house visitation, open-air preaching, tent meetings in summer, Sunday-schools and
Bible-classes, and Gospel-preaching. Two Mission Halls in Bow and Bromley, with
school rooms and class-rooms attached, are worked directly and exclusively by the

Institute, and the students help in many other places, and preach also in churches
and chapels.



THE INSTITUTE is BROADLY CATHOLIC IN ITS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE ; it trains

men of all evangelical denominations, of all nationalities^ and of all classes ; and it trains

them for all societies, all lands, and all spheres of Christian effort. It is as com-

prehensive as it is possible to be, within the limits of evangelical truth. It seeks

to be GODLY and practical in character, and in methods : to cultivate devotion,

dependence on God, self-denial, self-support as far as possible, and self-sacrifice : and
it aims especially at " the Regions Beyond," or neglected and unevangelized fields at

home and abroad.

THE STUDENTS HAVE BEEN OF VARIOUS NATIONALITIES : not only English, Scotch,

Irish, and American, but French, German, Italian, Spanish, Swedish, Danish, Russian,

Bulgarian, Syrian, Egyptian, Kaffir, Negro, Hindu, Parsee, Koordish, and Jewish.

They have also been of various denominations. The large majority of those who have

gone out as Missionaries are now connected with about twenty different societies and

associations, while a number are working independently as self-sustaining Missionaries,
medical or otherwise.

MORE THAN FIVE HUNDRED MISSIONARIES, former Students in the Institute, are

now labouring in China, India, Syria, Armenia, Egypt ; in France, Spain, Portugal,

Italy ; on the East and West Coasts of Africa, in Natal and Cape Colony ;
in Prince

Edward's Isle, Cape Breton, Canada, and the Western States of America ; in the

West Indies, Brazil, and the Argentine Republic ;
in Australia and New Zealand, as

well as in various parts of the home mission field. The object of the Institute is

especially to send evangelists to " the Regions beyond
"
those already evangelized.

ONE HUNDRED STUDENTS are now in training, and some of their number are con-

tinually passing out into the great world field
; at the rate of one every week on an

average.

THE EXPENDITURE OF THE INSTITUTE on the Colleges and on Home and Foreign
Missions has during the last few years been over ,12,000 a year.- It is carried on as

a work of faith and labour of love, in dependence on God, Whose will it seeks to do.

It has few regular subscribers, but is sustained by the free-will offering of Christian

friends. As its work is an ever-growing one, increased contributions towards its funds

are much needed, and will be received with thanksgiving to God.

THE ENTIRE PROPERTY OK THE INSTITUTE is vested in a body of Trustees.

Regularly audited accounts are published annually. The services of the Directors

and of the Secretary Dr. and Mrs. H. Grattan Guinness as well as those of their

family, are rendered gratuitously.

CONTRIBUTIONS in aid of any of the objects of the Institute may be sent either to the

Treasurer, SIR ARTHUR BLACKWOOD, K.C.B., Shortlands House, Shortlands, Kent ;

or to H. GRATTAN GUINNESS, M.R.C.S., Harley House, Bow, London, E., from

whom fuller information can be had on application.

AN ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL, entitled
" THE REGIONS BEYOND," is the Organ of the

Institute, and is issued monthly. It will be sent post free to any address for 3^. per



THE CONGO-BALOLO MISSION.

OR seven years the Directors of the East London Institute sustained and carried

on the LIVINGSTONE INLAND MISSION TO THE CONGO. Founded in 1878,
this Mission succeeded in penetrating 700 miles into the interior, and its outpost
station at Equatorville was planted among the BALOLO people of the Upper
Congo. In 1884, when 50 Missionaries had been sent out, and seven permanent
stations established, Mr. and Mrs. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS, the Directors of the

enterprise, were led by various weighty considerations to transfer it to the

management of an American Society ; still carrying on, however, a British

Auxiliary. The American Baptist Missionary Union, of Boston, has ever since

ably sustained and fostered the Congo Mission, which has had much spiritual

blessing, and rejoices now in hundreds of converts. The Society, however, has

not extended the Mission further up the Congo, or on to the tributary rivers,

as it was originally intended to do, but has rather consolidated the existing work.

EXTENSION. In 1888 the British Auxiliary, therefore, undertook the task of

extending the sphere of the operations of this Mission by founding a new branch

among the Balolo of the Southern tributaries.

THE BAI.OLO PEOPLE number at least ten millions. They dwell on an
elevated and healthy plateau, and are a comparatively intelligent and superior
race. Their country is accessible by means of the Juapa, Bosira, Ikelemba,

Lolanga, Maringa and Lomami rivers, and occupies the whole of the horse-shoe-

shaped territory enclosed by the great northward bend of the Congo.

BASIS OF THE NEW EFFORi. The Congo-Balolo Mission is unsectarian in

character. Members of any of the evangelical churches are welcome as workers
in if. It offers no attractions in the way of good salaries, or other earthly

advantages; it is
" a work of faith and labour of love," seeking the co-operation

only of men and women willing to endure hardness, and, if need be, to lay down
their lives for Christ's sake and the Gospel's. Ten years of Congo experience
afford valuable practical guidance to the Directors, and the hearty co-operation of

the older Mission obviates many serious difficulties generally encountered by
efforts in a new and uncivilized country. A chain of stations in the interior

already exists, and the language is acquired and reduced to writing.

CONSTITUTION. The Mission is managed by the Directors of the East London
Institute for Home and Foreign Missions (Harley House, Bow, London, E.),
assisted by a Council at home, and by a Standing Committee of senior missionaries
in Africa.

A STEAMER for the navigation of the tributaries of the Congo has been given to the Mission,

by the Y.M.C.A. of Belfast, and by other Irish friends. The first party, consisting of seven
Missionaries and one native Christian lad, sailed in April, 1889, and have already established a station

on the Lolanga River. The second party of three members sailed in December, 1889, taking with
them the s.s. Jt'ioneer. Mr. JOHN McKiTTRiCK, who has already spent some time in. the country
and speaks the language, is the leader of this pioneer Mission, two other members of which have
also had years of experience in the foreign field.

SuprORT. It is hoped that the support of such individual missionaries as have no private means,
will be separately and independently guaranteed by Y.M.C.A.s and Y.W.C.A.s, by circles of local

friends, by the churches of which such missionaries may be members, by individual Christians, or
in some other way, so that only the general expense of the Mission, such as passage and outfit,

freight, transport, station-building, printing and publication, schools and native agents, may fall on
the general funds. Candidates for Membership of the Mission should apply to Dr. H. GRATTAN
GUINNESS, Harley House, Bow, London, E.; to whom contributions may also be sent.



A NEW BOOK BY MRS. GUINNESS
is now in the press, and will be published, D.V., in February, 1890. As will be seen

from the subjoined table of contents, it contains besides the story of the explora-
tion of the new world of Central Africa, and a glance at the history of its recent

developments, its present condition and government, and its claims on Christians

the history of the Livingstone Inland Mission, now conducted by the A.B.M.U., and
a notice of the new Congo-Balolo Mission, referred to on the preceding page.

"
Hlhe Iew (Storld of Central Africa,

and its 01aims on Qhristians."
BY MRS. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.

Crown 8vo, 500 pp., cloth gilt, with good Maps, Portraits, Diagrams, and Illustrations,

price 6/-; or direct from the Author, 5/-, post free.

LONDON : HODDER & STOUGHTON, PATERNOSTER Row, E.G.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
SECTION I. THE .NEW WORLD OF CENTRAL AFRICA.

Chap. I. The New World of Central
Africa.

,, 2. A Journey through the

New World.

3. How the Free State was
founded.

Chap. 5. Portuguese Claims to

African Territory.

,, 6. Africa's greatest Curse,

Slavery.

,, 7. Europe's Sin and Africa's

Sorrow.
8. Present Condition of the

New World.,, 4. The Berlin Conference.

SECTION II. HISTORY OF THE LIVINGSTONE INLAND MISSION.

Chap. I. Why we began the Mis

sion, and how.
2. Start of the McA.l Ex-

pedition.

3. The ''Livingstone" and
the Congo Languages.

Dar
Continent.

4. A Dark Year in the Dark

Chap. 6. Reinforcements and First-

fruits in 1882.

,, 7. Progress in Africa

1882.

,, 8. Death Roll of 1882.

,, 9. Leopoldville and the

Upper Congo, 1883.
10. A Year of Crisis, 1884.

5. The Journey Home.

SECTION III. LIGHT AT LAST ; OR, A MORNING OP JOY ON THE CONGO.

Chap. I. The Revival at Banza I Chap. 2. Progress under the

Manteka. A.B.M.U. %
Chap. 3. The new Congo-Balolo Mission.

SECTION IV. RECOLLECTIONS OF MENAND MANNERS ON THE CONGO,
BY SOME OF THE MISSIONARIES.
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Dr. DAVID BROWN.
"

I have been dipping into your so beautiful
' In tlie Far East; with my dim, dim, eyes."

PROFESSOR HENRY DRUMMOND.
" Thank you most sincerely for sending me this book. I have read it with great interest, and will do what little

my power to make its burning pages known."

ROBERT NEEDHAM OUST, ESQ.
" A beautiful book sweet to look at, profitable to read, and creditable to the Editress."

T. A. DENNY, ESQ.
"

I have read
' In the Far East ' from cover to cover with great interest. . . . No one can read Miss Guinness' le

without devout thankfulness to God for His wonderful work in her and by her.

The Rev. F. B. MEYER, M.-A.
" The best account of the first experiences of China to a traveller and Missionary that I have ever met w

altogether beside their value for deep piety. The extreme taste and beauty of the illustrations and general get-i
the volume leave nothing to be desired."

a
#
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TVOTIOES.
WESTWOOD, BEULAH HILL, UPPER NORWOOD,

THE REV. HENRY E. BROOKE.
" The attractiveness of this charming record of missionary labour in far-distant China consists very much in

the reader being insensibly admitted into the confidence, one might almost say the friendship, of the writer, so as
to feel little short of a personal interest in the trials and disappointments as well as the joys of her missionary
life. The descriptions are so graphic, and the earnest Christian character of the writer so transparent, that
almost in spite of oneself one is made a member of the missionary party, led to see what is going on, and made to
feel an interest in it too. Miss Guinness deserves no small praise for her deeply interesting journal, and her
family also deserve the best thanks of the Christian public for allowing them thus to partake of the pleasure of
reading what was originally intended only for their eyes." May the increased knowledge thus afforded of China's need redound to God's glory and China's blessing."

Bromley, Kent. HEWBY E. BKOOKE.

PROFESSOR TH. CHRISTLIEB.
" Among the many English and German missionary periodicals and missionary descriptions of foreign lands

which have come under my notice, I cannot remember any which from beginning to end are so vivid and natural
as. these letters from Geraldine Guinness. In the Far Eatf has carried me into every scene described, and enabled
nay, forced me to travel the wholeway from the Mediterranean totht Poyang Lake in China. The experiences

here portrayed were evidently deeply felt by'the narrator, and for that reason they carry the reader away with
a strong realization of all that is described. From the last good-bye in the home-land to the first successes of
labour in China, the first impression of land and people, the new dress, the first attempt at eating with chop-
sticks, the new home at first heart-breaking on account of its dankness and dirt, then shaping itself a little more
cheerily the first difficulties and embarrassments, and the consequent constant looking up unto Him who makes
plain, even in China, the paths of those that are His, on to the accounts of terrible opium suicides and attempted
suicides among despairing women of the Chinese peasantry and aristocracy, who in many places claimed medical
aid from the missionaries; the great joy of the first succecsful attempt to speak Chinese, and the special

rejoicing when a native understood a passage of the Gospel, or when little medical aids proved effectual ; all this
flows so freshly and graphically from the pen of Miss Guinness that the figures live and move before the reader,
and he himself lives, for the time being, in the heart of China.

"The friends of missions will especially value and rejoice in the tender, devout, deeply spiritual atmosphere
which pervades this book. A glowing love to the heathen fills the heart of the writer, in whom the China Inland
Mission has won a new pearl, and who little thinks that by these letters (which are edited in book form by the

diligent hand of her sister, Miss Lucy Guinness, the editor of Region* Beyond) she addresses herself to a much
more extensive audience than that intended at first."

Bonn, April, 1889. THEODOR CHUISTLIEB.

DR. GORDON, OF BOSTON.
" The gift of writing well for the great cause of missions, joined with the consecrated art of working well

therefor, we see admirably exhibited in this little volume. The earlier letters of the collection we were privileged

glowing records of her evangelistic journeyings and labours. We were deeply impressed then, as we have been
in the re-reading, with the graphic Ixanty and evangelical richness of these missionary epistles. They are

worthy of publication for the spirit which is in them, for the inlormation which they convey, and for the fire

which they are sure to communicate to Christian hearts by the burning zeal which kindles in their every word
and sentence."

Clarendon Street Church, Boston, April 25, 1869. A. J. GORDON.
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"THE SCOTTISH GUARDIAN."
" Instinct with life . Yet, all is told BO gently and with such effusiveness of love for the work, that many, we

hope, may be led to recognize the beauty of individual self-devotionanimated by a principle so lofty as to be able

to sustain itself undaunted in view of difficulties that, to human sight, might well be deemed invincible. The
volume is beautifully illustrated."

^ mssl()NARY NWS/ ,

"
Strikingly simple and interesting. Graphic and brief touches describing with vivid reality the people and

their surroundings. This work is just one of those which make missionaries by their earnest and availing appeal.

Able editing makes the volume as perfect as possible, and the excellency of the illustrations, which embellish

almost every other page, increase the interest and helpful quickening of the book."

"THE CHRISTIAN."
"
Deeply interesting. . . . A very attractive volume. . . . Presenting the great need of China in a vivid light.

. . . Graphically and admirably delineating the home-life of the people."

".FOOTSTEPS OF TRUTH."
" This charming book is full of the deepest interest, from the first page .to the last, written in very graphic

style, and accompanied with well-executed illustrations. We urge readers to possess a copy forthwith."

"THE METHODIST RECORDER."
" A beautifully prepared and tastefully illustrated book on Chinese mission work. The evident sincerity

breathed in every line, and the spiritual needs of the vast Chinese Empire lying as a heavy burden on the

writer's heart, find constant expression in burning words of self-consecration and appeal."

"CHURCH MISSIONARY- INTELLIGENCER."
"
Very bright and graphic letters. . . . charmingly

'

got up,' under skilful editorship. . . . altogether most
attractive. The very thing to read aloud."

"THE FRIEND OF MISSIONS.'

" Those who have read Miss Guinness' thrilling letters in China's Millions and Regions Beyond, will know
what to expect in the present volume. Under her sister's editorship, it is almost needless to say that the book is

in all respects thoroughly well got up. The writer's simple, graphic details fairly carry her readers with her
into the Chinese country homes where she found and wrought so much blessing."

"CHURCH OF SCOTLAND MISSION RECORD."

" A choice and dainty volume, beautifully illustrated with pictures of Chinese life and scenery. The letters

are worthy of the setting, being natural and picturesque descriptions of missionary travel, life, and work,
bringing China and its millions home to us in all their need. The tone is high and earnest."

"Y.M.C.A. MONTHLY JOURNAL."
"
Touching and thrilling. Much intense earnestness, natural and spiritual power, devotion and self-surrender

is evident in every chapter. The descriptions are graphic, . . . the pictures charming. We commend the book
to our readers with earnest prayer and confidence. Do not send for one copy only, but for several, and spread
them broadcast. They are the record of a girl's experience, and will interest and stir girls in all classes. God
grant they may do more than interest them inspire them to a life of similar devotion to the person of the Seeking
Saviour."

"OUR SISTERS IN OTHER LANDS."

"Fresh and vivid pictures of China and Chinese life, warming and thrilling the heart by the illustration

they give of loving devotion to the Lord Jesus, and abounding joy in His service. How many of our readers will

answer this touching appeal from the women of China, through the heart and pen of their devoted young English
sister, by saying,

' Here am I, send me '
?
"

" THE CHRISTIAN WORKER."
" With an attractive exterior, and with charming illustrations, which, combined with a graphic and sanctified

pen, renders the interior still more attractive ;
In the Far East comes before the Christian public in a form which

is almost sure to procure for it a large sale. We have seldom oponed a volume more calculated to create and
foster the true missionary spirit. Pull of information as to the domestic life of the Chinese, giving a better idea
than we have yet met with of the habits and cu/itoms of the people, it is yet pervaded by a most devout and loving
spirit bearing testimony to the blessed truth-

'

Thy touch hath still its ancient power,
Thou savest those who on Thee call.'

We advise our readers to order this book."

"WORD AND WORK.'
"
Graphic letters . . . published in a delightful volume. . . . Charming alike in get-up and in contents, and

specially interesting as the first impressions of missionary work upon a young and earnest soul. Characterized
throughout by singular freshness and force. We wish it a wide circulation. Miss Guinness wields a facile pen,
and her labour is evidently a labour of love."
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